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ABSTRACT

A novel dinucleoside polyphosphate (HS3) had previousLy been

described in various rnarnmalian cel1 lines and reported to show distinct

patterns of synthesis for transforrned and normal cells in response to
glutarnine starvation (Goh 1979). Those studies were done using
nonisogenic transformed and untransformed cell lines.
The studies described here have used freshly transformed cel1s

and isogenic pairs of transformed and untransformed cell lines to

show

that' regardless of the manner by which. mammalian cel1s are transformecl,
there is a corresponding and uniform change in the pattern of

HS3

accumulation by the ce11s in response to glutarnine starvation.

The

change in HS3 production pattern was observed to occur only a few cell

generations after the ce1ls hrere transforrned, thus suggesting a direct,
causal relationship between ce11 transformation and a change in

HS3

synthesis pattern. using somatic ce1l fusion techniques, it was

shown

that the transformed ce11 pattern of

HS3

synthesis nay be recessive

to the untransformed pattern.
There was a temperature-dependent aspect in the HS3 synthesis

pattern of transformed cel-1s. I,lhile untransformed cells displayed
indifference to availability

of glutanine in their

HS3

an

netabolism

pattern at normal (37oC) or hypertherrnic (+Zo¡ temperatures,
transformed cells switched from grutamine dependence at 37oc to
rapparent' glutanine independence when kept for 4h at 42oC. This

an
was

the case for several isogenic pairs of transformed and untransforned
cell lines studied. The temperature effect in transformed. cells did
not

seem

to be due to a generalised irnpairment of ¡netabolic activity

of the cells at the hyperthermic temperature since nucleic acid

V

(DNA and RNA)

blosynthesis occurred optlnally and, 1lke HS3 synthesls,

with an 'apparent' independence on supplied glutamlne ¿t
Furthermore,

in the

presence

of certain drugs (for

42oC.

exa¡nple, protease

inhibitors or methionine sulphoxinine in the Brotrth nediun),
well as nucLeic acid) biosynthesis occurred at
dependent manner

sinilar to that

observed

at

42oC

in a glutanine-

37oC. Glutaninase (a

glutamine deaminating enzyme) also enabled transformed

at

42oC. Transformed

HS3 (as

cells, but not

cells to

untransformed cel1s,

synthesise

HS3

were shown

to have increased intracellular levels of glutamine at

compared

to the levels at

protease

activity in the growth mediurn confirmed that transformed cell

37oC. Direct measurement

lines, but not their untransformed counterparts,

of glutamine

42oC

had enhanced

and

levels of

proteolytic activity with a concomitant generation of glutamine in

their

growth mediun

al

42oC; no glutamine was generated

in cultures at

370C.

The heat-induced

proteolytic activity, as well as glutamine

generated, lrere sensitive
and

to cyclohexirnide

to a wide variety of protease inhibitors

and actinomycin D.

Efforts to identify the

putative heat-induced protease(s) by polyacrylanide ge1 electrophoresis
and autoiadiographic techniques were unsuccessful. Attenpts

to identify

possible substrate(s) for the heat-induced protease(s) showed that
secreted proteins as

well as authentic serun proteins nay be substrates

for the heat-induced protease(s).
The

results presented'in this thesis

hypothesis

that transformed cells

protease(s) which break
Benerate

control

free

HS3

down

amino acids

respond

was consistent

to

with

-tÞ9-:.,

hypertherrnia by secreting

proteins external to the cells, to

in the nedium; the

generated glutamine

metabolisn in a manner similar to the effect at

Vi

37oC.

act to

The significance

but it

may have

of this novel proteolytic activity is
nutritional

and homeostatic

unknown,

significance, as we1L as

useful implications for cancer therapeutic modalities that involve
hyperthermia.

vì;
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INTRODUCTION

The answer to the question of what causes a norrnal cell to assume

transformed, and ultimately cancerous, characteristics remains

enignratic. It is clear now that during the process by which a norrnal

cell is converted. to the neoplastic state,

many

diverse structural,

biochernical and genetic changes occur in the cell. Ït is the hope of
many researchers

in the area of cancer cell biology to be able to

iclentify differences between normal and neoplastic cel1s that could

be

exploited to achieve a selective therapeutic advantage for the
treatment of cancer. It is, however,

somewhal

diSappOinLir¡g that,

despite many efforts and significant advances, there is as yet

no

single rnarker that categorically distinguishes a norrnal ce11 frorn its
neoplastic counterpart. This may be due partly to the Ereat diversity
of ce1l types, differentiated states, and of cel1u1ar plocesses in
nammalian organisrns, and

transformat ion

partly to the diversity of the agents of cell

.

It is becorning increasingly clear that the final effect of the
myriad biochenical, structural and genetic changes that accompany cell

transforrnation is a generalised deregulation of ce11 growth. In general,

neoplastic cells seen to be unable to regulate their rate of growth
well as their

maximum

as

growth potential. This is in contrast to most

normal cells which seem capable of regulating nost aspects of their
growth features. It is, therefore, imperative that great effort should

be spent towards understanding and controlling the growth features of

neoplastic ce1ls.
In 1975, three unique d.inucleoside polyphosphates, designated
HS1, HS2, and HS3, were reported to exist in various fungi. One of them,
xxv

HS3, was

partially characterised as consisting of a glutanyl-ADP-sugar

in an unknown manner to a UDP-mannitol-tetramoiety covalently linked
genetic studies shor.¡ed that these
phosphate. Various biochemical and
with cellular
three dinucleoside polyphosphates may be involved
regulation during adverse growth conditions'
HS3 was

found to be the only one of the three polyphosphates that

glutamine.
accumulated in ¡nammalian cells when the cells were starved of

Detailed physiological studies and studies involving mammalian somatic
cel1 mutants clearly indicated that HS3 was intinately involved in the

regulation of nucleic acid biosynthesis. A1so, and perharps more
inrportant, it was observed that the Tesponse of cells to the glutarnine
starvation condition (witfr respect to IIS3 accurnulation) was different
for transforned (or

permareurt,

cell lines in culture as compared to

normal diploid cel1 lines: transforrned cell lines accumulated HS3 only
when de novo

purine biosynthesis was blocked (by Slutamine deprivation'

drugs or mutation); on the other hand, normal diploid cel1 lines
accu¡nulatecl uniform

high levels of

HS3 whether

or not growth conditions

were optintal. These observations were rnade in a study that utilised

a

variety of pernranent and primary ce11 lines. Based on the involvement
of tlS3 in macromolecular biosynthesis, it
may

becarne suggestive

be involved in an explanation of the differential

that

HS3

growth potential

of transforned compared to normal cells. Another inplication of these
observations is that the pattern of HS3 accumulation may be used as
an indicator of immortality of cel1s in culture.
Two

other biochemical or physiological ghar¿cteristiCs ha\æ beer¡

found to show distinctive

patterns that can be used as markers of

neoplastic change: these are, firstly,

the differential

heat sensitivity

of normal and neoplastic cells; and secondly, the ability of neoplastic
xxvi

ce1ls to secrete enhanced levels of proteases under normal growth
conditions when cornpared to their normal counterparts. Both of these
features have, individually,

formed the basis for development of

new

cancer treatment modalities and have also been used in expl-aining

features of nalignancy. As is the case hrith most of the other

many

known

features of neoplastic ce11s, the problern that confronts many researchers

is how to cornbine knowledge accunulated for these t!üo properties to
develop rational protocols for controlling,
neoplas

or at least explaining,

ia.

lfhe results described in this thesis-represent an attempt to
conbine three separate areas of research into differences between
norrnal and neoplastic ce11s, nanely, HS3 synthesis in response to

glutanrine starvation, hyperthermic responses, and protease secretion.
The aims of this research are threefold: firstly,

to establish a direct

and causal relationship bet$reen HS3 response pattern to glutanrine

availability

with in vitro ce11 transformation; secondly, to study the

effect of moderaa";;ernia

on HS3 response patterns in transformed

and untransformed ce1ls; and thirdly,

to study the pattern of protease

secretion under hyperthermic conditions and how it relates to

HS3

synthesis. It is evident frorn these studies that the patterns of

HS3

metabolism, protease secretion, and the response to hyperthermia are

integrated in a novel way that can be used to distinguish neoplastic
cells fron their normal counterparts. Perharps this thesis will form

a

basis on which nultiple characteristics of neoplastic ce11s can be
studied together and used in a unified way to understand the

of neoplasia and how to control- neoplastic disease.
xxvii

mechanisms

1

OF CELLS

1.

GROWTH

A

Development

IN CULTURE

of C ell Culture

Technioues

Cell culture technlques have provided convenient systems for
performing controlled studies on the

structure,

metabolism,

differentiation, and development of normal mamalian cel1s, and of
abnormal processes associated

with the diseased state.

The basic

objective of any cell culture system Ís to be able to serially naintain

a live population of cells derived fron a single parental cell.
at this objective

attempts

a proper growth-supporting

were hampered nainly by the

Early

unavailability of

¡nedium.

During the early 1900s, the initial

reports of successful culture

of vertebrate celJs were published. First, Carrel (1912) reported his
success

at keepÍng a chicken nuscle explant viable and proliferating in

a growth

medium

consisting of Ringer's salt solution (Ringer

chicken plasma and muscle extract.

1882),

Four years later, Rous and Jones

(1916) also cultured bits of chicken tÍssue in a growth nedium derived

from blood clots and nodified Ringer's solution;

they reported

successful serial passage of vertebrate cells in culture. The

medium

used in these early studies, although complex, could not support the
growth of sparse cultures necessary to give rise to cfones of celIs.
Because

the

of the undefined nature of the

nedium necessary

medium

the precise components of

for growth of the cells were unknown. Following

the discovery of antibiotics, there was a rapid
culture.

It

becane possible

development

of cell

to maintain cells for longer periods of

time free of bacterÍal contamination.
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A ¡naJor advance ln cell culture Íras reported in 1948 when Sanford,
Earle and Likely cloned L-cells in very small volumes of ¡nediu¡n that had
been "condÍtioned"

to allow growth of sparse cultures (Sanford et al

1948). Another approach to generating clonal growth was developed by
Puck and Marcus (1955) who used an

Írradiated layer of "feeder" cells to

clone HeLa cells (Gey et al 1952). These two results suggested that

specific, definable

conponents

in the growth medium were essential for

supportÍng growth of sparse cultures. Subsequently, efforts to develop

chenically defined growth nedia started. Eagle, working with HeLa and
nouse L cells (Eagle 1955a, 1955b) first
undefined complex body

showed

that the need for

fluids could be satisfied with as little

as

1%

of

dialysed horse serum in an otherwise defined mixture of nutrients; the

defined portion of the medium consisted of thirteen amino acids,
vitamins, cofactors, salts and carbohydrates. Several modified forms of
Eagle's medium have since been developed, most of which are designed to
meet the

nutritional

needs

of specific cell

Lines.

Prior to 1960, only limited success was achieved at

propagatÍng

diploid primary cells with a stable genome. Diploid cell cultures

are

important because their stable genome allows for more precise genetic
studies than those involving unstable heteroploid karyotypes typical of
HeLa and mouse

L cells used in earlier studies. Hayflick

(1961) were the first

to serially propagate nornal

and Moorhead

human

fibroblast

cells for long periods of time in culture. Their studies showed that
the cells maintain their. fibroblastic morphology and dÍploid karyotype

for prolonged cufture períod.
have

They

a limited life span Ín culture

also

showed

that prinary cultures

and are subject

to

senescence

after
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a maximun number of cell divisíons. This latter

earlier by SwÍm and Parker

phenomenon hras reported

(195?).

Eagle's mediu¡n (Eagle 1955a, 1955b) or other variations of it, were
normally supplenented with a non-defÍned portion in the form of dialysed

serum' Other poorly defÍned biological fluÍds or extracts that have
substituted for serun fnclude spinal or amniotic fluid, lymph, plasma,
milk or colustrum, and enbryo extracts (Barnes and Sato 19gO). Because
of availability and ease of storage, serum is the most commonly used
supplenent. Serum supports growth and survival of cells in culture by
providing hormones, nitogens, nutrients, binding proteins and attachment

factors necessary for propagation of cells in vitro (Barnes and Sato
1e8o).

In spite of the growth-pronoting effects of serum, there

are

instances where serun and other poorly-defined biological f-luids are not

suitable or sufficient for certain kÍnds of work. Firstly, their
undefined and complex nature makes serun and other biological ftuids

unsuitable for studies of the interactions of hormones and drugs with

cells, and of studies of nutrition and secretion at the cellular and
nolecular levels.
secondly, serum-containing ¡nedium may be an
incomplete substitute

for the Ín vitro environment in many cases. For
exanple, nornal thyroid folticle cells may not grow in serum-containing
since these cells require a ¡nuch higher concentration of
thyrotropin than that found in nornal blood (Barnes and sato 19s0).
Similar situations may - arÍse when other differentiated cells are
medium,

cultured' Thirdly,
cell types.

serum nay be

toxic at

some concentrations

for

many

Serum contains many substances which normally do

not

come
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ln contact with nost cells in vivo (Gospodarowicz et al 1979) and the
toxicity of high levels of serum for most cell types in culture is well
known (Barnes and Sato

have been made

1980).

Because

in recent years to

of the

above reasons,

deveJ.op defined components

efforts

that

can

replace serum in the growth nedium. Any substitutes for serum must, at

least in principle, provide the three nain classes of factors supplied
by serun, namely, the nutritional,

hornonal (or mltogenic),

and

factors. The efforts at finding substitutes for serum have
been approached in two different ways. The first approach, pioneered by
attachment

sato and Hayashi (sato 1975; Hayashi and sato 1926), has shown that

cells wÍth a particular hor¡nonal requirenent wiIl groür in
medium provided

that

hormone, among

serum-free

others, are present. They conclude

that a set of hornones, sone defined and some undefined are the active
mc¡Iecules of serum. The use of mixtures of hormones and growth factors
to replace serum for growth of cultured cells has gained rapid
popularity since their report. Barnes and sato (19g0), have reviewed
the status of serun-free ce11 culture;

they provide lists

of

established cell lines which can be grown in serum-free media, as well

as the hormones, binding proteins and attachment factors used

as

supplements. The second approach, promoted by Hamilton and Ham (1977),

reports that serum-free basal

cells if the

mediu¡n

is "optimised" with a large

Ham (1982) has compiled

and the

medium supports growth

number

ChÍnese hamster

of trace

metals.

a ]ist of the various optimised ¡nedia available

cell lines (estabtished

in them.

of

The dífferences

and primary

lines) that can be cultured

in these two approaches nay be related to the

different cell lines used in the studies. A large number of cell lines
may need to be tested by both methods. Alternatively, the horrnone
preparations of sators group can be checked for any possible
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or the trace elements used by Ham's
contamination by trace elements,
group may be checked to see lf they ¡ninÍc the effects of hornones.
Efforts in the development of cell cuLture techniques should
appropriately be directed towards sinplifying the growth ¡nedium without
affecting growth potential of cells. Such media ¡yill provide mininal
interference between growth ¡nedia conponents and drugs and other
exogenous

materials that are investigated. Paradoxically, there is

an

equal need for the growth mediun to be designed so that it witl allow
growth

of as nany cell types as possible,

some

yet unculturable; such a

broad-based growth medium may require nore conplexity.
B

Factors That Affect Growth of Nornal Cells Ín Culture

In recent years,

mammalian

cell culturists have paÍd particular

attention to two main areas in the rapidly developing ceLl culture
technology. Firstly, a goal towards the development of completely
defined media that can sustain as many diverse cetl types as possibJ.e;
and secondly, the

abirity to control the rate of growth as weLl as the

growth potential of cultured mammalian cells.

Although physical,

chemical and biological factors can influence the growth of cells in

culture, the principal control. is effected by

components

of the

growth

mediun.

(a)

TÍssue Culture Media

Alt growth media routinely

used

nutrÍtional part and a mitogenic part

for celL culture consist of

a

The nutritional part is the

6

conponents

1n the growth

medium

that are used within the cell

as

metabolic substrates or cofactors; it constitutes the defined part of

the growth medium. The mitogenic part 1s supplied by serum, other
biological fluids or a defined mixture of hornones and growth factors.
Growth

factors should not be used by cells as nutrients

and Moran 1976) and they should be

(Gospodarowicz

active at very low concentrations.

The distinction between nutrients and non-nutrients is particularly
important when studying the effects of growth factors Ín vÍtro sÍnce the

growth of cells in cuLture can be limited by a lack of certain

nutrients, and the readdition of those nutrients can stimulate growth.
However, in spite of the distinctiveness between nutrients and
non-nutrients, there is

much

data that suggest that interactions between

these two conponents are inportant in controlling normal cellular
processes (Holley 1975; McKeehan 1982a; Rozengurt 1982).

(i)

Ítional

Co

nents

The medium formulated by Eagle (Eagle-195sa; 19s5b)

for

mouse

L

cells and HeLa cells is considered adequate for the nutritional
requirements of most normal diploid fibroblast cells as cJelt

as

heteroploid lines in culture (Mellman 1971). It consists of 13 L-amino

acids (arginine, cystine, glutamine, histidine, isoleucine, leucine,
lysine, nethionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophan, tyrosine and
varine) vitamins and cofactors (choline, folic acid, nicotinamide,
pantothenate, pyridoxal, ribofLavin and thia¡nine), D-glucose or one of

several other hexoses (galactose, mannose, maltose) and certain ions in

the form of salts (Nu*:, K+, c3+ , MlJ+ , Cl- anO upo*2)-; the medium also
contains penicillin and streptomycin to control bacterial growth, and
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phenol red as an indlcator of pH changes. A variety of other
fornulations are currently used for various cell lines, but they are all.

nodified forms of Eaglers medium. It has been noted (Eagle and Piez
1962) that additional nutrients are required when cells are grown below

a critical level.

These so-called "superior" media

are recognised for

their effects on the clonabilÍty of cells, which suggest that there
population-dependent requirements

are

of cells in culture.

A balanced anino acid requirement for cells in culture has been
specified by Eagle (1955a; 1955b). An altered balance between the
amino acids in the culture medium has a marked Ímpact on cell

proliferation

(Ham

1974). 0f all the amino acids specified by Eagle, at

least five are considered non-essential to the mammalian organism.

The

essential need of these five amino acids for cells in culture implies

that certain specÍfic

enzymic pathways are shut

off in cell cultures, or

it nay mean that there is a higher requirement for these

amino acids

cell cultures as compared to the whoLe organism. The
requirements

for certain

amino acid-destroying

arnÍno

in

unusual

acids in cell cultures nay also be due to

factors in cultures. In the case of arginine,

Kihara and DeLaFor (1968) have noted that fetal calf serum contains

significant heat-stabte arginase activity which

may destroy

arginine in

the medium; however, this nay not be a significant factor since their

results also
needed

show

that sera that dÍd not

arginine in the

come from

medÍum

show arginase

just as much. Another explanation

the possibility. that mycoplasnal contamination

growth mediun

of certain

activity also

may

amino acids as has been observed

by Schimke and Barile (1964).

may

deplete the

for argÍnine
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Of all the anino acids in the growth medium, glutamÍne ls required

at the highest concentration for most mammalian cells (Eagte 1955a;
1955b); in fact cell growth is rapÍdly arrested on removal or depletion
of glutanine in the growth mediu¡n, and glutamine is the only amlno acld
that shows such rapid effect (during first cell cycì.e after withdrawal)
anong

all the

amino

acids (Zetterberg and Engstrom 1931). LeJohn and

coworkers have also reported

that glutamine is the only anino acid

whose

withdrawal from the growth nedium leads to an accumulation of a unique
polyphosphate
Glutamine

in

is the

manmalian

amino

cells

(Goh

et al 7977;

LeJohn

et al

19?9).

acid in highest concentration in plasma (Scriver

and Rozenberg 1973) and

in

many mammalian

tissues (Hamilton 1945), yet

the uptake of glutamine from the diet is not any higher than other anino

acÍds. This suggests that significant glutamine synthesis takes
in

mammalian

cells.

place

The amount of glutamine found in tissues is

deternined by a balance between distinct synthetic and degradative

pathways. The major synthetic reactions are catalysed by glutamine
synthetase (Iqbal and Ottoway 1970) whereas the degradative reactions
are mainly catalysed by gl.utaminase, a deaminating enzyme (Hartman
7972ì', but glutamine is also involved in several other metabolic
pathways (Patterson

19?2). Glutamine synthetase has been shown to

be

híghLy regulated in many tissues (Tate and Meister 7977; Cook et al

1978). In a recent study using L6 mouse cells, Smith et al (1984) show
that glutanine synthetase activity is regulated by concentrations of
substrate, product, or ê number of different hormones. Glutaminase
activity, on the other hand, is not Ínfluenced by any of the
factors.

One probable reason

for the lack of regulatfon of

above

glutaminase
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is

because

the enzyne Ís restricted to the nitochondrial space (Smith et

al 7gg4, unpublished results) and access of the enzyme by glutanine
requires the uptake of glutanine by ¡nitoehcndria' (Joseph and Meijer
1981), a process which could itself be regulated. The basis for the

high requirenent of glutamine Ín cell cultures has been vigorously
investigated. Gtutamine is involved in a number of metabolic pathways
including protein synthesis, de novo synthesis of nucleotides, as

respiratory fuel, synthesis of coenzymes, synthesis of other
acids, and in several other aminating reactions (Kitos et a1

a

amino
1962;

Patterson L972; Kovacevic and Morris 1972; McKeehan 1982; ZÍelke et

al 1976).

Work by Zetterberg et al (1982) has shown that the

requirement for glutamine for cell proliferation is limited to the

interval that coincides with G, and early S of the cell cycle, which is
consistent with the hypothesis that glutamine mainly controLs cell
proliferation by acting as a precursor to nucleosides which are used in
de novo synthesis of nucleic acids. This has recently been extended by
Engstron and Zetterberg (1984) who have shown

that

adenine and adenosine

and their metabolites hypoxanthine and inosine, can counteract the

inhÍbitory effect of glutamine depletion in proliferating
serun-stimulated cells.

Goh and LeJohn (t977) also show that the

polyphosphate accunulation induced by glutamine starvation

abolished by purines;

pyrimidines were .Iess effective.

of cells
Al.I

studies enphasize that the role of glutamine in growth control is

lÍkely at the level of itts
biosynthesis.

However,

and

was

these
most

involvement in de novo nucleic acid

the fact that pyrimidines

(Goh and LeJohn 7977;

Engstron and Zetterberg 19S4) and guanosine (Engstrom and Zetterberg
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) are not effective at counteracting the effect of
wlthdrawal shows that other mechanisms rnight be involved.
19S4

mechanism

glutamine
One such

that has been proposed is that glutanine and adenine exert

their regulatory action at the cell surface (Engstrom and Zetterberg
19S4); this is in line with the observation that adenine binds to
specific celI surface receptors in a wide variety of cell types
(Rozengurt 1982). FinalIy, another possible reason that nay account for
the requirement of a large supply of glutamine in growth media is the
observation that changes in pH and tenperature can influence the
spontaneous decomposition
and anmonia

Most

(Tritsch

of glutamine to pyrollidone carboxylic acid

and Moore 1962).

of the vitamins and cofactors in Eaglers

mediun

are involved

in regulatíng the activities of various metabolic enzymes. They are all
needed

in trace

amounts

in the growth medium. 0ther vitamins

added to

other formufations of culture media nay be involved in specific roles
essential for cell growth. Ascorbic acid has been used in

human

diploid

fibroblast cultures as a requirement for collagen synthesis which may be
essential. for cell attachment (Mellnan

1971 )

. Vitamin BtZ and bÍotin

are also essential in certain cultured ceLls for methionÍne blosynthesis
(Mangum

et al 1969). The requirement for inositol Ís particularly

interesting. Inositol
namnals and was

for

exogenous

h¡as

first described as a dietary essential. in

classÍfied as a vitamin (Wooley 1940). A requirenent

Ínositol has been ascribed to nany, but not all,

cell lines in vitro (Eagle et al 1957;

Furuya

mammalian

et al 1971); inositol is

not included in Eaglq's medium (Eagle 1955a; 1955b) probably because
the cell lines he studied at the time did not require inositol for
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growth.

The

classificatlon of inosftol as a vÍtanin has been questioned

(Jackson and Shin 1982) on

the grounds that, unlike other vitamins, it

is required ln relatively large quantities and that it has no known role
as an enzyne prosthetlc group or cofactor in lntermediary metabolism.
Rather, they suggest that fnositol plays a roLe of growth factor
measured

as

by their effect on plating efficiency and the growth curves of

BHK21, NÍ18 and ¡nutant CHO-KI

cell lines.

However,

if we accept the

definÍtion of growth factor suggested by Gospodarowicz and Moran (1976),
inositol cannot qualify as a growth factor because it is a building
block of phosphatidyl-inositol, an essential
also, inosÍtol starvation
processes such

as

does

RNA and

membrane phosphotipid;

not interfere with other cellular

protein synthesis - the typical pleiotypic

elicited by growth factors (Jackson and Shin 19S2).

response

growth

These two

facts would qualify inositol as a nutrient rather than a growth factor.
Obviously, rnore work is needed to clarify the role of inositor in
cultures

, as

wel

I as the varying responses of cells to inositol

starvation.
D-gJ.ucose

used

or any of the other

hexoses included

in culture media is

primarily as an energ'y source. Glycolysis and aerobic respiration,

utilising

glucose as substrate, are fundamentaì and essential to

survival and growth of cells.

In a study

comparing

the utilization of

glucose, mannose or galactose, Cristofalo and Kritchevsky (1965)

showed

that in WI-38 cells, glucose and nannose were utÍlized similarly,
whereas

fructose and galêctose were used

somewhat

slower; it is not

reported whether the, difference can be accounted for by any uptake

differences.

Eagle et al (1958), however, noted earlier in nine

L2

different

nammallan

cell lines that the rates of utilization of all four

hexoses were comparable.

culture conditlons nay account for

some

of

the

differences in utilization of the hexose. For example, growth of WI-38

cells occurred with glucose in the pH range of 6.8 - 7.4 and with
galactose only at pH 6.4 - 6.8; addition of O.7% glucose or 0.05%
pyruvate permÍtted growth with galactose at pHs above 7.O (Baugh et al

1967).

The

crÍtical factor in this

pH

control is not known. Glucose is

the preferred sugar during rapid proliferative phase of growth of

WI-38

cells in culture (Kruse and Miedema 1965) but galactose becomes superior
to glucose during the post-confluent phase of cell growth
the reason for this is not known.

Tytell 19ô7);

(Baugh and

Some

of

the

differences in the utilization rates of the various hexoses nay
accounted

for by enzynatic differences.

have much lower galactokinase

Human

dipJ.oid

fibroblast cells

activity than hexokinase (Mellman

1971,

Besides glycolysis and respiration, glucose

unpublished data).

be

and

other hexoses are involved in other netabolic pathways in cultured
cells.
The physiological importance of some of the ions in

tíssues h¡as first

mammalÍan

recognized by Ringer in 1882. The available data

indicate that nost physiological processes require some ions

as

cofactors. The monovalent cations Na*, K+ and H+ are involved in
maÍntaining me¡nbrane electrical potentÍals, plasma membrane Íntegrity
and as effectors of growth factors and other nitogenic stinuli.

divalent cations ca2*
addition

they

proliferation

are

and

more

MgZ* perform

dÍrectly

(Rubin et al 1978;

The

similar functions, but in

involved in control of cell
1979).

At certain

optirnal
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concentrations, calciun triggers cascades of enzyme activations and
structural changes which, among other things, end up ln DNA synthesis
and cel1 division (Means et al 1982). Calcium withdrawal from the
growth mediun results in cessatÍon of growth in G,lG1 (Boynton et al

19?6; Ristow and Paul 1979) and near the clls transition (Whitfield
7982) of the cell cycIe. The other phases of the cell cycle are
unaffected by the calcium reduction but the daughter cells get arrested

in late G1 phase if the calcium withdrawal is continued (Whitfield
1982). A more direct role for calcium in control of cell proliferation
is the observation that supranormal concentrations of calcium is
mitogenic

for quiescent

been suggested

3T3

cells

(Dulbecco and Elkington

1975). It

has

that this nitogeníc effect is mediated by formation of

extracellular Ínsoluble complexes of Ca2*, PPi and Hlonz* (Rubin and
Sanui 1977'), which stimulate sugar uptake and thymidine incorporation
into

3T3

cells. Another aspect of the control of cell proliferation

calcium is its

role in the

cAltlP response (Rasmussen

1970). Finally,

two sets of data have suggested that there is an interplay
ca.Lcium and magnesium

by

between

Ín growth control: firstly, the inhibition of

DNA

synthesis in 3T3 cells by calciun starvation is prevented by high
concentrations of nagnesium (Rubin et al 1979); and secondly, calcium

starvation leads to a decreased intracellular nagnesium concentration
without

¡nuch

effect on Íntracellular calcium concentration (Moscatelli

et al 1979).

These data suggest

that

magnesium

is the mediator of

the

mitogenic effects of calcÍum, which means that calcium exerts its
growth regulatory eff.ects by modulating the availabilÍty of magnesiun

ions.

Indeed several reactions following mitogenic stinulation have
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been found

to

depend on

the intracellular magnesiun concentration

(Rubin

et al 1978). MagnesÍum Ís required as a cofactor by more intracellular
enzynes than any other inorganic cation (Mahler 1961). It activates
several Íntracellular enzymes including those involved in key phosphate

transfer reactions, the Na+/K+ transport ATPase, and the CaZ+ transport
ATPase (MahIer

1961;

1969).

Wacker

However,

unlike calcium, magnesium

triggerer of cellular events since

is not a suitable sensitÍve

cascade

the level of free

lacks specific binding proteins equivalent

magnesiun

to calnodulin and troponin C for calcium. It
magnesium

exerts its

interacts as cofactor.

effects via the various
The

role of

magnesium

seems

enzymes

rather, that

with which it

in cell proliferation

and

transformation has been reviewed (Sanui and Rubin 1982). Phosphate is
another ion that is involved in sone key aspects of cell netabolism,
such as the numerous phosphorylations/dephosphorylations that occur in

cells

and which

Ín turn regulate several metabolic processes.

Phosphate

ions are also nore directly involved in the regulation of cellular
proliferation in vitro, as Holley and Kiernan (1979) have

shown

that

3T3

cells can be arrested in cl (or GO) phase of the cell cycle by
drastically reducing phosphate concentration in the culture medium, and
that readdition of

phosphate

results in reinitiation of

DNA

synthesis.

This contradicts an earlier observation that the rapid increase in
phosphate uptake which follows mitogenic stimulation
necessary

for the subsequent initiation of

DNA

by serun is not

synthesis and that

an

increase in the intracellular pool of phosphate 1s not a prerequisite

for initiation of proliferation
report

(Engstrom

et al

(Greenburg

19S2) does

et aI 1977). A more recent

affirm that

phosphate may indeed be
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ímportant in inÍtiation of DNA synthesis after alkaline treatment,

mltogenic condÍtion (Zetterberg and Engstrom 1981).
growth-stinulatory role of phosphate still remains to be elucidated.

a

The

Although lipÍds are part of the nutritÍonal needs of cells Ín

culture, they are nornaìly not part of the definable conponents of the
growth medÍun. Rather, lipids are supplied by the serun component. In
a study by Bettger and Ham (1982), several transformed, highly
cell Iines could nultiply for
whereas

extended periods

in

media devoid

adapted

of llpids

the aninals from which these cells were derived requÍred fatty

acids as weLl as fat-soluble vitamins. Whether this is due to the cell

culture condition per se or to the transformation feature is not quite

clear. Holnes et aI (1969) have identified a cholesterol
for

human

requirement

diploid fibroblasts derived from both cartilage and skin.

The

cells did not survive when the serum was delipidated. Cholesterol
synthesis from acetate was not detectable in the diploid fibroblast cell

lines,

whereas

it

workers however,

was found

did fÍnd

functional in heteroploid cell lines.

some

Other

cholesterol formation in WI-38 cells but

esti¡nated that lipid production was not sufficient to sustain growth
(Howard and Kritchevsky

1969). Cells in culture, nevertheless, do show
lipid supply since they readily utilize

the

tÍpid present in serum lipoproteins in preference to de

novo

their need for

exogenous

bÍosynthesis, and many cell Iines show a growth response to supple¡nented

lipid
1e81

)

when serum supplied

lipids are liniting or absent (Spector et al
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(ii) Mítogenic Conponents
In addition to the basal nutrient mixture of arnino acids, sugars,
vÍtamins and cofactors, and salts, nearly all nammaLian cells in culture
require a supplenent of poorly-defined biological fluids or extracts for

this

proliferation;
transforned cells.
Serum provides

requirement is

somewhat reduced

The ¡nost commonly used

for

bÍological fluid ts

nany
serum.

not only the growth-stimulating factors but also

nutritÍonal and hormonal components (Temin et al 1972; Sato 1975;
Barnes and Sato 1980), binding proteins that stabilize, transport or
somehow

¡nodulate

the activity of nutrients and hormones Ín the culture

nedium (Crichton 1975;
components such

factors
first

Kaufmann

as fibronectin

(Knox and

et al 7977), basement

(Yamada and Olden

nembrane

1973), and attachment

Griffiths 1979; Hewith et al 1930). Fetuin is

macromolecular serurn

fraction that

195?; Fisher et al 1958) and it

was

isolated (Lieberman

was sho¡.rrn to be essential.

for

and

purified fetuin is

added

cells attach

better and growth is improved (Brunet et aI

1e82

Ove

promoting

cell attachment and spreading on tÍssue culture substrata.
much

the

I{hen

to cultures that attach poorly to plates,

the

1981;

)

Efforts to purify the growth-stimulating factors fro¡n serum have
been slow due

to several reasons: firstJ.y,

concentrations of the growth factors;

serum contains

very

low

secondly, serun is a conplex

nixture of several growth factors which are relatively similar with
regard to charge and size, and hence purification by conventional
techniques is

difficult;

thirdly,

inactivity

resulting

from

dÍsassociation of growth factor from carrier nolecule, nay occur durÍng
: ::-:::,
;:..:'

t7

the purification process; and finally, assays for purffied material
prove confusing and inaccurate since nany

may

of the factors are synergistic

in their actions. In spÍte of these difficulties, several growth
factors in serum have been purifled and characterized biologfcally and
chemically (for reviews see Gospodarowicz and Moran 1976; Barnes and
Sato 1980; Ross et al 1982; Heldin and Westermark 1984). The growth

factors in serun are distinguishable by several characteristics such
molecular weight and structure, recepter specificity,

specificity, inmunological reactivity,
One problen

denonstrate

sample

target cell

¡nobility in gels.

in identifying growth factors in

that a purified

effects in vitro.

and

as

serum

is the

need to

of the naterial has growth-pronoting

Gospodarowicz and Moran (1976) have proposed the

following hierarchy of crÍteria for the evaluatíon of growth factors in

vitro:

the putative growth factor should induce, 1) initiation of

DNA

synthesis in ce11s, 2) one cycle of division in confluent cultures,3)
several division cycles in sparse and confluent cultures, and 4) clonal

growth. Most of the serun growth factors identified so far
the first criterion but not the others

meet only

(Gospodarowicz and Moran 1976).

However, some non-seium growth factors,

notably muttiplication

stímulating factor (MSF) obtained from conditioned medium of rat Iiver

cells (Dulak and Tenin 1973), epidernal growth factor
fron nouse salivary glands

fron bovine pituitary
factors

(TGFs

Marquardt

(Cohen 1962),

(Gospodarowicz

fibroblast growth factor

1975), and transforning

(FGF)

growth

) from transformed cells (Delarco and Todaro 19?8;

et al 1983) have been shown to fulfil

all, of the

(EGF) purified

above

criteria

when

at least three, if not

tested on a variety of ceII types.
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The

nost potent growth-stÍnulatlng factor in serum is derived from

platelets.

The

initlal evidence for this

cane

fron the observation that

chicken plasna was less effective than chicken serum for promotÍng the

growth of chlcken muscle fibroblasts (Batk 1971).

This has

been

confirmed with ¡nany other systens (revÍewed by Ross and Vogel 1978;

Balk 1980). Subsequently, the growth-pronoting factor, called catÍonic

platelet-derived growth factor

(PDGF) has been purified

characterized (AntonÍades et al 1979;

Antoniades 1981).

and

Other

platelet-derived growth factors such as two anionic growth factors
(Heldin et al 7977) connective tissue-activitating peptide (Castor et al

1979), an uncharacterízed growth factor distinct from cationic

PDGF

(Eastnan and Sirbasku 1980) and platelet-derived transforning growth

factors (Childs et al

1982) have also been identified.

growth-pronoting d-gtobulin (GPAG), which greatly stimulates DNA,

A
RNA

and protein synthesis in L cells and human lung fibroblasts has been

identlfied in serum;
Spruna

19?5).

GPAG

GPAG

is taken Ínto cells by pinocytosis (Michl

determines whether

and

or not cells will continue to

divÍde (Michl 7577) probably through a specific groÍrth-enhancing protein

terned "pleiotropÍr", which enters cells by pinocytosis (MichI
Spurna

1976). It is of interest to note that

PDGF

and

has been shown to

stimulate pinocytosis and cellular proliferation in Swiss 3T3 cells
(Davies and Ross

1978); this suggests that the rate of pinocytosis

nay

be coupled to growth regulation ¡nediated by growth factors. Serun also

contaÍns growth factors. not derived fron platelets (for review
Gospodarowicz and Monan 1976),

see

but since these factors are also present

in plasma, their growth-promoting activity is at best not sÍgnifÍcant

by
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for cells Ín culture, considering the Ínferior nature of
plasna relative to serun in cell culture.
themselves

The mechanism(s)

of action of growth factors has been studied.

first step in the action of

many growth

The

factors fs to blnd specific

receptors on the celr surface. subsequent to this, two main lines of

events are

initiated

in

the

phosphorylations/dephosphorylations

cell:

firstly,

specifÍc

of cellular proteÍns occur which may

or may not involve cAMP (discussed in a later section). Secondly, there
is serum or nitogen-induced nodification in the rates of many activities
(coordinate response) including uptake of aII classes of nutrients,

protein synthesis and nucleic acid synthesis (Rubin and Sanui 1929).

particular interest is the increase in ionic fl.uxes following

Of

mÍtogenic

stimulatÍon. There are several reports indicating that a primary and
early effect of serun and certain growth-promoting factors is to
increase Na+ entry Ínto cefls (Hutser and Frank 19?1; Rozengurt 1982;
Leffert 1982). This effect has been noted in a wide variety of cell
types (reviewed by Rozengurt 19sz). vil,lereal and owen (19s2) have
further reported that, in

human

fibroblasts,

serum

actually activates

a

normally inoperative Na+ influx system rather than nerely increasing the

turnover rate of Na+ transport pathways already operative in
serun-deprived cells.

From studies using calciun

ionophores,

intracellular calcium antagonists, and calmodulin antagonists, it is
deduced that an early step in the serum-induced influx of Na+ Ís an
elevation of intracellular free
caz+ may be acting as.
Owen

Ca2+

concentration, thus suggesting that

a second messenger in this process (Villereal

1982). The origin of the calciu¡n is both intracellular

and

and
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extracellular. Na+ Ínflux ts thus coupled with nove¡nent of other ions.
A Na+ - ca?+ exchange system is also present across the mitochondrial
membrane

of

many

cell types (Carafoli

and Crompton

1978; Al-Shaikhally

et al 19?9); this nay be important in the roLe Ca2+ plays in the
Na+ influx process. Also, Na* movenent is coupled to movenent of K* by
activation of the

Na+

-

K+ pump

after mitogenic stlmulation

(Rozengurt

1932). Snith and Rozengurt (1978) showed that the increased pump
activÍty in 3T3 celìs is caused by a prior increase in net Na+ influx.
Finally, Na+ entry is coupled to proton exit in nany cell lines
(Moolenaar

et al 1981; Schuldiner and Rozengurt 19S2). The Na+

H+ antiport system is potentially important since it
maintenance
shown

may allow

a

of alkaline intracellular pH, a condition which has been

to be nitogenic (Zetterberg

and Engstron 1981).

It follows from the above discussÍon that there is a

complex

interaction between the nitogenic factors and the nutritional factors of

the growth medium.
according
(b)

Indeed, McKeehan (1982) has

to their kinetic relationships with

Control of Growth bv

classified nutrients

serum growth factors.

pH

Tissue culture conditions are designed to naintain the pH of the
growth

.

mediun within narrow limits:

the

medium

has a buffering

capacity, and a continuous mixture of air and CO2 ls passed through to
help keep the pH constant. The importance of the extracellular pH in

control of growth of cells has been recognized for
1925). Various mammalian cell types have different

some

pH optima

cell growth, and the final population density obtained
(MacKenzie

time (Fischer

for

normal

depends on

et al 1961; CeccarÍni and Eagle 19?1 ) ; these studies

pH

have

2l

also

shown

that cells are nore tolerant of acid pH than of alkaline

pH.

Studies by Zetterberg and Engstrom (1981) and Engstron et aI (1982) have

revealed that brief alkaline pH treatment of quÍescent cells is
mitogenic. The mitogenic effect depends on the population denslty:
wÍth 3T3 cells, the

competency

to respond

decreases when confluency

is

attained. (There is no data available on the alkaline stÍmulation of
confluent, contact-unÍnhibÍted, highly transforned cells in order to
assess the

role of normal contact inhibition of cells in this effect.)

The tine course for entrance of cells Ínto S phase from the state of

quiescence is

identical for both alkaline stimulation and

serum

stinulation of growth, implying that both types of stimuli activate
equally long chain of reactions preceding initiation of
The

DNA

an

synthesis.

difference between the two types of sti¡nulatory situations,

however,

is that, in contrast to growth stimulation induced by serum, alkaline
treatment only has a temporary effect since cells only progress through
one cell division cycle after which they re-enter quiescence (Engstrom

et al 1982),

much

like the stimulatory effect induced by proteolytic

enzymes (Burger 1970).

At least two different

modes

of action of alkaline pH in

growth

stimulatton have been proposed: (1) alkaline pH nay act directly on the

celL surface, sÍmÍlar to the observation that proteolytic

enzymes

stimulate quiescent cells to undergo one celÌ cycle by a direct action
on the cell surface (Stoker 1973). One nechanis¡n by which this night

occur is by formation of growth-stinulating complexes of insoluble
at the cel,l surface, and alkali pH pronotes precipitation of
such complexes (Rubin and Sanui , Lg77). Another possfble mechanisn of

Cu3 (PO4),
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action of alkaline pH at cell surface is by extraction of plasma
membrane proteins. This has been demonstrated in bacteria (Rothfield
) and Ísolated endoplasmic reticulum (Glaumann 1970) , and
growth-inhibltory proteins have been extracted fro¡n quiescent
1971

fÍbroblasts by urea (Natray and Datta 1978). Furthermore, alkaline

can exert its

effect on cell surface by altering

transport properties.
2-deoxyglucose

Most

mammalian

transmembrane

The permeability of chicken embryo cells to

is altered by

Extracellular alkaline

pH

pH may

changes

in

medium pH (Rubin

1971).

(2)

act prinarÍly at an intracellular site(s).

cells vary their internal pH as a function of

extracellular pH (Gi1ì.ies 1981). An increase of intracellular

pH could

activate pleiotropic second messengers such as cyclic nucleotides

and

ions, which in turn could activate intracellular enzynes that

are

pH-dependent (example, phosphorylations

for

1981,
(c)

review)

enzymes)

(Gillies

.

Population Density and Geometric Factors
Under standard conditÍons

decreases when

of cultivation, the growth rate of cells

a critlcal cell density, characteristic for each cell

type, is reached. This
line

of glycolytic

phenomenon was

first described in the

(Todaro and Green 1963) and was called density-dependent

of growth (Stoker and Rubin 1967).
shown

3T3

cell

inhibitÍon

Dulbecco and Elkington (1973) have

that for epithelial cells in culture, the dish surface restriction

is the predominant factor stoppíng growth, probably related to the in
g!g9 role of this cell type in basenent nembrane for¡natÍon where they
must form a monolayer. On the other hand, for fibroblast cells
exhaustion of nedium components, particularly serum, is more limiting
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than restriction of growth space. In this latter cell type,
available surface also

becomes Ímportant

hor{ever,

at htgh celt denslties.

Three najor hypotheses have been proposed to account for
density-dependent inhÍbition of growth. The first hypothesis suggests
that cell-cell contact is a necessary requirenent for growth inhibition
(Todaro et al 1964;

1965) as evidenced by the observation that

confluent normal cells show little

cultures proliferate rapidly.

or no growth, whereas

This hypothesis is also supported

wound-healing experiments (Todaro
second hypothesis suggests

subconfluent

et al 1965; Dulbecco 1920).

by

The

that depletion of growth factors in the bulk

(Hol]ey and Kiernan 1963) or in a microdiffusion barrier
surrounding the ce]ls (Stoker 19?3) results in growth inhibition.

¡nedium

Support

for this

cones fro¡n

their observation that the final density of

3T3 cells in a confluent culture is directry proportional to the
concentration of serum Ín the medium. Also, Smets (19?1) has shown that
used medium could be restored by dialysis against fresh medium and by

addition of low molecular weight constituents. The third hypothesis
proposes

the

that soluble or

medium accunulate

membrane-bound growth

inhibitors released into

to a sufficiently high concentration to act

cells (Harel et al 1978).

Such

on

inhibitory factors have been isolated

and characterized as glycoproteins

in a nunber of cell culture

systems

(wang

et al 1982; Harer et al 1983). Harel et al (19s4) have recently

shown

that

Rous Sarcoma

vini's

(RSV)

- transfor¡ned

3T3

cells

produce the

growth inhibitory substance, but they are nuch Iess sensitÍve to the

inhibitor than theiC normal counterparts.

The growth-inhibitory

glycoproteÍns may be the "chalones" discussed in a short review by
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Potter (1983); chalones have characteristics expected of surface active
macromolecules

required for nornal cell-cell interactÍons leadlng to

density-dependent quiescence as

presented for

the

contact

receptor-chalone hypothesis of Allred (1978), It should be emphasized

that the three hypotheses presented

above

are not mutually exclusive.

Indeed growth factors may interact with growth-inhibitory molecules

eÍther through conpetitÍon or

down

regulation of cell surface receptors,

or through generation of antagonistic intracellular biochemical signals.
In addition, it ís possible that the

same molecule can

exert it's

effects anchored on the cell surface and released into the
Whatever

the mechanism, density-dependent growth inhibition

medium.

see¡ns

to

be

an inportant means of control of normal cell proì.iferation.

The influence of geometry on control. of cell growth has
studied by Folkman and coworkers (Folkman and Greenspan 1975;

been

Folkman

and Moscona 1978). Two geometricaJ. factors seem to be important in
growth control:

the geometry of the individual cell, and the geometry

of the celI population. According to Folknan and coworkers,
geometry

of the individual cells

the

becomes important when one compares

growth of normal cells in suspension to that of a monolayer. While

other workers (stoker et al 1968) think that it is the
phenomenon

anchorage

that is the key element in this kind of comparison, Folknan

and coworkers have the view that it is the difference in cell
under the two conditions

that Ís critical.

Normal

cells in

shape

suspension

are rounded or spherica,l whereas cells attached to plastic or glass
surfaces are flat and spread, and this correlates with the fact that
normal

cells do not grow in suspension but they

grow when attached to
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glass or plastic. Folkman and Greenspan (1975) show that normal diploid
whose growth

cells

Ís inhibited 1n suspension culture, can

escape thÍs

inhibition if they are allowed to stretch out on tiny glass
glass fibrlls

suspended

beads or

Ín soft agar or methylcellulose. Furthernore,

by using the plastic of soft contact lens which allows cell attachment

but not cell spreading, Folknan and Moscona (19?S) varied

the

adhesiveness of

tissue culture dishes by applying different
concentrations of the plastic; with this experiment they showed that a

correlation exists

between

flatter the cells, the

cell

shape and DNA synthesis and

growth.

The

more they grerv.

cells have escaped the restriction of cell geonetry on
growth since transformed cells can proliferate equally well in the flat
Transfor¡ned

state or the spherical state.

However, when transformed

cells

grow in

agar suspension, they are subject to the second type of geometrical
control,

namely

the geonetrical restriction on the cell populatÍon.

The

growth of transformed cells attached on a flat surface occurs in only
two dinensions, in which case they wilJ. grow indefinitely provÍded they
have

sufficient

space and

nutrients.

Hence

in two-dimensional growth of

cells, there is no self control. But when transforned cells
are gro$¡n in agar, growth is in three dimension, and under this

transformed

condition there is self control since colonies can only attain a certain
maximun

size containing a

maximum number

of cells irrespective of

the

availability of growth space and nutrients. This level of geometric
control can be partly understood in terms of diffusion gradients, but
the geometric control. on individual celLs cannot be explained on that
basis.
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C. Cell Cycle Pattern of Cells ln Culture
The
DNA

life cycle of normal eukaryotic cells consists of a perÍod of

replication (S) separated from mltosis (M) by two lntervenlng

growth

Gr; G, is the prereplicative period and G, is the
postreplicative period (Howard and PeIc, 1951). The cel1 cycLe of

phases called G, and

nammalian

cells can also be dlvided into a

S, GZ, and M) and a growth

chronosomal phase (which

of G, (Mitchison 19?1;
Stancel et al 1981). On physiological basis, the cell cycle can be
spans

divided into two areas:

phase consisting

cell cycle initiatÍon

and cell cycle

progression (Hochhauser et al 1981). Whil.e these divisions have
denonstrated

been

in a wide variety of cell types, it nust not be regarded as

invariable for all cell types. An examination of the avaÍlable data
shows

that the boundaries

between the

cell cycle

phases are

not absolute

and the duration of the phases can vary considerably among different

types of cells (for reviews, see Prescott 1976; Hochhauser et al

1981;

Yanishevsky and Stein 1981).

Traditionally, the cell cycle is

presumed

to start in G1, just

after the creation of two new cells by nitosis. The G1 period is
assuned to contain a succession of events that lead to the initiation of
DNA

replication.

observed

An

early clue to the inportance of G, came when Ít

that G, is far

more variabl.e

in length than S ,

GZ,

was

or M (Sisken

1961). VariabilÍty in Gt is observed under conditions of
partial inhibition of protein synthesis and changes in culture

and Kínosíta

conditions such as serun or nutrient deprivatíon and high cell density.

G1 variability

accoupts for alterations of cycle tines of cetl

populations, synchrony decay, and for variations in cycle times

among
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different cell types or in the
vitro (Prescott 1976;

same

Hochhauser

cell type growing in vivo or in

et al 1981). It is suggested that

variableness in the mass of Índividual cells at the beginnÍng of the

Gl períod, due to the failure of cytokinesis to divide the cells into
two equal-sized daughters, accounts for the variability of G1 anong
indivÍdua1 ceLls of a given population (Killander and Zetterbere 1965);

this

that exit of the cells from G1 phase into s phase is
dependent upon the attainnent by the cell of a crucial mass or some
assumes

other specific

component

of growth that increases in parallel with cell

mass. Any hypothesis designed to explain the significance of
G1 period must
G1 period

the

also take into account those sÍtuations in which the

is absent. Gr-less cycles have been observed ín unicellular

organisms, in certain normal and tunorous cells from multicellular

organisms, and in sone cultured cells

(Prescott 1976).

t{ithin

multicellular organisms, G, appears to be absent in cells that are
engaged Ín very rapid proliferation, such as cells in the cleavage
stages of embryos
marrow

1967).

(Gamow

and Prescott 1970), and normal. adult

cells of the erythrocyte series also lack G, (Alpen
Two cuLtured

cell Iines without a

G1 have

bone

and Johnston

also been described

1967; Liskay tg77l. The observatÍon of Gr-less
cells has raised questions about the importance of that phase in the
(Robbins and Scharff

life cycle of ceLls, especially with cells growing in rich ¡nedia.

There

are suggestions that G1 is merely an Ínterruption between two
chronosonal phases when cell growth fails to keep pace with the
chro¡nosomal phase (Mitchison

1971; Stancel et al

19S1).

The S phase is the period during which DNA replication occurs.
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Nunerous observations with polynucleated cells

have shown that

cytoplasmic factors are involved in the initiation

of

DNA synthesis

(Church 1967; Graves 7972'); cell fusion studies show that such
cytoplasmÍc factors are not species-specific (Johnson and Harris 1967).

that the

These studies

also

índependently

in each nucleus both for heterokaryons and

this

show

S phase, once

asynchronous progression, and hence

sometimes erroneously

initiated, is carried

out

homokaryons;

termination, of S phase has

led to the interpretation that the initiation

event is not synchronous in different nuclei.

Replication of
Zì-!'

nitochodrial

DNA

and nuclear DNA are not synchronous with each other;

in fact replication of Índividual mitochodria within the
asynchronous (Meyer and

Ris 1966). Also,

same

cell is

whereas nuclear DNA synthesÍs

occurs only in S phase, mitochodrial DNA synthesis occurs throughout
the cell cycle (Bosmann 1971).
GZ

is the period of preparation for cell division, but there

instances where GZ is absent (GauLden 1956; Lawrence 1968).

are
The

position of transition between G2 and M cannot be identified precisely
since that transition is based on observation of

and condensation begins someti¡ne before it

chromoso¡ne condensation

can be identified

microscopically. The transition is not narked by any identifiable
change

in cell metabolisn, such as RNA and protein synthesis (Prescott

1e76).

(a)

Growth Control Points

in the Cell

Cycle

Under unfavourable growth conditions,

cycl ing normal

arrest at two differänt points in the cetl cycle:
GZ (Gelfant

1981). The c1 control point(s)

seem to

cells

ln late c1

can
and

be very important
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since cycling cells whÍch are induced to enter quiescence by nutrlent
deprivation or other means, whether Ín vivo or in vitro have a G, DNA
content, and upon re-entering the cycle, replicate their DNA before
enterlng nltosis (Baserga 1976; Pardee et al 19?s). pardee (1924)

has

suggested that the provÍsion of a control point sensitive to
environmental conditlons in the cell cycle could be an evolutionary
adaptation to allow cells to sanple their environment and decide whether

or not to

proceed through the

cell cycle.

Based on the kinetícs with which Gr-blocked cells

proliferation, Ít has been proposed by

Pardee (1974)

resumed

that a single najor

regulatory event occurs in Gt that permits a cell to conplete another
round of the cell cycle. Pardee lntroduced the term restriction, or R,

point to describe the block point Ín G1. According to the R point
hypothesis, G1 cells prepare for DNA synthesis while continuously
nonitoring their environment; if conditions are favourable, the cells
pass through the R point and become committed to conplete the renainder

of the ce11 cycle, but if conditions are not favourable they cease
proliferation at the R point. The R point has been temporally napped in
mouse 3T3

cells at 2 to 3 hours prior to the onset of

DNA

synthesis

(Yen

1978). There is speculation that the R point, including the
events that prepare cells to traverse the R point, constitute the cell

and Pardee

cycle initiation stage, whereas the rest of the cycle constitute cell
cycle progression. Yanishevsky and stein ( 1981 ) have crÍticalry
reviewed the evidences for and against the R point hypothesis ín
mammalian

cells

The mechanism

of execution of R poÍnt in cycling cells has been
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studied by several groups and the available data show that many
dlfferent mechanisms may be operatÍve. One proposed mechanis¡n is that
passage through the R point is dependent upon the cells attaining a
critical size (Killander and Zetterberg 196s). A stightly modifled
version Ís that transit through the R poÍnt depends upon the ratio of
cytoplasnic size to nuclear size (Frazer 19zg), which implies the
inportance of cytoplasn in the initiation of

DNA

synthesis. Another way

of looking at the relationship between cell growth and passage through
the R point is to consider the activities that contribute to cell
growth. Attention has been focussed on protein synthesis
abundance

of proteins in the cell.

in several dÍfferent

The

because

of

the

rate of cellular proliferation

cell types has been shown to be
proportional to the rate of net protein accumulatÍon (Robinson et al
1976; Baxter and Stanners 1978). As expected from this relationship,
cells in stationary
(Stanners et al

mammalian

phase show

1979);

little

or no net accunulation of protein

also, decreasing the rate of protein

accunulation in V79-8 cells (a Gr-less derivative of a ChÍnese hamster

line, isolated by

Robbins and

scharff 1962) deìays entry into S phase

thereby creating u G1 interval (Liskay et al 19s0). I{hether the
requirement is for an increase in total protein synthesis or for
synthesis of specific protein(s) has not yet been definitely clarified.
Some

reports indicate that specific proteins may be ÍnvoLved in the

transit through the R point.

Firstly, Chafouleas and coworkers

have

reported that increases in the intracellular concentration of calnodulin

are coupled to the Grl.S transition of the cell cycle and that inhibition

of the action of thfs protein by the anticalmodulin drug W13 Ínhibits
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progression Ínto S phase (Chafouleas and Means 1982; Chafouleas et al

1982). At least two speciffc functions which may be important at

the

G1ls border that are mediated by cal¡nodulin have been proposed:
regulation of the cytoskeleton; and regulatÍon of protein (especialty
histone) phosphorylatÍon (I{hitfield et al 1929; Tupper et al

1980;

chafouleas and Means 1982). secondly, it has been proposed that the

of cells through the

point is controlled by accumulation of a
labile regulatory (R) protein, whose synthesis starts close to the

passage

R

beginning of the G, period and Ís maximal, at the R point (Rossow et al

1979; campisi et al 1982).

The R

protein acquires greater stability in

transformed cells, which is consistent with the greater proliferative

capacity of transformed cells as conpared to their normal counterparts.

A 53K protein, originally found bound to tumor (T) antigen in
sv40-transformed cells (snith et al 19?9) and later detected in a
variety of cells transformed by other neans (Linzer and Levine

1979;

Deleo et al 1979), has been found to be identical to the R protein

(canpisi et al 1982). In normal cells, high amounts are detected in

rapidly proliferating cultures whereas low amounts are found in
quiescent cultures (Dippold et al
be very stable

19s1 )

in an SV40-transformed

.

3T3

The

protein is also found to

derivative and quite labile in

nornal 3T3 cells (Oren et aI 1981).
The above positive control mechanisms are supported by evidence
from cell fusion studies that S phase cells can induce DNA synthesis in

Gt cells (Rao and Johnson 1970). Also, fusÍon of cells in early, middle

late Gt to each other in various conbinations results in accelerated
entry into S phase of both nuclei in blnucleates, and the acceleration

and
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contributed by late Gt nuclei Ís the greatest whereas that contrlbuted

by early G1 nuclei is the least (Rao et al 7977). These reports
indicate that cells accunulate an inducer as they go through Gt.
Negative control mechanisns of cell proliferation have also been
proposed (Pritchard et al 1969). This appears to be the nechanisn

operative for cells made quiescent due to senescence or terminal

differentiation

et al lg74'). rt has been proposed that, in
vivo, chalones nay play a role in acting as negative feedback inhibitors
(Norwood

of tissue proliferation

(Houck and Hennings

19?g). This inplies that

tumour cells may faiL to produce chalones, or else that they have
decreased sensitivity

a

to G1 arrest by chalones. The inhibitory

molecules associated with density-dependent growth regulatÍon (discussed

earlier)
In

may be important here.

some instances

cycling cells becone arrested in GZ (Gelfant
1977; Choie and Richter 1978), but generally, these Gr-arrested ceLls
account for only a small proportion of the quiescent population.
G, arrest is more prevalent in plant cells (Rost 19771.

,,.1:

',:''

:i:l

In an adult animal, most of the body cells remain viable for
extended periods of time in the quiescent state. Even though these
not ordÍnarily reproduce in vivo, they can be stimulated to
reproduce in culture. Kinetic studies have shown that these cells are
cells

may

herd quiescent Ín early c1, and this was first

(1963).

Based on biochemical and

termed G0

by Lajtha

kinetic studies, this type of

G1 block

is distinct from the late G1 block Índuced temporarily in cycling cells
subjected to suboptimal growth conditions (reviewed by Yanishevsky and
stein 1981;

Hochhauser

et al 19s1). rn

some cases Go-blocked

cells
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function as a reserve cell population that can enter the proliferating

pool when they are needed (Gavosto and PÍleri 19?1). The balance
between the proliferating and non-proliferating subpopulations is an
Ímportant homeostatic nechanisn for normal development as well as for

pathological conditions such as the response to celluIar injury

and

tumorigenesis.
(b)

Ultrastructural and Biochemie

Chanees Durins

Ultrastructural and bÍochemical

the Cel1 Cvcle

the cell
et aI (1981). The

changes occurring during

cycle has been extensively reviewed by

Hochhauser

ultrastructural changes are products, often the goals, of underlying
biochernical changes.
The

cell surface

undergoes changes during

the cell cycle that are

temporally related to intracellular events (Porter et a1
MorphologÍcal and chemical changes on the

apparent during mitosis.

1973).

cell surface are particularly

Interphase normal cells contain a prominent

surface glycoprotein of mofecular weight 250K, variously known as
fibronectin,

LETS

(Iarge, external, transformation-sensitive),

CSP (ceLl

surface protein), and a variety of lesser used names (reviewed by

Hynes

1976); thÍs protein is less accessible during mitosis and is absent or
inaccessible in transfor¡ned cells (Hynes 19?6). Fibronectin is involved

in nediating the adherence of the cell to its substratum (Grinnell et al
7977) and its addition to cell cultures can partially restore normal
morphology
changes

to

some transformed

cells

(OÌden

et al 1979). Several other

ln surface proteíns, glycoproteins, and glycol.ipÍds have been

described (Hynes 197'6), but their functional significance are not

clearly

known.
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Although certain enzyme actÍvities fluctuate with the cell cycle,
synthesis of nost hÍgh abundance proteins is not regulated as a function

of cell cycle position. Milcarek and Zahn (19?S) revealed very few cell
cycle-dependent changes anong the nore than 300 HeLa cell polypeptides

resolved by two-dinensional. gel electrophoresÍs. One group of proteins

that is cell cycle-dependent are the histones. Studies show that
histone synthesis begins with the onset of
Pederson

DNA

synthesis (Borum

1976). However, a later study by Groppí and coffino

19ZS;

(1990)

disproved this and showed that histone synthesís occurs at equivalent

rates in G1 and S phases. Histone proteín nodifications are cell
cycle-dependent. Methylation occurs in Late S and cz (Tidwell et al
1968), whereas hlstone phosphorylation patterns during the cel.l cycle

are different for the different kinds of hjstones (revÍewed
Hochhauser

et al

1981 )

.

Nonhistone chromosomal proteins also undergo

shÍfts in synthesis and nodification in a cell
(Hochhauser

et al

Changes

by

cycLe-dependent fashÍon

1981).

in the activities of nany

relation to the cell cycle. In

enzy¡nes have been measured

many cases

the changes have been

to be due to degradation and synthesis of the partÍcular
than activation or inactivation of existing

enzyme

in

shown

enzyme (rather

nolecules).

DNA

metabolic enzynes are synthesised in G1 whereas enzynes essential for

mitosís are synthesised in Gz. The patterns of enzyme synthesis in
relation to the cell cycle have been reviewed (Mitchison 1969; Prescott
1976).

SynthesÍs

of

of all

RNA

stops during mitosis except for the synthesis

some 43 and 5S RNA (Klevecz and F-orrest

197?).

The

rate of synthesis
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of total

during interphase, but the increase is
restricted to one point in the cell cycle. All the major classes of
RNA lncreases

not
RNA

are synthesised continuously throughout interphase (prescott 19?6).

In conclusion, cell cycle
effect

phases

are

components

of the

cause and

of gene expressions that underLie the progression of
cell cycle continuÍty is based on the sequential

contÍnuum

the cycle.

transcription and translation of sets of

genes

that are held in

temporal

order by the activation of one set of cell cycle genes by the function

of an antecedently activated set of genes. To understand the regulation
of cell prolÍferation and the loss of that regulation requires detaÍled
knowledge of the molecul.ar events that underlie the G1 period,

particularly those Gt events concerned with arrest of cells.
cell cycJ.e mutants may prove invaluable in such studies.
D.

CelLular Senescence and CeLl Transf ormation

(a)

Sen escence

of Nornal Cells

The use of

n Cul.ture

In 1957 Swin and Parker reported a Iimited life span for
embryonic and adult tissue fibroblasts in culture .

Hayfl

human

ick

Moorhead (1961),

in a more extensive study,

variety of

tíssues proliferated for variable periods of time

human

showed

and

that celrs from

a

and

died.

Later, Hayflick (196s) proposed that the limited replicative
potential of human cells in vitro was an expression of senescence at the

:)t.

l];

cellular level.

In the

cells

at any population doublÍng level

same

study, he showed that when normal diploid

a

...::.

were frozen

and

later recultured,

the cells contÍnued to divÍde until they reached the average total
number of doubtings characteristic of that line, thus indicating that
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senescence

In diploid cells in vitro is lntrinsic to the cells

and

precisely timed. These observations have since been conflrmed several.
tinres and reviewed (Cristofalo and Stanulis-Praeger 1982; Smith

and

Lincoln 1984).
There are three phases in the growt curve of normal diploid cell

populatlons in culture (Hayflick 1965;

Hayakawa

immediately after cells are plated.

1969).

In phase I,

Phase

I starts

there is

a

poorly-defined lag period during which the rate of increase of cell
population is very slow. Whether this is due to longer cell cycle tines

of individual cells in the population or to a reduced fraction of
cycling cells, or both, is not known, but it nay be partly related to
the fact that normal cells often need to be anchored to their substratum
before they can divide (Stoker et al 1968). Phase II is a period of
rapid cell proliferation. The doubling time during phase II is constant
(Hayflick 1965;

Hayakawa 1969)

which inplies that the rapid increase Ín

cell population during this period is essential ly due to a higher
fraction of cells that go through the cell cycle. The time period of
phase

II

depends on

the density of the cell inocuLum. Phase III is

period of slower cell proliferation and a sharp decrease in

a

the

proportion of cells in the culture that synthesise DNA. Hayflick (1965)
has proposed that phase III represents an in vitro nodel of senescence

or aging.
.,

Senescent

cells are in

phase

III,

and therefore, most

of the

discussions in this sectÍon are concerned with cell populations in this

,:::,:

:a'a. '

.: ]
,,1:

phase

of

growth.

A fundanental question in the study of Ín vitro
whether

the life

span

senescence

is

of cultured diptoid cells reflects a genetically
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deter¡nined number

of population doublings or whether lt ls a function of

time spent in culture (chronologic time).

The evidence by Hayfltck

(1965) involvÍng freezlng and reculturing of cells, together with
several other reports (Cristofalo et al 1979; Nfelsen and Ryan

1981)

all indicate that cumulative population doublings are more Ímportant
than chronologic time. However, other reports suggest otherwise (e.e.
McHale

et al

1971 )

.

During cellular aging, the cell cycle time

increases while the fraction of cells participating in DNA synthesis
decreases (Macieira-Coelho
Change

in cellular

et aI

1966).

morphology

with age has been well

documented.

With nornal cells, cell diameters and size heterogeneity increase with

age; in contrast, cells of

permanent

lines are snalJ., unimodal

and do

not change in size with age (Simons 1967). The correlation between size
and ability to divide has generated contradictory results (Cristofalo
and stanulis-Praeger

results obtained

1982; Mitsui et al 1981).

depends on

the experimental

Hence

it

method used

seems

to

that

neasure

the

cell

growth. Nuclear size increases in parallel with increase Ín cell size
as passage leveLs increase (Mitsui and Schneider 19?6). Multinucleation
(mostly binucleates) increase with population doubling (Kaji and Matsuo
1e78

)

Studies on changes in cell surface structure and function with in

vitro aging has been reported (reviewed by Macieíra-CoLho

1983).

Fibronectin is present in equal amounts on cells regardless of
(Courtois and Hughes 1976), but fibronectin released by Iate
human

age

passage

diploid fibroblasts does not support normal cell-substratum

interactions (Chandrasekhor and MilLis 19S0), suggesting that

the
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chemical nature

of fibronectin

changes during senescence.

Cell

surface

structures such as filipodia and nÍcrovilli increase as the cells

age

(shatos and stanuris-Praeger 1980); this nay represent cell-to-cell

contact points that provide density-dependent conditions for

growth

cessation at lower absolute cell nunbers. Gap junctions, which function

as low resistance pathways for exchange of low molecular

weight

"information bearing" ions and netabolites, are sparse and of small
diameter in phase III

ceIl surface

changes

cells (Keltey 1976). The

above data show that

resulting from 1n vitro agÍng represents conditions

that reduce proliferative capacity of cells, cel1 viability,

and

sensitivity to environmental conditions.
Various changes in organelles with cellular aging have been

reported for cells in vitro,

(reviewed by Robbins et al

cristofalo and Stanulis-Praeger 1982).
numerous degradative enzynes, become

greater amounts of various
changes

larger,

Lysosomes,

1g?O;

which contain

more numerous and contain

activities

et al 1970).

No

in ¡nitochondrial nunber with age has been observed, but

an

enzyme

(Robbins

increase in the proportion of defective mitochondria with age has been

reported, (Lipetz and crístofalo 1972). Grycolysis and respiration
welL as

activities of several respiratory

enzymes do

not change with

as

age

of cultures (Cristofalo 1970; Cristofalo and Stanulis-Praeger 19S2).
No reductions

Ín the uptake

and

utilisation of glucose Ís

observed with

age (Cristofalo 7972). Other enzyme activitÍes that decrease with

are superoxide disnutase (Glass and Gershon 19s1) and

age

glutamine

synthetase (Viceps-Madgre and CrÍstofalo 1978).
Macromolecular synthesis

is affected in the senescing

process.
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Age-related changes in DNA, RNA and protein synthesis have

been

intensively studied. The nost conclusive result from such studies is

that all senescent cells, regardless of their tíssue of origin or
specles, cannot replicate their DNA, a necessary requirenent for
continued cell proliferation. This is perhaps the most distinctive
characteristic

common

to all senescent celIs.

Senescent

cells

can,

under certain conditions such as cell fusion or viral infection,

be

induced to undergo a round of DNA replication but not sustained

replication.

cells,

senescent

of

Enzymes Ínvolved

and the major

DNA polymerase-c

in

DNA metabolis¡n have been

studied in

finding is that the activity and fidellty

(the major

DNA

replication enzyne) decreases in

aging cultures of diploid fibroblasts (Linn et aI 1976; Murray
HoJ.liday

and

1981); this has been generally attributed to the fact that in

senescent

cells there is a four-fold increase in the relative Ievel of

the 55 forn of the

enzyme, which has

75 form (Murray and Holliday 1981).

of a protein-mediated inhibition of
when senescent

a higher error frequency than the
Some

DNA

reports suggest the presence

synthesis in senescent cells:

cells are fused with young cells, neither cell in the

dikaryon can initÍate

DNA

synthesis, but brief treatment of

dikaryous by the protein synthesis inhibitors cycloheximide

the
and

puronycin can delay the inhibitory effect of the senescent cells by as
much

as 24-48 hrs (Drescher-Lincoln and Smith 1983; Burner et al 1983).

The nature

¡uith

DNA

of this postulated inhibitory protein and its relatlonship

polynerase c still

re¡lains to be determined. It may be of

interest to deternÍne whether thÍs pressured protein inhÍbitor is
sinilar to the

DNA-binding protein ¡vhich

Stein (19?5) calls

"senescence"
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protein that binds to single stranded

DNA

and inhibits DNA synthesis

both during the non-DNA synthetic phases of the cell cycle in
replÍcating cells, and during stationary phase in senescent cells. If
DNA polymerase

activÍty and fidelity are indeed reduced in

cells, then it is not difficult
1s, once

DNA polymerase

nacro¡nolecules

metabolism

to see the obvious implications, that

Ís affected, a

wilI follow.

senescent

number

of other changes in

Another enzyne system connected with

that has been studied are the

indication of the inportance of

DNA

DNA

DNA

repair enzymes. As an

repair process Ín cellular

aging,

Hart and Setlow (7974, 1976) have reported a positÍve correlation
between

the life span of a species and its ability to carry out excision

repair after tIV damage. Other groups have noted defects in the repair
mechanisn of

senescent cells

(reviewed by

Cristofalo

Stanulis-Praeger 1982). As a whole, the available data suggest that

repair capacity may be related to cellular agÍng but no
relationship is evident from the data. Other aspects of

DNA

and
DNA

causal

metabolisn

relevant to cellular aging such as activitÍes of degradative enzynes
associated with chromatin, role of somatic mutations, karyotype

and

chronatin modifications of senescent cells, have been discussed in
recent reviews (CrÍstofalo and Stanulis-Praeger 1982; Smith and Lincoln
1e84).

Early studies about the effects of celLular aging on RNA netabolism
reported a narked reduction in the rate of

of

human

RNA

synthesis in old cultures

diptoid cells (Maciera-Coe1ho'ét at 1966). I{hen this apparent

decrease was reinterppeted in later studies on the basis of
synthesised per

cell

number,

or per cellular

DNA,

it

was found

RNA

that the

4T

net

RNA

synthesis is actually increased in old cultures (Schneider et al

1975); this increase is equally distributed
(messenger,

RNA

polynerase

II

polymerase

all

transfer and ribosomal). Enzynes involved Ín

have been compared between young and

both

among

RNA species
RNA

synthesis

old cultures with the finding that

I and II are found to be reduced in old cells, while

remains unchanged (Benson 1978).

Both protein synthesÍs and protein degradation decrease in
senescent

celIs, though at different rates;

protein content Íncreases in
Stanulis-Praeger 1982).

the net effect is that

senescent cells

(Cristofalo

and

The decrease in synthetic rate cannot

attributed to defects in any of the individual

components

of the protein

synthetic machinery (IRNA, ribosones, cell extracts) since these
been shown

be

have

to be indistinguÍshable on physical and biochemical grounds

in young and old cells (Smith and Lincoln 1984). With regard to
specific protein changes accompanying senescence, a study

using

two-dinensionaL gel electrophoresis compared 500 peptides and found that

onìy two dÍffered between young and old cells:

greater quantities of

these two peptides were produced by senescent cells (Engelhardt et al

1979).
On

Hence

only quantitative, not qualitative, changes are detected.

the other hand, other investigators (Sakagani et al 1979; Bravo et

al 1981) have reported

some

qualitative differences in protein patterns

between senescent and young

cells.

One

of these proteins have been

characterised as a proliferation-sensitive polypeptide and has
designated IEF49 cyclin

(

Bravo et al

1981 )

.

been

ttlhether or not these

proteÍns are related to the presumed inhibitors or "senescence" proteins
(discussed

earlier) is not

known.
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All of the characteristics of senescent cells discussed so far
not point to a single cause of cellular agÍng. Rather, it

do

seems that

many changes occur simultaneously durÍng senescence. Mechanisms of

cellular aging that have been proposed are based on this pleiotropy of
events involved in the process. Two general hypothesis concerning the
mechanism

of cellular aging have been proposed: a deter¡ninistic

hypothesis and a stochastic hypothesis. The deterninistic hypothesis is
based

on the concept that the decline in prolÍferative potential of

cells in vitro is controlled by a genetic progran that directs the cell
to senescence (Cristofalo 1972'). Support for this comes from the
observation that each species has its own characteristic mean and
maximaL

life span, and individual

members

of a species display paraì.lel

patterns of age change. The longevity of a species bears a direct
relationship to the replicative life span of its

culture (Hayf1ick 7974;

Rohne

normaL

fibroblasts in

1981). Cells in culture keep their

replicative ti¡ne by recognising the

number

of doublings completed rather

than the time spent in culture. The nolecular nechanisn(s) involved is

not known, but certain suggestions have been made.
be via the inhibitors discussed earlier.

that specific
DNA

enzymes

Another mechanism proposes

sequentialty modify bases in repeated sequences of

(Holliday 1975).

undergone

One mechanism could

This implies that the number of divisions

by the cell would be directly related to the

modifications in the

DNA

number

of

sequence. Other clock ¡nechanisms operating by

sequential mechanÍsms in macromolecular synthesls have also
proposed

such

been

(Cristofalo and Stanulis-Praeger 19S2). Gradual changes in

DNA

nethylation patterns may also be involved in keeping the clock (Smith
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and Lincoln

1984).

The second class

of

mechanisns

the stochastic hypothesis. The most widely

of cellular aging ts
in thÍs

known hypothesis

class is the "error catastrophe" hypothesis (Orgel 1963, 1973) which
that

proposes

in

senescence

results from the

macro¡nolecular synthesis, and

feedback

random accunulation

of errors

that this is positively reinforced

of errors in protein and

RNA

synthesis. Supportive

by

evidence

for this hypothesis comes fron studies of age-related heat-labile
and loss of enzyme specificity (Holliday and Tarrant

enzymes

protein turnover

(Shakespeare and Buchanan 1976) and

fidelity (Murray and Holliday 1981).
are that gel analysis have not found

loss of

Evidences against

much evidence

1972),
enzyne

the hypothesis

of protein synthetic

differences between old and young cells (Har1ey et al 1980; Engelhardt

et al
does

1981 )

, and incorporation of anino acid analogues into proteins

not lead to a decrease in the J.ife span of WI-38 cells

7974). Other stochastic mechanisms that

(Ryan

et al

have been proposed include the

somatic mutation hypothesis (Crowley and Curtis 1963), the

free radical

hypothesis (Harman 1956, 1981), and the cross-linking hypothesis
(Bjorksten 1963). Burnet
and

)

has attempted

to link the deterministic

the stochastic hypotheses by proposing his "intrinsic

hypothesis which suggests

to error
(b)

(7977

Ceì

nutàgenesis"

that the mutabÍLity of key polymerases leading

accumu.lation may be under genetic control.

I Transformation

Cells can

escape

Escape from Senescence

senescence

indefinite proliferation in culture;
transfor¡ned cells.
(Sanford

et al

1954)

and

acquire the capability for
such cells are referred to

as

Transformation of cells can occur spontaneously

at low frequency, or the frequency can be increased
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by treatment of the cells wÍth various oncogenÍc agents. The degree to
which
.tt::

.

i'

cells in culture undergo spontaneous transfornatlon depends

species fron which they

derfve: chicken fÍbroblasts are stable and very

resistant to transformation (Haff and Swim 1956;

Lima

Macieiro-Coelho L972), Í{hereas mouse fibroblasts very often give
permanent

Ilnes in vitro (Todaro and Green 1963);

between mouse

on the

human

and

rlse to

fibroblasts lie

and chicken but they generally lack a tendency to

transform spontaneously (Ponten 1976). Studies of the relationship
between transfornation and senescence suggest

readily than young (presénescent) cells

more

that old cells transform
(Summerhayes

and Franks

1e7e).

Transformed

cells are often abnormal in nany respects, including

abnormalities in their geometry, growth requirements, cell cycle
progression, and of course their replicative life span. The renainder

of this "Historical" section will be concerned with a review of
methods

the

currently used to transforn celLs in culture, the genetic

analysis of the transformed phenotype, and some of the myriad physicat
and biochemical changes
transformed state

that have been found to be associated with

the
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IN VITRO

2

CELL TRANSFORMATION

BY CHEMIC AL

CARCTNOGENS

is an ancient disease; it probably has been around since
complex life evolved. The fossil record shows that osteomas and
Cancer

in dinosaurs at least eighteen mitlion years
fn addition, the appearance of plant tumours significantly

henangionas were present

ago;

that of anÍmal tumours (reviewed by Setkirk 19BO). Attempts to
cure cancer are also ancient. Cancer therapeutic strategies have

predates

usually been based on an exploitation of sone nore sensitive aspects
within the tumour cell's biochemical or genetic apparatus that is more
labile than nor¡nal cells. This requires a thorough understanding of the
biochenical pathways within the growing celt that transforn it to the
malignant state.

StudÍes of this transformation process requires

an

ability to nanipulate the transformation process as weLl as understand
the nechanisms involved,

studies have shown that the majority of
cancers are caused by environmentaL factors (Higginson 19?9).
EpidemioJ"ogical

environmental agents have been tested and used

cell transformation.

Oncogenic agents

human
Many

in studies of in vitro

are classÍfied under three

broad

groups: chemÍcal, viral and radiation. The level of each type of agent
in the environment varies with time and place, but they all constitute a

significant threat in the environment. All three classes have
effectively for in vitro cell transfornation.
:.tr
,:.:,

_,:lì

been used
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A.

Classes

of Chenical

Carcinogens

There are two groups of chemÍcal carcinogens: direct actlng

chemicals and indirect acting chemicaLs which undergo ¡netabolic

activatÍon by cells before they

become

carcinogenic. The forner

group includes biological alkylatlng agents, inorganic chemicals

and

group consists of polycyclic

radiochemícals, whereas the latter

aromatÍc hydrocarbons, aromatic amines, nitnosamines, hydrazines,
hornones and related substances and a nÍscellaneous group of other

chenicals (Slaga 1980).

of these agents have been used in in

vitro_

cell transformation systens, although sone are rnore effective

than

Many

others in ter¡ns of the time and incidence of
transformation.

induction of

Inorganic carcinogens have not been studied

extensively as the organic carcinogens, but a few examples are

as

weLl

establÍshed (DiPaolo et al 1981; Harvey 1982).
The polycycLic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),

or

poJ.yarenes, are an

important class of carcinogens because of their prevalence in air, water
and

soil;

in addition, significant levels are detectable in

foods (Harvey 1982). The invoLvement of

first noted in

7775 when

PAHs

many common

in carcinogenesis

was

Pott related the high incidence of scrotal

cancer among Chinney Sweeps to the soot

left in the chimneys after

coal

burning. This was later confirned by more scientific experimentation,
which led to

the purification

benzo(a)-pyrene (BP) from coal tar.

of

the carcinogenic

substance

Subsequently, other PAHs were

discovered and many nore were synthesi.sed (reviewed by Selkirk 1980;
Harvey

1982). Efforts have been made to correlate molecular structure

to bíological activity, and the main observation in this regard is that
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the nost active molecules have fron four to six fused aromatfc rings
an unsubstituted carbon-carbon bond flanked by two aromatic

and

rlngs; this

bond, known as the K-region, is distinguished by its relatively hÍgh

electron density and olefin-like character. Introduction of

methyl

groups at other nolecular sites can dramatically enhance or di¡ninish

depending on the

activity,

posÍtÍon of

substitution,

e.g.

7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA) is much more carcinogenic than

its

parent compound benz(a)anthracene (Huggins et al 1967; Pataki

and

Huggins

1969).

Chen and HeÍdelberger (1969) have used various PAHs to

transform cells in culture;

they have described the effectiveness of

various concentrations and other experimental variables in their study.

B. Multístage
(a)

Stages
Many

in

Carcinogenesis

Carcinogenesis

studies suggest that chemical carcinogenesis is a nultistage

process (reviewed by Collins et al 1980; Weinstein et aì 1984).

simplest model proposes an initiation

followed by promotion.

The
The

initiation phase reguires a single application of either a direct or
indirect carcinogen at a subthreshold dose, whereas the pronotion stage
involves repetitive treatments of a noncarcinogenic compound after the

initiation phase; there is

evidence

that the promotion phase is divided

into severaL sub-phases (Boutwell 1974; Slaga et al 1980). A central
dogma

of chemical carcinogenesis holds that initiation is irreversible

and promotion

reversible; but recent reports have shown that

promotion

includes some irreversible steps (reviewed by Colburn 1980). It appears

that the individuai stages may involve qualitatively different
nechanis¡ns

at the cellular and genetic levels;, this predicts that the
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establfshment and maintenance of a nalignant tumour lnvolves multiple

cellular

genes and

multiple types of

changes

in genonic structure

Hence, as üleinstein et al . (1982) suggest, it

function.

is

and
an

oversimplification to speak of "the" cancer gene, or to assune that
multÍstage carcinogenesis simply involves a successive series of

random

point mutations.

A conparison of the biological properties of initiators
promoters can be found

in Iversen and Astrup (1984). Discussions of

theÍr probable sites of action
Initiation

(b)

(i)

and

and nechanÍsms follow.

Stage

Metabolic Activation of Chemical Carcinogens. The metabolism

of chemicals leads to the formation of both biologically inert

and

hÍghly reactive products. Most che¡nicaLs have to be netabolically
activated to
Wiebel

become

1980).

cytotoxic, nutagenic or carcinogenic (reviewed by

Chenica-l carcinogens

that are not eLectrophilic reactants

may have to be converted netabolically into a chemically reactive

electrophiìic form that reacts with some critical nacromolecule to
initiate the carcinogenic process (Miller 1978; Miller and Miller
1e76

)

PAHs are netabolised principally
endopJ.asnic

reticulun.

on the microsomes of

the

The principal catalysts are the microsomal

mixed-function oxidase (MFo) enzymes (also known as nonooxygenases, aryf
hydrocarbon hydroxylase
enzyme complex
enzymes

oxidise

or

microso¡nal drug-netabolising

enzynes). This

has been extensively reviewed (GeÌboin 1980).
PAHs

MFO

and a variety of other compounds to more polar

derivatives, usually active epoxides (Sims and Grover 1974); these

are
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unstable intermediates whÍch usually undergo secondary enzymic reactions
such as hydratlon or conjugation. Although these secondary reactÍons

are also involved in the activation process of some

chemical

carcinogens, they generally serve a detoxification rol.e (MitIer 1970;
Gelboin et al 7972). A key determinant in the biologÍcal activity of

a

chenical is the steady-state level of its reactive intermediates.

A

change in

the rate of any of the activation and deactivation reactions

may alter the steady-state level of the reactive intermediates.
However,

in the

the initial

metabolism

of

oxidation step

seems

to be the rate-liniting

step

many chemical õarcinogens ($Iiebel 1980).

Chenical carcinogens alter

MFO enzymes

activity Ín several ways

(Wiebel 1980). Such modulations in MFO activity play a role in the

initÍation process. Initiating carcinogens
of interference with
specific

MFO

manipulation

ii)

MFO

may

differ in their

activity, their time course, the

forms, and tissue specificity.

of experinental

degree

response of

All of these affect

models.

Modifiers of Chenical Carcinogenesis. There are a

number of

factors that can have an additive, synergistic or inhibitory effect

the carcinogenic activity

of chemical carcinogens.

cocarcinogenic action

used for

Ís

agents that

The

orì

term

augment the

carcinogenicity of chenicals when they are applied concomittantly

(51aga

et aI 1978). Carcinogens have influence on the initiation of

the

carcinogenic response through an effect eíther on the carcinogen

(permeability, ¡netabolÍsm or repairabÍlity of the carcinogenic

or

on the target

cell., A wide variety of

damage)

cocarcinogens are known (Slaga

19S0). On the other hand, agents that decrease the initiation of
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carcinogenesis, referred to as anticarcinogens, inhÍbit

chemical

carcinogenesis by counteracting metabolic activation of carcinogens,
augmenting

detoxification reactions, conpetitive inhibÍtion,

of active molecular species of carcinogens to prevent

scavenging

the¡n from reaching

their critical target sites Ín the cell, or effects on

DNA repair

systems (Slaga 1980; Wattenberg 19S0). In vivo, additional factors
such as ãEê, sex, hormonal and inmunological

factors, trauma and diet,

nutritÍon and lifestyle further modify chemical carcinogenesis

(Slaga

1e80).

(iii)

ion of

of

carcinogens

Chemical

Chemi

1

cal

or their activated forms are strong electrophiles and they

react non-enzymatically to form covalent

of

Car

macromolecules

bonds

with nucleophilic

in target ceIl.s (Miller and Miller 1976;

these reactions are critical

groups
1981 )

to the carcinogenic process.

;

Most

investigators consider DNA to be the critical target molecule in this

initiation, but the importance of other target sites such as

RNA and

protein are not ruled out. The interaction of chemical carcinogens with
DNA

results in multiple chemical changes in the DNA. A central question

Ín chemical carcinogenesis is which of these changes leads to
or

changes

in genetic expression.

Such changes much

mutations

persist through

DNA

replicatÍon cycles.
PAHs

bind to DNA,

RNA

and

of hydrocarbon bound is
macromolecule

protein (Kuroki et al 1971).

The amount

proportional. to the concentration of

in the tissue, with cellular protein binding nost of the

hydrocarbon, followed. by RNA and then DNA (Selkirk 1980). DNA is
considered the most

critical binding molecuìe, but the large amount of
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hydrocarbon

that bÍnds to

RNA

and protein indicates that only a small

fraction of the applied carcinogen gets to the crttical site.
question about whlch

PAH

the

derÍvatÍves are most efficiently bound to

the type of chemlcal bonds formed, and the

DNA bases

DNA,

involved are all

najor deterninants of their effectiveness in cell transformation.
Another extensively studied carcinogen is N-2-acetyl-aminofluorene

(AAF).

The

reactive metabolite of

AAF binds

covalently to nucleic acids

(Kriek and Westra 1978; Grunberger and Santella 1933). At least three
types of

DNA adducts

are formed, at different points on nitrogen

carbon atoms of guanosine residues (Grunberger and Santella

and

19S3).

Alkylating agents also bind to the oxygen atoms of guanosine residues.
Pegg (1984) has reviewed the evidence

in DNA ís the most likely

that the 06 position of

initÍating

guanosine

event in carcÍnogenesis by

methylating agents, but another reviewer (Singer 1984) proposes that

other sites are equally likely and important in initiation of

chemical

carcinogenesis. The roles of these modifications in carcÍnogenesis
been discussed (Singer

(c) Pronotion

1984;

have

Pegg 1984).

Stage

The agents which are involved in the promotion stage of
carcinogenesis are referred to as tumour promoters. It should
rnentioned

that certaÍn

PAHs

can act as complete carcinogens wÍthout

need for promoters under certain conditions (Weinstein et al

1984).

Presumably, under such conditions, the PAHs bind

as induce
cel ls

.

membrane changes

be

to

DNA

a

1983;

as welL

that alter growth and differentiation of
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(i)

Tumour

Pronoters.

Tumour

pronoters are conpounds which have

very weak or no carcinogenic activity by themselves, but whÍch markedly
enhance

the carcÍnogenicÍty of other

compounds

(fnitiators)

when applled

repeatedly following a low or suboptimal dose of the initiator

1982). There is a wide range of chenicals that can act as
tumour promoters (Slaga 1980; Berenblum 1982), but most of the
(Berenblum

information on the action of tunour promoters derives from studies

on

12*0-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) and related phorbol esters.
TPA and

other phorbol esters are amphiphitic agents since they have both

hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains. This domain structure has

a

bearing on the type of Ínteraction these compounds make with the cell
membrane.

(ii)

In Vivo and In Vitro Studies. Evidence for nultistage

carcinogenesis has come from both in vivo and in vitro studies.

best studied in vÍvo systen is the two-stage
(reviewed by Van Duuren

mouse

1969; BoutwelL 7977;

skin

The

tumorigenesis

Berenblum 1gB2), which

as pronoters.

Using

this and other in vivo systems (Slaga 1980), the number of

steps

utilises

PAH

as initiator and various

compounds

Ínvolved in carcinogenesis has been estimated at about six (reviewed by

Colburn, 1980). Sone of the steps may occur as part of alternate
pathways.

In vitro studies of multístage carcinogenesis has been done with
mouse,

rat and Chinese hamster cells using

carclnogens as

initiator

PAH

and other chemical

and TPA as promoter (Colburn

1980). In nost of

the studies the stages, are identified as the sequential acquisition of
transformed characteristics.

Up to five stages in the carcinogenic
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process has been observed by these studies.

Another approach is the hybrid in vÍvo - in vítro transfornation

197s; steele et al 19?g). In this type of
study, the cells a"g exposed to the initiating agent Ín vivo, but the
system (Laerum and Rajewsky

is carried out with the cells in culture. The stages
are identifled by growth and norphologic criteria. The advantage of
promotion stage

this system Ís that the in vivo inttiation alLows greater netabolic
activation of the carcinogen by Ìiver cells before the carcinogen gets
to other target cells;
enzynes than

(iii)

the liver has a higher level of the activating

other organs of the body (Wiebel
Phenotvn ic

Effects of Promoters.

19BO).

Tunour promoters exert

pleiotropic effects on the growth, function and differentiation of a
variety of cell types (reviewed by Colburn 1980; Ifeinstein et al 1984).
of the effects are causa,l to the overall transfornation effect,
whereas other effects seem to be unnecessary or unconnected to
Sone

promotion. Most of the phenotypic effects induced by tumour promoters

in cell culture are dependent upon the continuous presence of
promoters (Weinstein 1981 ) , but there are a few instances where

the
the

action of pronoters led to irreversible effects (t{einstein et al 1984).
Indeed, it is whether the pronoter induces reversible or irreversibLe

effect that determine if the process leads to a persistent

transformed

phenotype.

Several studies have shown that tunour promotion involves

inhibition

of

differentÍation

an

with an associated non-specific

proliferation stinulus (reviewed by Colburn 1980). Also, biochernical
characteristics of enbryonic tissues such as lo¡ry histidase activity
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et al

in cetls after treatment with tunour
promoters. In additlon, certain features of differentlated cells
(Colburn

1S75) are observed

disappear fn response to TPA treatment (Krieg et al 7974). In nost of

the studies, suppression of differentiation was transÍent, with reversal
occurring after renoval of the promoter. rn some cases, TpA delays
rather than inhibÍt differentiatÍon (Mufson et aI 197S). SometÍmes, the

effect

becones

irreversible (RaÍck t974).

Tunour promoters have been found

to transiently induce minicry of

transformation (colburn 1980). This incrudes changes in morphology,
growth characteristics, cell surface changes, and several biochemÍcal

changes. These changes are not observed when cells are treated with
non-promoting ( or weakly promoting) mitogens (Raick 1974; Raick and
Burdzy 1973). Tumour promoters afso enhance the expression of these

characteristics after virus (Weinstein et al 7977) or chemical (O'Brien

and Dianond 1978) transformation.

one in

vitro

neoplastic

characteristic which is not expressed in response to tumour promoters
(without prior initiation) is anchorage-independence (Colburn, 1980).
This may be due to the fact that anchorage-independence correlates very

closely to actual in vivo tunorigenicity (shin et al 1gzs), and since
tumour promoters are

induce

not by themsel.ves oncogenic, they may be unable to

this characteristic.

In vivo
correlation

and

in vitro studies

have also shown

that there is a strong

between tumour-promoting activity
activity for a

and ornithine

number

of phorbol esters (OtBrien et

al 1975a; 1975b; Li.chti et al 1928).

However, another study shows

decarboxylase (ODC)

that glucocorticoids, which inhÍbit tunour pronotion, fail to inhibit
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lnduction of
induced

ODC

ODC

in

by promoters, thus suggesting a non-causal role of

tumour promotÍon (Yuspa

The induction

et al

19?S).

of certain proteases, including plasminogen activator

(PA), has been proposed as a ¡nediator of tunour pronotÍon (Troll et al

1970; 1975). These studies are based on the effects of

protease

inhibitors on tumour pronotÍon, but such evidence are not conclusive in
view of the fact that protease inhibitors often have nunerous unrelated
effects on cell metabolism (Roblin et al 1975). Other studies
shown

have

a correlation between tumour pronoting activity and ability of the

promoter

to induce PA in cell cultures (WeÍnstein et al 1977).

indication that

PA may

Another

play a role in tumour promotion comes from

finding that pronotion-inhibiting glucocorticoids also inhibit
induction of PA in hepatoma

HTC

cells by TPA (Viaje et al

the

7977).

Various other phenotypic effects of tunour promoters have

observed. These include enhanced prostaglandin Levels,
phospholipase

the

been

increased

activity, and an increase in the frequency of sister

chromatid exchanges (Colburn 1980).

All these phenotypic effects of tumour promoters indicate that
promotion is an inductive rather than a selective process. Colburn
(

1979) has provided experimental verification

for

that.

The

nanifestation of these effects of promoters ¡nay actually represent

different substages of the promotion phase.

Radnan and co-workers have

identified protease induction and sister chromatid exchanges as
irreversÍble steps in tumour promotion
Radman 1978).

(Radman

et al 7977; Kinsella

and
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(iv)

Mechanism

of ActÍon of Promoters. ïlhereas

DNA

is

the

postulated target nolecule for Ínitiators, the primary site of action

for promoters is speculated to be the plasma ¡nenbrane
1981; WeinsteÍn et aI 1984). Perturbatlons in

(Blumberg

membrane

198O;

structure or

function could trigger a serles of physiological changes in the cell,

nediated by influxes of ions and small ¡nolecules, activation/
inactÍvation of enzynes, and ultinately activation or repression of
genes.

indÍcation that tumour-promoting activity may be

The initíal
¡nedidated by

cell-surface interactions cane fro¡n the work of Sivak et al

(7972) who denonstrated changes 1n the activitÍes of severaL plasna
menbrane

enzymes. Since then a variety of other

been observed (Blunberg

membrane

effects

have

1980; 1981; Trosko et al 1983; Weinstein et

al 19S4). Using 3H-phorbol dibutyrate (PDBU), several investigators
have obtained direct evidence for specific high-affinity saturable
"phorboid receptors" in nenbrane preparations and intact cells fron

avian, rodent and

human

tissues (Horowitz et al 1981; Hecker et

19S2). The abitities of a series of phorbol esters to
3H-pnnU

al,

compete with

for binding to cell surface receptors correlate with their

tumour-promoting

capabilities (Hecker et al 1982), providing

evidence

that the "phorboid receptors" nediate the biologic actions of the
phorbol esters.
endogenous growth

The phorbol receptors are normally utilised

factors, which inplies tunour pronotion by

by

phorbol

esters nay be closely related to the more general phenonenon of hormonal
carcinogenesis (Weinstein et aI 1983). Several findings suggest that

there nay be heterogeneity of "phorboid receptors", which

could
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contribute to the tissue speclficity and pleiotropÍc effects of phorbol

esters (Horowitz et al 1981). The amphiphilic nature of phorbol esters
and some other tumour promoters allows them to bind to "phorboid
receptors" as well as to other components of the cell membrane, so that

multíple pathways of biochemical effects can be activated by

these

agents (I{einsteÍn et aI 1982; 1983).
One

of the

plasma nembrane-mediated biochemical

effects of

tu¡nour

pronoters is the stimulation of protein kinase C, a Ca2+
phospholipid-dependent protein kinase that is

and

activated aLso

dÍacylglycerol (Castagna et aI 1982; reviewed by Nishizuka

by

1984a;

üleinstein et al 1984); diacylglycerole is one of the primary products

of

membrane

inositol

phospholipid breakdown. Evidence that

phospholipid-protein kinase C complex is the receptor of
promoters has been obtained from several laboratories
Kikkawa

a

tumour

(for reviews see

et al 1983; Weinstein 1983). Phorbol esters form a guarternary

complex consísting

of phospholipid, protein kinase C, Ca2*, and tunour

promoter (Weinstein 1983). This complex acts synergistically with
Ca2* to activate various cellular functions (Nishizuka 19S4b).

critical protein targets phosphorylated by protein kinase C, in

The

response

to TPA stimulation, includes epidernal growth factor receptors

and

insulin receptors on serine and theonine, but not on tyrosine residues
(reviewed by l{einstein et al 1932);

the role of these protein

modificatÍons in tunour promotion is not known. Even though protein

kÍnase C does not phosphorylate tyrosine, TPA does enhance the
phosphorylation of tyrosine residues on a 43K protein, the sane protein
which is a target for the action of pp60c-src (Bishop et al 1933). It
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appears that in addition to its effect on protein kinase C,

enhances, directly

or indirectly,

tyrosine-specific protein kinase.

the activity

TPA

of a cellular

ThÍs Iinks the tumour promotion

process with oncogenes

the cellular

At

tumour promoters interfere with

level,

intercelLular communication, and this is believed to play a role in the
¡nechanism

of tumour pronotion (reviewed by Trosko et al 1983).

transformed ceLls are unable

to

communicate

intercellularly in a

Many

proper

fashion (Borek et al 1969; Steinberg and Defendi 1981). Many tumour
promoters also

Trosko

inhÍbit intercellular

et al 1983). Also,

comnunication

many transforrnation

in vitro (reviewed by

characteristics

induced

by tumour pronoters could be connected with the loss of appropriate
intercellular

communication (Borek

et al 1969). The importance of all

these observations is based on the assumption that intercellular
communication plays a

najor rol,e in the regulation of cell proliferation

and differentiation, so that any condition that disrupts this process

potentially allows

abnormal

cells to gain a selective growth

Hence tumour promotion can be viewed as

advantage.

a process by which the initiated

cell can "escape" the normalising homeostatic growth/differentiation
regulatory signals from its co¡nmunicating neighbours (Trosko and Chang

1980). This Ímplies that an initiated cell has a deficiency of
signal(s)

needed

some

to regulate its ability to divide and differentiate

properly. lt also implies that the initÍated cell is sensitive to

those

regulatory sÍgnals and is capable of translating the molecular signals

into bÍoche¡nical respo,nses. Four general areas of study

have provided

support for the view that proper Íntercellular communication

between
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nor¡nal and transformed cells lnhibÍt tu¡nour pronotion. First, cell

fusÍon between normal and tumour cells seems to lead, at least
initially, to non-malignant hybrids (Klinger 19s0). second, in vitro
neoplastic transformation can be suppressed under condÍtions of hlgh

cell density (Bertram 1979). ThÍrd, in vivo coinjection of
and nornal cells can suppress the growth of the tumour cells

transformed
(Newcomb

et

al 1978).

Fourth, suppression or reversal of tumorigenicity of
teratocarcino¡na cells by injecting the celLs into normaL cell

environment has been denonstrated (Mintz and IlL¡nensee

1g7b).

Although

these observations indicate a role for intercellular connunication in
tunour promotion, they can also be explained by other nechanisms.

Inhibition of intercellular communication nay be a necessary but
probabry insufficient step in the tumour promotion process.
The phorbol ester tumour promoters can also induce changes at
nuclear targets. Tumour promoters induce chromosomal aberrations,
damage and

sister chromatid

exchange

DNA

(Trolt et al 1982; lrleinstein et al

' There is evidence that these effects are membrane-mediated
(cerrutti et al 1983). The tumour promoting agents stimulate

1984)

arachidonic acid metàbolism and tipid turnover that could generate high

reactive forms of activated oxygen which lead to lipid peroxidatÍon
other toxic effects including

DNA

danage (Weinstein

et al 1983). Most of the work is

and

et al 1983; Cerutti

with infla¡rmatory cells which
have specialised responses that involves high oxÍdative bursts in
response

done

to activators, hence the effect may be unrelated to

promotion. However, rqcent studies showing that
more

DNA damaging

tumour

agents are

effective than tunour promoters in enhancing the progression of
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papillomas to carcinonas on nouse skin (Kennings et al 1983), suggest

that the evolution of a fully malignant
may

lnvolve more than one cycle of

tumour multistage carcÍnogenesis

damage

to DNA. In any case, it

seems

unlikely that the critical events during tu¡nour promotÍon involve DNA
damage and chromosomal

on

mouse

aberrations sÍnce the process of tunour pronotion

skin is often reversible (Berenblum LSS?). Probably DNA

effects are relevant only during the late promotion stages since
chromosomal ano¡nalies

are more prominent during the late rather

than

early stages of carcÍnogenesis.
The observations

of

DNA

effects of promoters poses guestions

about

what the functional difference between initÍators and promoters really

Ís, since initiators are
mutations.

Some

mutagens and promoters can induce chromosomal

of the effects of pronoters on

DNA

that have

been

reported may be artifacts derived fron the experimental strategy used.

For example, the induction of sister chronatid exchange is neasured by

the incorporation of bromodeoxyuridine; modulation of nucleotide pools
by promoter enhancement of membrane permeability to the nucleosíde nÍght
cause enhanced incorporation

of

bromodeoxyuridÍne and thereby lead to

the miSleading interpretation that promoters induced sister
exchange (Trosko

et al 1983). There is a

need

chro¡natid

to deternÍne whether or

not the chromosomal effects of promoters are restrÍcted to only certain

ceIl types, whether they occur only under certain conditions,

and

whether they are actually associated with tu¡nour promotion.

Another target of tumour pronoters is the mitochondria.

TPA

impairs mitochondrial. respiration in intact fibroblasts (Backer et al
1932), and also accelerates the hydrolysis of ATP by isolated rat liver
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mitochondria (Backer and Weinstein 19S3). The relevance of these in
tumour promotion

is not yet

known,

Clearly, tumour promotion is nediated by several
Tu¡nour promoters

mechanisms.

represent a wide varlety of chemical structures

they induce a pleiotropy of biological and biochemical responses.

and

Many

of the responses are those associated with cetl divÍsion and
differentiation. The responses to tumour promoters by initiated and
uninitiated cells are simiLar (Trosko et al 1933). Hence the difference
between nornaL and

initiated cells night be in their abilities to

restore their respective physiologies to the pre-pronotion state after
exposure

to the promoting

(d)

Con

agent.

t of

Two-S

cl.

nes

l

of carcinogenesis predicts a synergisn between
the initiator and the promoter. The theory further inplies that the
The two-stage theory

synergisn is observed only when the initiator and promoter are applied

in a particular

sequence, only

animal-carcinogen systens

at certain dose levels, and in sensitive

only. over the years the theory has come to

be regarded as a paradigm, even though evidence suggests that it is
probably relevant only for certain types of che¡nical carcinogenesis.
Iversen and Astrup (19S4) have reviewed some of the short-comings of
two-stage theory of carcinogenesis. They conclude that most of the

studies that suggest or

assurne

the vatidity of the two-stage theory

do

not neet the requirenents for a rigorous test of the theory.

of the criticisms of the two-stage theory is that too often
initlators and promoters act as complete carcinogens (Iversen and Astrup
One

1984) so

that

¡ryhat

constitutes ÍnitiatÍon and promotion stages are not
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always seen based on norphological or biochemical

criteria.

Iversen

Astrup (1984) note that given proper observatÍon tines, tunours

of

been produced by repeated applications

TPA

and

have

alone or by snall, single

doses of polycyclic hydrocarbons. But in criticising

the

two-stage

theory, one should also note that the long tine periods required for
carcinogenesis are, by thenselves, i¡xlicatiOns tlrat

carcinogenesis is

multistep.
Another

criticism regards the

sequence

of application of initiation

agents and pronoters. The two-stage theory maintaÍns that initiation
must cone first,

other

sequence

and this has prevented effective experinentation

protocols.

Many experiments

are designed and the results

interpreted based on the two-stage theory. Baba et al (1966)

that

when

large doses of

MCA

and croton

oil

on

were used,

showed

it did not matter

which of then was applied first,

the tumour production was the

This has also been

and TPA (Iversen and Iversen 1982).

shown

with

MCA

Subsequent experiments have shown

same.

that the enhancement effect Ís not

to stimulation of DNA synthesis ( induced by the short

due

promoter

treatment), that leads to more s phase cells being present when the
carcinogen
C

is applied (fversen 1982a;

Genetic and Eni

1982b).

netic Mechanisns of Neoolasti

Transfornation

With the exception of certain embryonal tunours, the malignant
phenotype

is stable and heritable.

Two different explanations of

neoplastic transfornation have been given: that the nalÍgnant phenotype

arises fron a change Ín

DNA

(genetic nechanisn); or that Ít arises fro¡n

a non-nutational change in the expression of cellular differentiatlon
genes (epigenetic mechanis¡n). The somatic mutation hypothesis predicts
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a change 1n nucleotide

sequence

of

DNA, presunably

in genes that

are

crucial to carcinogenesis; the aberrant cellular differentiation
hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts ürrÐ things: that no change in

occurs, and that a qualitatÍve or quantitative change in the
spectrum of gene expression, as mRNA and/or protein molecules, should be
DNA

present.

The type

of

mechanism Ínvolved has an important bearing on the

prospects of cancer therapy, especially therapeutic approaches based on
hopes of reversing the transfor¡ned phenotype. The evidence for and

against the genetic and epigenetic mechanÍs¡rs of

neoplastic

transformation have been reviewed (Monnat and Loeb lggg).

Five recently developed technÍques now facilitate detection and
quantitation of genetic and epigenetic changes in transformation
I

reconbinant DNA technology; DNA sequencing; monoclonal antibodies;

analysis of cellular proteins by gel electrophoresis; and analysis of
RNA sequences.

Recombinant DNA techniques have allowed

a direct test of

somatic mutation hypothesis (reviewed by Monnat and Loeb

the

19g3;

Íleinstein et al 1984). Mutated regions have been identified and the
types of nutations determined by

DNA

sequencing.

have been especially investigated as critical
whose products

Two classes

of

mutation sites:

genes
genes

are required for cell replication (such as DNA polymerase

genes) and genes belonging

to the class referred to as oncogenes

(Monnat

1983). Other genetic sites are also studied (l{einstein et al
19s4). There is evidence for a dimunition in the fiderity of DNA

and Loeb

purified f¡om nalignant cells (chan and Becker 1929). The
evidence that oncogenes are involved tn carcinogenesis is enor¡nous
porynerases

ì\
.
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(reviewed by Astrin and Rothberg
Weeks

1983; Cooper

and Lane

1984; Shih and

1984). Cell transfornation by chenical carcinogens

:lil'

.

lll.rì'
.:;:i,::.

,;::"ì.
:,ll ':'

probably

ììì'i:r:
'l:..ìrì
::ìi.::

involves changes in the function of nultiple oncogenes and other

,rlì,],

.

cellular
changes

genes, and multiple mechanisms invoLving

different kinds of

DNA

'iì:ì

'
'

are involved (Weinstein et al 1984).

of chemical carcinogenesis,

:::t r:,
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Interaction of Chemical Carcinogens and Other Oncogenic
An enhance¡nent

,ì

:ì: :::¡
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'
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Agents

neasured as

a reduction

in the latent perÍod and/or increased incidence of cell transformation,
has been observed when cells are pretreated with viruses or radiation
(reviewed by Casto and DiPaolo
1980;

Fisher

1983).

1973; Ullrich 1980; Yang and Tobias

Similarly, pretreatment of cells v¡ith

subcarcinogenic dose of chemicals also enhance viral

a

or radiation

carcinogenesis. The interactions are complex, so that in many cases, it

is difficutt

to distinguish between the primary carcinogen and

liìlr:
i:ì:r,

the

,:ì: l,

jìì:,::
:,:r::

cocarcinogen. In nost studies, the dosage levels and the sequence of

applicatio of the two agents determine which agent is considered to

be

Cocarcinogenesis With Radiation

Interactions between chemicals and radiation in

chemical

carcinogenesis have been observed for both ionising and non-ionÍsing

radiation (Ullrich 1980; Yang and Tobias 1980). The literature

on

interactions between chemical carcinogens and IIV light has presented

conflicting results, with UV light showing both enhancenent and
inhibitory effects, or nà effects at alt (Ullrich 1980). The lack of
effect is probably

due

to the very low levels of

l.IV

used

in

,:l::
.:::r.
::r::.
iirì:ì

the primary carcinogen.

(a)

l:r,tì:

sone studies

l::':r

N

.il,:t'
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but the stinulatory and inhibitory effects are
primarlly due to the photodynamic activity of most chemical carcinogens
(Epstein 1966; Davies and Dodge 1972). Úe pnotoaynanic activÍty acts
(yang and Tobfas 1980),

's
:¡:
.:si:

,¡.!
l-!

t:

.\
.ì1

ìi:

L

in

diametricallY

opposÍte

ways

'

namely, develoPment of

photosensitisation which enhances the carcinogenic response (Epstein et

ir:,

li

l-j,

i.ììi

il
ir:
iì:ì

T

l:

al 1964), and photochemical degradation which reduces carcinogenicity of
the che¡nical carcinogens (DavÍes and Dodge 7972\. The enhancement
effect acts both at the level of initiation (Stenback et al 1973) and
promotion (Epstein and Epstein 1962). Experiments designed to examine
true carcinogenic interactions must ensure that neither photodegradation
nor photosensitisation take place.

Ionising radiation also enhances chemical carcinogensis (DiPaolo et

of transformation by X-rays is influenced by
the X-ray dose, with enhancement ratÍo increasing logarithmically to a
peak at about 250 rads and dectining as the dose increases (Yang and
Tobias 1930); the decline at high doses is due to celL killine (Ullrich

al 19?1).
.t
tì

I

il
ii

The enhancenent

19g0). Argus et al (1962) have reported that X-ray treatment of

mouse

skin, ¡chether preceding or foJ.lowing DMBA treatment, decreased tumour
yield from that induced by DMBA alone. This report is hard to interpret
since the radiation doses used (between 0 to 480 rads) were not
sufficient to cause severe tissue danage and were comparable to doses
used by other investigators who have reported
rnouse

'.r:i.i: '.: .. r.'
:.i;:a;:*,:r'.ìil, :

skin.

positive interactions in
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(b)

Cocarcinoeenesis ttlith Vlruses

An enhancenent of chemical carcinogenesis by DNA and RNA viruses
1980)' The
has been noted (Casto and DiPaolo 19?3; Tennant and Rascati
effect is influenced by nany factors, including the order in
enhancement

or
whiCh the CeIIs are exposed to the agents, the type of virus
che¡nical, and the relative size or proliferative state of the target

cell population (Tennant and Rascati 19s0). The effect of the viruses
is in sensitisation of the cells to the chemical carcinogens but the
exact mechanis¡n is not known'

E.

Transfornation of Cells by Other Oncogenic Agents

A wide variety of manmalian cells can be transforned in vitro

and

in vivo by agents other than chenical carcinogens ' several recent
reviews have provided information on the protocol, mechanisms,
effectiveness and usefulness of transfornation of cells by viruses
1981; sack 1981; Rapp 1981), radiation (Borek 1980;
Yang and Tobias 1930), and purified "transforming genes" or oncogenes
(chang et al 1982; cooper 1982; Robins et aI 1931). In vitro
(Moyer and Moyer

transformation of cells by oncogenes is a relatively new method of

the oncogenes have linited interaction and
effects on cellular DNA, it pronises to contribute greatly to an
understanding of the cause(s) and ¡nechanisms of carcinogenesis'
transforning cetls.

.,ìiLr--

Because

I

r:.:iìi
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ASSAYS OF CELL TRANSFORMATION

3.

Despite many advances, there is as yet no sÍngle narker that
defines a transformed cell.

This is due partly to the fact that the

cell transfornation process is complex and nultifaceted, and partly due
to the inability to give a simple and adequate definition of the normal
A

cell.

conmonly used

definitionof atransforned cell is that it is

a

cell that has lost control of its growth. This means that the net gain
of cells (that is, the balance between the generation of new cells and
the rate of cell loss) is faster for transformed cells than for nornal

cells.
s
tl
'Lì

It i¡nplies that transformed cells either divide faster, live

longer, or have a longer proliferative life span than their

normal-

counterparts.

.

::

lì:
i::

Assays

for cell transformation are based on the hypothesis that

normal and transformed
one

or

more

cells in culture or in vivo differ routinely in

characteristics that can be accurately

employed as indicators of
measurements may

measured and

reliably

normalcy or tumorigenicity.

These

involve both in vivo and in vitr.o methods. Normal

and

transforned cells exhibit phenotypic instability which nay lead to
spontaneous

transfornation of nornal cells and to the loss or reduction

of tumorigenicity of neoplastic ceLls. Slight differences in culture
methods such as

the type and concentration of serun, the frequency of

subculture, and the density of both plating and harvesting, Create

dÍfferent selective pressures which lead to rapid speciation of cells in
culture (Sanford et al 1970). Hence, valid attempts to correlate an in

vitro

trait

with in vÍvo tumorigenicity require that both

experimentally determined at the same time with the same cuÌtures.
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reliable test of cell transfornation is to denonstrate the
ability of the transformed ceLts to forrn tumour when transplated into a
suitable host (Caneron and Pool 19S1). However, sometlnes, in vivo
The most

: :ìi :rl
:..lrlì.1

i

ìì.1ì1,:l
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,:i; ìr,i
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methods may be inadequate, and in such cases in vitro correlates are

essential to confirm the in vivo results.

i.:,iÌltìi

In vivo tests involve transplantation or injection of an inoculun
of the transformed cells into animal hosts whose immunological status
The najor
does not hinder the growth of the transplanted celIs.
variables which affect the results include the ¡nanner of tissue
preparation, the route of inocuLation, inoculum size, the period of

observation, the nunber of host animals involved and

ll,.il:

'

tunour

,i,.l
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Animal liqSls

(i)

for In
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Isogenic Transplants.

ì
!

Immune rejection of transPlated

transformed cells constitutes a major artifact of in vivo tests of

In prÍncipLe, immune rejection of transplanted
transformed cells can be avoided by transplanting the cells into a
perfectly isogenic host of the same histocompatibility strain as the
tumorigenicitY.

aninaL fron which

the test tissue is derived. Spontaneously transformed

cells transplanted shortly after their original isolation genera).1y
disptay high "take" rates when transplanted into isogeniC hosts, but
chemically - and virally-transformed cetls are frequentJ.y subject to
host rejection and tend to exhibit low "take rates" (Hewitt 1978).

The

main reason for the rejection of experimentally transformed cells is
beCause

il:ìli:

i;:ì::

immunogenicity (Skehan and Friedman 1981)'

(a)

r:

of their considerable immunogeniCity, which appears to be

a

tiìl
ìa.:l

,1i,,,

r
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secondary

effect of the transforning agent (Foley 1953; Prehn 1975;

Klein and Klein 19771. Also, the speciatlon of anlmals of the
no¡ninal histocompatibility

same

straÍn into distinct substraÍns as a result

of separate propagation in different laboratories also accounts for
rejectÍon of experimental tumours (Hewitt 1978).
Hence, since most

of the experimental tumours in

use are

conmon

or chemically-induced rather than spontaneous, or

virally-

have

generally been maintained in culture for extended periods of time,

and

they are usually tested in aninal hosts other than those of their
orÍgin, it follows that the use of isogenic transplants as in vivo
nodels of transfornation is very linited.

(ii

)

Immunolosicallv-Privi leged Sites

Improvements

in

tumour

transplantation have been achieved largely by the prevention of host
immune rejection

rather than a manipulation of

tumour cell

immunogenicity. A significant advance in this regard Ís the recognition

that certain anatomical sites possess an impaired inmune capacity and
are therefore innunologically privileged. Examples of such sites are
the anterior eye chamber, the brain, peritoneal cavity, and
cheek pouch (Skehan and Friedman

1981).

Some

hamster

of the sites are

more

superior in accepting transplants than others, but unfortunately
transplantation to the superior sites often involve difficult

surgical

nethods and the results obtained tend to be quantitatively erratic
(Giovanella and Fogh 1978).

(iii)

Innune-Def

Ícient

Hosts

Three types

of naturally occurrÍng

inmune-deficient hosts.have been employed in transformation assays: the

chick embryo chorioallantoÍc menbrane, fetal and newborn mammals,

and
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athymic or nude mice (Skehan and Friedman 1981). Further inprovements

in "take" rates can be achieved by further
chemicals

or radiation

(Adans

et al

Ímmunosuppression wíth

19?0).

The nude mouse has become a popular immune-deficient ¡nodel

for

the

analysis of tunorigenicity. Sharkey and Fogh (1984), have revÍewed the
major considerations in the use of nude mice for cancer research.
honozygous nouse (nu/nu) Lacks

of cytotoxic

The

a thynus gland and is effectlvely

devoid

activity (Collins et al 1980;

Skehan

and suppressor T-cel1

and Friedman 1981). However, nude ¡nice have helper T-cell activity

(Collins et al 1980), which pìays a role in humoral imnune response;

as

a result, serum levets of IgM are normal or el,evated, and those of other
immunoglobulin classes

are up to

Other evidence suggests

that there exists a "fossil" thynus that

25%

of normal levels (Rygaard 1973).
appears

during ontogeny and is detected when the "present day" thymus is
eliminated by the nu mutation (Ho1ub et al 1975). The existence of this

in nu/nu mice has had supportive evidence (ColIÍns et al

cryptic

thymus

1980).

Because

of the presence of these immunological factors in

nu,/nu

mice, some transplant rejections by nu/nu mice have been noted (Sharkey

et al 1978). The

immune

(Kindred 19?9; CoLlins

status of nude mice has been

et al

The major advantage

sunmarized

1980).

Ín the use of

nude

nice in tunorigenicity

assay

derives from its tolerance to a wide variety of both nor¡nal

and

malignant xenografts (Giovanella and Fogh 1978). Their disadvantages

are cost, ¡naintenance and susceptibility to pathogen infection.

This

latter factor is Ínportant sjnce there is evidence that both virus
infection and chronic

pneumonÍas produce

visible lesions in the

lungs

7T

that can be mÍstaken for tumour netastases (Sharkey and Foeh 1984).
(iv)

Host

Inmune-Suppressed Hosts.

imnuno-suppressed

s

can

be

by whole body irradiation, treatment with corticoids

and anti-lynphocyte serum (ALS), and

increase the tumour "take
inmune-deprived

ani¡nal

by thynectomy. Atl these nethods

rate", particularly

recipients

when used

(Skehan and Friedman 1981),

the success of the procedure

in concert with
but in

generaf,

on a competítion between

the

establishnent of the tunour and the recovery of the immune systen.

Any

depends

rejection of the tumour involves a balance between the growth rate of
the tumour, the rate of regeneration of the inmune system, and the rate

of kiLling by the effector activity (Collins et al.1980). At present,
the most successful method of tumour transplantation is the use of hosts

that are thymectomised at birth, lethally irradiated, provided with

bone

narroü¡ transplants from syngenic animals, and AlS-treated (Skehan and
Friedman 1981 ) .

(b) Cell Preparation
In addition to

and Route

imnune

of Inoculation

rejection, other factors such as the

method

of cell preparation and the route of inoculation into the host aninal
also affect the success of in vivo transfornation assays.

Cells for injection are administered as single cell
prepared by protease

or

EDTA

dissociatÍon. Both agents are toxic

they lyse or impair the viability
reducing the potential

suspensions

of cells

of the injected cells to

(McKeehan

197?),

and

thus

grow as tumours.

The route of inoculation also has an effect on the subsequent

results, at least from the point of vÍew of the inmunological status of
the inoculation sÍte.

The most con¡non routes of cel1 inoculatÍon in

iir:,

ì

1,,,::
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(iv) '
tumorigenicity tests are intraperitoneal (ip), intravascular
intradermal (id), Íntramuscular (im) and subcutaneous 1sc)' Generally,
iv and ip inoculation sites tend to be inferior routes of inoculation

1981). In addition, certain types of neoplastic
cells display high "take" rates only when inoculated at specific
anatomical sites or by specific routes (Outzen and Custer 1975; Epstein
(Skehan and Friedman

:.4:a.

et al

1976).

(c) Progressive
:

ìl:
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.ì.i
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Growth by Normal

Cell Transplants

A usefuL in vivo tunorigenicity assay must be able to show some
degree of progressive growth of neoplastic tissue and at the sane time
nust be unable to support progressive growth of normal tissues' This is
often the case, but in sone circunstances it is difficult to distinguish
between a slow-growing tumour and a normal tissue transplant which has
enlarged due to local connective tissue formation, inflammation and
trauna (reviewed by Skehan and Friedman 1981). Histological analysis is

r,:i!l:

usually required in order to deternine whether the growing tissue is
i!.4

,'$.:

.jli

normal

or neoPlastic.

Two of the cell lines frequently used as normal controls in

tunorigenicity assays are the
È
:il
.

mouse 3T3 and CsH/70TU/C18

fail. to forn tunours when inocufated as single cell

lines'

Both

suspensions but form

ii:l
aì:i

,:¡

'.Nr

il,

rapidly and progressively growing malignant tumours when implanted
attached to solid substrate (Boone et al 1976; 1979). The hamster BHK

.ì1.

¡J:

i::

.l!;

which has also been used as a nor¡na] control in
tunorigenicity studies has in fact been found to be neoplastic (reviewed
by Skehan and Friedman 1981 ) . These factors should not be ignored when
27/CLg line,

interpreting results of tumorigenicity

assays '
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B.

Jn

Vitro

iìi:iì

l

Methods

Avarietyofinvitronethodscanbeusedtoassayforcel]
transfornation.

normal
These methods are based on differences between

morphology' growth characteristics'
and transforned ceIls in celIuIar
bioche¡nicaI features (revÍewed by
menbrane-related properties, and
Skehan and Friednan 1981 ) '

(a) Cellular

MorPhologv

(i) Cytoloey. Morphological

changes

are anong the first cellular

effectsobservedtooccurincellculturesuponexposuretooncogenic
agents(Ear]eandNett]eship1943).ChangesinSevera]cytological
nunber and
traits such as cell size and shape' karyotype' nuclear
morphology,thenuclear,/cytoplasmicratio,andcytop]asnicstaining
(reviewed
characteristics have been noted following cell transformation
In nost cases the
by Sanford 1965; Skehan and Friednan 1931) '
based only on
differences between normal and transforned cells are
in these
quaJ,Ítative rather than quantítative or statistical differences
In one of the
traits (Skehan and Friedman 1981) '

cytological

et al
quantitative studies based on statistical evaluations, Montesano
(197?) found that cytoplasmic basophitia and the nuclear'/cytoplasmic
liver
ratio both correlated individually with the tunorigenicity of rat
epithelial Iines. Thirteen other traits examined did not individualLy
a significant correlation with tumorigenicity. However, when
all 15
crassification was based on the joint consideration of

show

cytologica] traits rather than on single characteristics, nornal
tumorigenic lines could be distingSished fro¡n one another with

and
94%

accuracy(MontesanoetalT}TT).0therinvestigatorshavealsoshown

ìi:

'I
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that by uslng multiple criteria Ít is possible to accurately distinguish
between nor¡nal and neoplastic fibrobtast line even if no individual
cytological trait correlates significantly with tumorigenicity (Barker
and Sanford 1970).

(ii)

Cvtoskeleton. Reports of a decrease in the

number

of visible

mÍcrofilanents or a disorganization and loss of parallel nicrofilament
bundles following exposure

of cells to oncogenic agents,

have been noted

et al 1973; Pollack and Rifkin 1975; reviewed by Skehan and
Friedman 1981). In most of the studies, however, the status of the cell
(McNutt

lines before and after exposure to the oncogenic agent was unknown, thus
making it impossible to nake any conclusions about the relationship

tunorigenicity. In addition, there are other
serious problens with the experimental methods used in the studies,
which have been discussed by Skehan and Friedman (1981). Hence, the

between microfilaments and

available data fails to establish a correlation between tunorÍgenicity

and either the number or organization of microfilaments

and

microtubules.

(b)

Growth Regulation

(i)
¡nammalian

Life span in culture.

Limited lifespan of normal diploid

cells in culture is well

documented (Swim and Parker 1957;

HayfJ-ick and Moorhead 1961), and there

is evidence that it is also

a

property of normal tissues serially transplanted in vivo (Hellman et aI

ì

.ì:i.-{

,.:ì
'..{
1:s

rl

ìrl

:::tr:

,l
ìrç
,:.i-':

1g?8). In contrast, under favourable growth conditions, ceLls derived
from tumours or prenalignant tissue often exhibit unli¡nited
proJ.iferative potential (immortality) both in vitro and in vivo
(reviewed by Ponten 19?6; Newbold et al 1982)

The induction of
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i¡rnortarity does not

seem

to be an all-or-none process; rather it

appearstoinvolvedifferentdegreesofreductioninthecommitnentof
The
(Newbold et al 1982) '
ce1Js to a non-proliferative state
acquisitionofinmortalityisanearlyeventinthetransformation
Hence '
process, preceding the onset of anchorage-independence '
are not necessarily tumorigenic
carcinogen-induced iurmortal cell lines
but nust progress to
imnediately they exceed the nornal lifespan
(Newbold et al 1932) ' This
nalignancy after a further period of culture
periodishighlyvariab]eandisacharacteristicoftheindividualcell
In studies by Newbotd et al (1982) some lines remained
Iine.
in vitro'
non-tumorigenic even after 300 population doublings
Itispossibletoinducetheanchorageindependentphenotype
and such lines (that is,
inmortalitY
independentlY of
'

$
:s

anchorage_independent,senescentcelts)donotformtumoursinmiceÍn
be
(Newbotd et al 19S2). This suggests that imrnortality nay

vivo

.è:

.t!

necessary for tunorigenicity'

0n the other hand' other lines of

:si

.ìt

¡ì
s:

s
i!-l

evidencesuggestthattheacquisitÍonofimmortalityisnotan
assays for
obligatory step on the pathway to transformation. First, the

s-i

ìì:

senescence seern

to be inadequate. By using carefully selected serun

s
,..ï
rr'ìi

(Poi]eyeta]197s),orbysupplementingstandardcu]turemedia(Parker

andSmithlg?4),normalhumanfibroblastscanbemaintainedoverl00
generations, more than twice the nunber originalry reported by HayfLick
andMoorhead(1961).ThismeansthatevenifSenescenceofacell
affect
population were due to a genetic progran, the culture conditions
theprogran'second,nany]etha]turnoursapparentlysenesceinvitro'
supportingtheclaimthatcellularsenescencemaybeaninvitro

.N
,

'ja"l;l

i:l
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wtth tittle

phenomenon

senescence

relevance in vivo (Collins et al 1980). Even lf

occurs in yivo, it

need not be a limiting factor for

tumorigenicÍty since a mannalian cell has the potential for at least 50
divisions, whÍch generates enough cells (e50) to give rise to a tumour.

Third, the distÍnction between celts which are senescent and cells which
do not divide because they lack appropriate stinulation is not clear
(Collins et aI 1980).

(ÍÍ)

Serum Requirement

for Growth.

Transformed

cells generally

have lower serum requirements for growth than do their nornal
counterparts (Temin 1966; Jainchill and Todaro 1970; Dulbecco 1970)'

cetls are capable of proliferatÍng welI in nedium containing
Concentrations as low as 1% (Borek et al 7977)' This feature

Transformed
serurn

holds true for rodent ceIls but not necessarÍly for human fibroblasts,
where sone normal

cells as well as the transformants grow at low

concentrations (Borek 1980b). The absolute leveLs

serum

of serun required

may

also vary with the source of serun.
(

iii )

contact Inhibition and saturation Density. A loss of

contact inhibition of movenent (Abercronbie 1966) and replication
(Stoker and Rubin 196?), and ability to grow in muLtilayers (Todaro et

al 1964; Terzaghi and Little
transformed

cells from their

1976) are

alL features that differentiate

normaL counterparts groti¡n under

the

same

culture conditions. There are indÍcations that the primary defect that
;l',,:¡'1

results in Loss of contact inhibition of transformed cells is associated

with the

nembrane

rather than a result of a general deregulation of

growth (Borek and Fenoglio 1976).

.:iì

lìì
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Anchorage

(iv)

Dependence.

Anchorage-dePendence

is

the

of cells to attach to a substratusì or nake some other form
of contact in order to divide (Stiker et al 1968). Normal cells in
culture generally exhibit a pronounced anchorage-dependence, whereas
established or transformed cell lines are frequently either

requirement

anChorage-independent

or display a

much reduced anchorage requirenent

shin ts74\. This has led to the hypothesis that the I'oss
of anChorage-dependence in culture acCompanies and can be used as an
index of oncogenic transfornation (Freednan and Shin 1974; Jones et aL
19?6). It has been proposed that anchorage-independence is the most
(Freedman and

reliable in vitro correlate of tunorigenicity (ShÍn et al 1975;
et aI

Patek

1978).

In 1964, two groups independently described a gel culture technique
that claimed to assay for
1964;

anchorage-independence (Burford and Sanders

MacPherson and Montagnier

1964).

Many

investigators have

used

these techniques or modified versions of them to measure the
colony-forming efficiency (CFE), a]so known as plating efficiency (PE)'
CFE

is defined as the

percentage

of cells in an inoculum which give rise

to nulticellular colonies in the agar suspension'
Skehan and Friedman (1981) have compiled the

CFE

Iiterature

data

Cell lines. Four Categories of cells
are recognised: normal celL lines which are derived from normal
tissues, have never been exposed to onCogenig agents, and do not forn

for rat,

mouse, hamster and hunan

in vivo; transforned lines which form tunours in vivo; and two
categories of uncertain ceLl lines which are derived fron norrnaf
tunours

tissues, [âV have been exposed to oncogenÍc agents, and exhibit varying
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of transformation characteristics but were really not tested for
vlvo tumorigenicity. Data for crude agar, agarose and methyl

degrees

!

celJuJose are pooled
number

in the compilation. Hanster celÌs exhÍbit a large

of tumorigenic lines with very low

CFEs (<0.01%) and

of nornal

lines with noderately high CFEs. Hence, with hanster cells it seens
that a Low CFE is not indicative of normalcy, nor Ís a moderate CFE
indicative of transformation. However, the co¡rpiled data (Skehan and
Friedman 1981) show that a. high CFE can probably be considered an
indicator of tunorÍgenicity. The sÍtuation with

is less clear.
CFE depends

tumorigenic

for

...:

:

on whether the lines of uncertain status are actually

or normal. If the uncertain cell lines are ignored, then it

normal mouse and human

because

of the low nu¡nber of

cell lines.

There are evidence in favour of the argunent that a loss of

]t,:

i..,.

cells

tunorigenicity does or does not correlate with

difficult to interpret the results

becomes

data

Whether

mouse and human

anchorage dependence

is a trait

selected for by tissue culture

:l:a

.:r:

:ì:
:l¡
.::i

conditions, that the apparent correfation between

CFE

and tumorigenicity

which is sometimes observed is coincidental, and that the phenotypic

traits r¡hich characterisè tumorigenic cell lines in culture are not
same

as those of tumour cells in vivo.

the

First, cel,L lines can acquire

the capacity for anchorage independent growth in suspension culture or
as intraperitoneal ascites only after prolonged adaptation or selection
(Owens

et a1 1953; Earle et al 1954). This effect has been

extended

also to gel cultures (Giard et al 1973). Second, CFEs of tissue

minces

fron tunours prepared directly fron in vivo tissues
r.Iithout prior growth in culture ind.icate that tumor cells in vivo are

and

cell

suspensions
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consíderably nore likely to be anchorage dependent than transforned
ce1ls obtained fro¡n cultures.
The CFE

of a cell line can vary up to several orders of

depending on the criteria
composition

of the

nagnitude

used to assess colony formation, the

suspension

gel or liquid, its concentration, the

ti¡ne

required for gelation, the inoculu¡n size, the frequency of culture

feeding, and the type of water used for preparing assay solutions
(Skehan and Friedman

1981).

These variabLes

affect different cell lines

to different degrees, so that each cell line nust be indÍvidualJ.y
optinised.

Skehan and Friedman (1981) have revierr¡ed

difficulties associated wÍth the
(c)

the

methodologicaJ.

assay.

Ce!! Membrane-Related Properties

(i)

Lectin Aggìutinability. Nornal cells acquire an increase in

cell agglutinability by lectins following in vitro transfornation (Inbar
and Sachs

1969). 0n the basis of

numerous

studies, the hypothesis that

increased lectin aggJ.utinability is a correlate of tunorigenicity
become

has

popular (reviewed by Skehan and Friednan 1981). 0n the other

hand, other evidence have contradicted the existence of a correl.ation
between

lectin agglutinabitity and tumorigenicity. First, normal cells

are highly variable in their agglutinability;

while

some

agglutinable, others are highly so (Sivak and ltlolman 1972).

are

not

Second,

tumorigenic lines are also hiehly variable in their agglutinability

agglutinabitity

(reviewed by Skehan and Friednan

1981).

lectins

to be indicative of nornalcy, nor does

does

not necessarily

seeur

Hence, poor

high agglutinability indicate tumorigenicity.

by

iiã
,iì,ì::!ì

ir:l:.

,i,ll:,
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cell

at:l;:
:r:.1

Metabolite Untake. It has been proposed that one of the

(ii)
changes

t:ì:ìr.

that occur in cell transformation involves alterations in

the

that lead to an increase in transport of netabolites

and

nenbrane

The
thus to an increased supply of key nutrients.
intracellular concentration of these key nutrients enables
cells to proliferate in an uncontrolled

manner

increased
malignant

or at a faster rate

than

their untransforned counterparts'
i:ìr':,Ìl

A correlation between the uptake rates

of glucose,

amino

acÍds,

and

cells in culture, has been reviewed (Koren 1980).

However,

the correlation seens to be related more to the state of growth of

cells than to transfornation per se

(Dubrow

the

et al 1978; Bush and

Shodell 1978).

(d)
i:
ti

BiochemicaÌ Characteristics

Transforned

ti:,

cells differ from normal cells in several

biochemical

and biophysical paraneters (reviewed in Caneron and Pool 1981)

In

general, these differences include changes in the cell cycle kinetics,

cyclic nucleotides, polyamine metabolism, the state of water of

the

cel1, viscosity, pH, element content, methionine netabolisrn and DNA
methylation, protease induction and secretion, glutamine netabolism
changes

in energy netabolism. The expression of these traits

involve induction and,/or repression of gene activities.

and
may

There is

extensive interrelationship anong these features of the transformed

cell.

Although many of these differences between transforned

nontransformed

ll,r'1,

i1::r:,::

nucleotides and the rate of growth and state of transfornation of
manmalian

:

cells are not routinely tested

and

Ín transformation

assays, they do forn the focus of investigations regarding the

81

of

mechanisns
¡rodal

ities

'

transformation

and

atte¡npts

at

cancer therapeutic
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4.

GLUTA}IINE METABOTISM BY NEOPLASTIC CELLS

Glutamine is required by man¡nalian cells in several metabolic

pathways. It is involved in synthesis of aIl major classes of
macromolecules of the celf, as well as in anidotransfer reactions for
synthesis of other amino acids and aCetyl CoA. Glutamine is also

involved in anabolic, energy-yielding reactions of the cell . The
various roles of glutanine in cellular metabolism has been reviewed
(Rabinovitz

et al 1956; Kitos et al 1962; Patterson 7972; Colenan and

Lavietes 1981; McKeehan 1982). Because of the central invol.vement of
glutamine in metabolic activities of the cell, its depletion fron the
growth medium

of

cells results in a rapid response by

nammalian

cells to the starvation condition (Zetterberg

(a)

Glutamine Requirements

of

the

and Engstron 1981).

Normal and Neoplastic Cells

The enorrnous requÍrement for glutanine by mammalian cells is

reflected in the fact that, of all the anino acids supplied in the
growth mediun, glutanine is the one

that is supplied in the highest

anount (Eagle 1955a; 1955b; Han and McKeehan 1979). In general,

neoplastic cells have a higher denand for glutamine than their nornal

counterparts. The lines of evidence which link naJ.ignancy with high
glutamine

utilization are three-fold :

First, plasna glutanine

level,s

are found to be lower than normaL in patients afflÍcted with various
neoplasia (Roberts and Simonsen 1960);

this is interpreted

indicating that malignant cells take up glutamine faster than

cell.s.

Second, glutaninase

activities

showed

as

normal

a good correlatÍon with

the growth rates and degree of malignancy of several. rat tumour cell
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et al 196?; 1969; Horowitz et al 1969). Third, there is a
direct correlation between the degree of malignancy and the level of
oxidative metabolis¡n of glutanine (Horowitz et al 1969; Knox et al
Iines

(Knox

1969; Morris et al 1970).
Initial explanations for the higher de¡nand for glutanine

ìl;.rrì;::::ìj
ì¡t:::ìt::.lis
ì : I :: ì: iì I i::i-:r

by

,Jìrì
:

ri::ltiì

ì,.:::::lìtr:ilì

neoplastic cells relative to normal cells was mainly in connection with

its requirement in protein and nucleotide biosyntheses. This was based
on the assumption that tumour cells divide faster, and hence' they

ì,r:ii!

ì

:

.:ì I'

:ìì1ììiì;).ìÈ
l;ììi:iìiiìiiì'l

ìI

that nuch of the

:

l:l'Ìli:ìì:ijll

!:

synthesise greater quantities of proteins and nucleic acids, than nornaÌ

. :

ììi; rì.rl:ì::¡ij

glutamine

r:::.]ì::;iì:¡i:ll

taken up by nalignant celIs is utilized in oxidative reactions for

.'lrrrlltiri,iì

energy-yielding purposes. It is now widely thought that the involvement

,Ì'iì;Ì',liì]]'.Ìtì

Cells.

Later experin¡ents, however, showed

of glutanine in respiratory pathways largely accounts for its
differential utilization by transformed and nornal cells (reviewed by
Colenan and

(b)

Role

Lavietes 1981;

of Glutamine in

It is well

known

ìr;::iiìli:ìjili
'irìriiì:lrì...¡
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McKeehan 1982).
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Macromolecular Biosynthesis

that

gJ.utamine

ì;: ìrj:ììÌil.i.i
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is a constituent of proteins; it
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is also directly involved in the biosynthesis of nucleotides by

i;ììi;l;,liì{
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providing anido groups. If growth rate correlates with maÌignancy, then
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based on these ¡retaboliC processes, there should be a greater
requÍrement for glutanine by nalignant cells than normal cells.

,,.:,:jirÌliï
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However, evidence suggests that neoplastic celLs don't necessarily

divide faster than nornal cells (Skehan and Friednan 1981).

In recent years, work done by

':r,:r:r::iìì:'l

,ìiij;,ìtr:j:!

LeJohn and co-workers have given

indication that the differential requirenents for glutamine

it.::::':ì1ìÌf'

some

between

nornal and neoplastic cells could be explained by the role of the amino

lì: : ''\
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acid in nucleic acid biosynthesis (Goh and LeJohn t977; Goh et al
Lg77). When transforned cells were deprived of glutamine, they rapidly
accunulated a polyphosphorylated conpound (HS3); this phenomenon could
be prevented

or reversed by the addition of glutamine any ti¡ne during

the

starvation period (Goh et al IS77). The glutamine deprivation effect

could be mimÍcked by treating cells with inhÍbitors of nucleotide
biosynthesis. Also, the starvation-induced HS3 accumulation could be
overcome

by supplying the cells with various purines and pyrinidines-

Using purine salvage pathway mutants of CHO cells, it was shown that

nuCleotide starvation, rather than glutanine starvation Der se,

was

responsible for HS3 accumulation (Goh and LeJohn 7977 Goh et al 7977;
Goh

lg7g).

These

effects were not observed for primary, non-transformed

cells. All of these data suggest that the requirement for glutamine is
dlfferent for transforned cells as compared to primary cell lines, and
that the primary role of glutamine in these instances is for nucleÍc

ir:1:rr,i

,.Ì!,ai.ij:

i.r:lliri'i

,

acid biosynthesis.
Glutamine

.i,

:'it'i:,::
i

(c) Role of

l::¡1

in Respiratory

Processes

ììrrìt,ì:

,:,:ìl:::

The role of glutamine in oxidative processes has energed as the

i'.lilì,ìlì

potential pathway in glutamine metabolism for explaining the difference

in glutamine requirements

between normal and neoplastic

cells.

For nany decades after the original observation that a high rate of
aerobic glycolysis Ís a hallmark of malignant cells (Warburg et al
Warburg 1926),
source

it has been assumed that glucose provides the

of energy for cells (Levintow

7924

major

and Eagle 1961; Morell and Froesch

19?3). This was based on the fact that glucose is rapidly netabo].ised
by cells and that glucose is present at high concentrations (5 to 10mM)

¡.ì

i,i
!it:
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in blood plasna and in usual tissue culture media. In addÍtion, glucose
uptake is higher than nornal for neoplastic cells (Koren 1980). In
theory, such energv could be derived fro¡n glycolytic oxidation to
pyruvate and subsequent aerobic oxidation of the latter

in

tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. However, various observations

suggest

that glucose

may

the

not be the predominant oxidative respiratory substrate.

First, g.lucose linitation

experiments in vitro

suggest that the

quantitative reguirement for glucose for growth of cells that exhibit
high rates of glycolysis is nuch lower than expected (Eagle et al

Graff et al 1965; Renner et aI 1972).

Much

1958;

of the glucose taken up by

neoplastic ceIIs are not involved in aerobic respiration, which suggests

that another respiratory substrate acts as the predominant source of
energy.

Second,

it has been known that tunour cells can grow in

lower concentrations

et al 1958;

much

of glucose than is provided in culture media (Eagle

McKeehan

1982).

Under these conditions, there

is a narked

reduction in lactate fornation without a proportional decrease in the

rate of proliferation

(McKeehan

1982). Third, in sone cultured

cells, an external, pentose source replaces the
proliferation

(McKeehan

tumour

hexose requirement for

1982), thus suggesting that the essential

function of glucose in tumour cells may be to provide anabolic
substrates rather than

fuel for cell proliferation.

The above observations suggest that other molecules instead of
glucose (or other hexoses) serve as the source of energy for cell

proliferation in neoplastic cells.

Correlations between glutanine-

and

ìj

ì
..,:

l:i
'i.:ì

glutamate-dependent

respiration in isolated mitochondria from

tu¡nour

cells, and between the activity of mitochondrial glutaminases

,¡:ìl

a

il
and

,l::l
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nalignancies suggested

that glutanine nay be an important respiratory

fuel for tunours (Kovacevic and Morris 7972; Knox et al 1969; Morris
et al 1970). Stoner and Merchant (1572) noted that cultures of mouse
L-M cells utilised glutanine far in excess of the requirement for
synthesis of cellular

components.

About 55% of glutamine

carbons

utilized by the celIs appeared as COZ. It was estinated that the
quantity of glutamine oxidised provided at least 359 of the energy
requÍrement

for cell proliferation, even though glucose was present at

high levels in the culture nedium. Other data have confirned this,
some suggest

and

that glutanine can supply essentially all of the celtular

requirements for energy when the supply of glucose is extremely low
(McKeehan

1982).

These reports clearly inplicate glutamine as

a

potentialJ.y important respiratory fuel for tumour cells in 1¡:!vo and in

vitro,

even when glucose

is present.

Although glutanine can repJ.ace glucose as the nain respiratory

nolecule of neoplastic cells, evidence shows that glycolysis is not
dispensable
Coleman

in neoplastic cells (Reitzer et al 1979;

and Lavietes

(1981

McKeehan 1982).

) have reviewed the evidence that in

neoplastic cells glucose carbons are diverted'from aerobic respiration
towards the synthesis of cholesterol and other 1Ípids, and that the
.a::'

ìl

deregulation of lipid biosynthesis is an early and important process in
neoplasia.

respiration
pathway

According to the scheme that they present,
beco¡nes supported

directly into the

glutanate.

GLutamÍne

TCA

turnour

effectively by glutamate which enters

the

cycle. Glutamine serves as the source of

also serves as the principal amido donor in

the

synthesÍs of purlnes, pyrinÍdines and asparagine; in each of these
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rea'tions, glutamate is the by-product whiCh goes to support tunour ceLl
respiration (Coleman and Lavietes 1981). Glutamate can substitute for
glutamine

in isolated mitochondria but not in Íntact cells

(Hens

et al

1963). 6ne reason why glutamate fails to replace glutamine in intact
Cells is, of course, because of the dÍverse roles of glutanine in
cel]ular metabolisn, but it is also because the celI ¡rembrane is poorJ.y
permeable

to glutamate (Kovacevic

and

Morris 7972). A sinilar inability

of glutamate to substitute for glutamine has

been observed

in the

HSS

response (LeJohn, personal conmunication).

Several aspects of tumour Cell cholesterol and respiratory
metabolism support the model that in neoplastic cells glucose is
diverted from respiration to support deregulated lipid synthesis,

and

that glutamine substitutes as the respiratory substrate (for review,

see

Coleman

and Levietes 1981). Also, many metabolic characterfstics of

neoplastic cells can be explained as resulting from the involvenent of
glutamine

in

tumour

respiration (reviewed by

It should, however, be

emphasised

Coleman and

Lavietes 1981).

that metabolic shifts,

although

principalty involving events at the mitochondrial/cytoplasnic Ínterface,

not exclude more distal and'probably equally important metabolic
events at other cellular sites, such as the nucleus, cell menbrane and

does

other organelles of the cell.
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INUCLEOS IDES

5.

Cells have evolved certain intrinsic regulatory mechanisms with
which they rapidly adjust their cellular metabolism according to their
Various types of polyphosphates and unique
growth environnent.
phosphoryLated nucleosídes produced

have been described as mediators

during altered growth conditions

of cellular regulation of growth in

prokaryotes and eukaryotes (reviewed by Goh 1979; Koch and Richter

Varshavsky 1983).

19?9:

In particular, three

phosphorylated

dinucleotides, designated HS compounds, have been described in a variety
of fungi, and one of then has aLso been described in a variety of
cultured

la)

HS

mammalian

cells,

(LeJohn

et al

1975; Goh t979)

In Funsi and Mamnalian Cells

The HS conpounds (HS1, HS2 and HS3) were first

isolated

whole-cell acid extracts of a variety of fungi (LeJohn et al
These conpounds were

also isolated by osnotic shock treatment of

from

1975)

'

whole

cells, thus suggesting that they nay be located on the cell ¡nembrane
(LeJohn et al 1973). One of the three compounds, HSS, was subsequently
shown

to consist of a

glutamyJ.-ADP-sugar

linked to a UDP-sugar-tetraphosphate
two,

HS1 and HS2, have been

noiety which is covalently

(McNaughton

et al 19?8).

The other

partially characterised and appear to

have

two uridines each nith twelve and ten phosphates respectively in
contrast to the eight present in HS3 (McNaughton et al 1978).
of the fungat HS compounds, HS3, was also detected in numerous
cuJtured nannalian cell lines (Goh and LeJohn 79771. Physiological
gne

studies demonstrated that HS3 accumulated only when glutamine

was
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fron the growth nedium, since isoleuclne deprivation (Goh and
(LeJohn' unpublished results)
LeJohn 19771 and glutanate deprivation
without effect. In a Iimited survey of various ¡nanmalian cell

renoved

were

accunulate HS3
types, it was shown that permanent cell lines could only
growth nediun; by contrast'
when glutanine was withdrawn fron the

prinary cell lines failed to alter an apparently high level of HS3 they
(LeJohn et aI 1979) ' More
produced whether or not glutamine was present
of
recently, Deffie and LeJohn (1984) have provided more direct evidence
of
the specific patterns of HS3 netabolism with respect to the onset

Also, using Pairs of isogenic
immortalitY in cultured cells '
the specific
transforned and untransformed cell 1ines, they showed that
patterns of HS3 accumulation was intÍmately connected with the state of
transformation of the cel1, regardless of the mode of transfornation

(chemical,viral,oncogene'spontaneousorX-irradiation)'
properties
A comparison of the physical, chemical and physiological

cells suggests that HS3 from fungal and
Goh 19?9)'
mamnalian sources may be identical (LeJohn et al 19?9;
activities
Fungal and manmalian HS3, however, show differences in their
of

HS3 from AchIya and cHO

against heterologous substrates (LeJohn et al 1979), thus indiCating
that sone as yet undetected difference(s) in HS3 exists between the two
sources.

(b) Possible Metabolic
(i)

HS Compounds

Ro1es

of

HS Compounds

in Fungi.

The three HS compounds synthesised by

fungiSeemtop]ayaroleinfungalsporulationandnucleicacid
and HS2 are
metabolis¡n (LeJohn et al 1978; 19?9). The fact that HS1
absent

in namnalian cells

(Goh 19?9) suggests

that these two co¡npounds

:tìììl
,l1,¡l
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are speclfically involved in fungal growth regulatory processes not
present in mammalian ce11s, such as fungal sporulation. The
relationship between HS conpounds and fungal sporulation is further
suggested by

the observation that a rapid intracellular accumulation of

all three HS compounds occurred just prior to sporulation (LeJohn et aI
1928). This accumulation of HS by Achlya could be triggered by the
depletion of phosphate or some other growth medium components; this

nutritional stress invariably also led to sporulation. Supplementation
of the starvation medium with glutamine or various purine and pyrimidine
bases and nucleosides concomitantly

inhibited

HS accusrulation

as well

as

fungal sporulation. Hence, it was suggested (LeJohn et al 1978) that
the intracellular accumulation of all

HS compounds may be

a prerequisite

for sporulation.
:l:r.,
,..a.:
ì,
lrì::.:..

'

i'ì::r:..

':¡'

HS conpounds seem

_

,:'

also to be involved in nucLeic acid netabolism

during the growth cycle of Ach]ya. An inverse relationship was observed
between
1975;

rates of

DNA and RNA

LeJohn et al

demonstrated

that

synthesis and HS synthesis (LeJohn et al
Furthermore, in vitro

1978).

HS3 and HS2,

experinents

at physiological concentrations,

potent inhibitors of isolated Ach.lya

were

DNA-dependent RNA polymerases

LeJohn

et al 1978) and of fungal ribonuc.Ieotide

reductase (Lewis

et al 7977).

The reaction catalysed by ribonucleotide

reductase is

a

(McNaughton

et aI 1975;

major control point

in

the synthesis of

deoxyribonucleoside diphosphates (Larsson and Reichard 1966; Lowdon and

Vitols 1973).

These observations

all suggest that

HS compounds nay be

acting as negative effectors of nucleic acid synthesis in vivo.

The possible involvenent of HS conpounds in regulating fungal
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(Stevenson and
energy-Iinked transport systens has also been postulated
LeJohn

19?8;

liiì
l'-

t

Goh and LeJohn 1978) '

HSS

Ín

Manmalian

As mentioned earlier, glutanine

Cells.

deprivation results in the accumulation of HS3 in cultured nammalian
cells. gwing to the inportance of glutanine as a precursor of de novo
nucleotide biosynthesis (Mahler and Cordes 19?1), and because of the
following observations, it has been suggested that HS3 accunufation may
be an important reguJ.atory element that co-ordinates growth and nucleic
acid netabotism. First, an inverse reLationship exists between RNA, DNA
synthesis and HSS accumulation in glutamine-starved

CHO

cells

(Goh

et aI

By contrast, HS3 accumulation is independent of protein
synthesis. In vitro studies showed that both Achlya and ma¡nnalian cell
Le77).

HS3 were

potent inhibitors of nanma.lian ribonucleotide reductase (Lewis

et al 7977), the
synthesis of

enzyme

that

cataJ.yses

the rate-limiting step in

the

Furthermore, HS3 inhibited

deoxyribonucleotides.

DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (Goh

19?9).

Second, azaserine

and

methotrexate, which are analogues of glutamine and folic acid
respectively, and which btock de novo purine biosynthesis, were able to
induce accumulation

of

HS3 (Goh and LeJohn

7977). Third, various purine

and pyrinidine compounds added to glutamine-starved

cells prevented

build-up of HS3 (Goh and LeJohn 19?7). However, purine salvage

of

CHg

cells could not

with as nuch as 2

that

to the addition of purínes

mn hypoxanthine (Goh

HS3 accumulation

utilisation.

respond

et aI

the

mutants

even when fed

7977]-, suggesting further

is linked to defects in purine biosynthesis

Fourth, a

CHO GAT-

or

nutant, which is auxotrophic for

glycine, adenosine and thymidine owing to its

defective folate
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netabolisn (McBurney and Whitemore 1974), accunulated HS3 only when it
was deprived of adenosine (Goh and LeJohn 19771. Fifth, glutamine

starvation of nan¡nalian cells leads si¡nultaneously to
growth

HS3 accumulation,

restriction, and restriction of nucleic acid biosynthesis

(Goh,

19?9). These observations demonstrate that HS3 appears to signal
perturbations in nucleic acid metabolis¡n, especially purine nucleotide
biosynthesis.
l:i.:iì

0ther data (LeJohn, unpublished) have suggested that (a) HSS

act as a high-energy polyphosphate storage

compound

may

during nutritional

stress; (b) the so-called inhibition of HS3 biosynthesis by various
exogenously supplied purines is in fact due to the consumption of
phosphates from HS3 for

nucleotide biosynthesis;

and (c)

the

constituent ADP and UDP moieties couLd be further used for the
replenishment

of all the nucleotide pools.

:,,:.,,
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6.

proteases are enzynes that catalyse the hydrolysis of peptide

bonds.

Nunerous

studies show that many tunorous and transformed cells

in culture secrete enhanced levefs of proteotytic activity when compared
It has been proposed that this
wfth their nornal counterparts '
process of cancer
inCreased proteolytic activity nay be involved in the
netastasÍs and in the altered phenotypic characteristics of transformed
tumour cells (Rob).in et al 19?5; Rossman and Troll 1980)' It is
and

rii:l

likety that several proteases are involved sÍnce nany proteolytic
properties of
enzynes have been shown to alter the growth and surface

::,if

untransformed

(a)

cells (Reich et al

1975¡ Sloane and llonn 1984)

Proteases Associated With
The proteases

that are

and nalignancy are divided

known

to play a role in celL transformation

into four classes: serine, metallo, aspartic

and cysteine proteases (Sloane and Honn 1984)

(i)

and Mali

sf or¡nat

'

ptasminosen Activator/pl-as¡i¡--svsl-em.

Plasrninogen

activator/plasmin system belongs to the serine protease group, which are
a class of proteolytic enzynes that require an essential serine at their

active site.

Several serine proteases are involved with

the

transformation process (Rossman and Tro]t 1980) but the best studied is

the plasminogen/Plasmin

sYstem.

In

this

sYstem,

Plasminogen

actÍvator(s) (PA), produced and secreted by many transformed cells and a
few nor¡nal celL lines and tissues (Rifkin et al 7974; Unkeless et al
::ì:i:::i:a\:i!is:rl
i,:i::iiì.-r.\\.::,',-lriS

:¡1,:i:!.iillii¡::ì--ì.i¡
tllì:L:i-j:!.ì,j1i\illi:,!].:i

19?4; Christ¡nan et al 1975), converts an inaCtive serum protein,
plasninogen, to the active enzyme plasmin (Duffy and o'Grady 1984)'
plasmin, Ín contrast to pA, is a broad specificity enzyne that breaks

t:!
:1::ilì¡ù
ì

ì

i:ììrì';

'ì,ìì

.ììl iti)iìtll
ìÌttt:ti:::ì:,t

irl::,i:ìifì,i
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lysine-lysine bonds in fibrin and a variety of other proteins,
including aìI maior plasma protein effector systens (Christman et aI

down

7977). Thus the PAlplasmín

system has

inactivatÍng) other protease systems in

the capacity of activating (or

serum.

iili:::ìììlìì1

1:ììiìl::iìl
t,:riìitiliiìì
ìlìiiìl

I

ì: iì rì:,

r¡r:l:,rìfìiì
ìit;ìr:i

of the earliest studies on the production of PA by cell lines
was reported by Barnett and Baron (1959). They detected pA activity in
serum-free culture nedium of KB cells (a hunan epidernoid carcinoma

i :

¡

j

i;t:i!i:::al

ì

llrìririiì1.-ìi

l.iìll:::lìr
ll:i::i:ìl
liìil:::irl
:ì:¡:1iìrÌ:r':t

:lìiì:::r)lìil

Rhesus monkey kidney

celIs.

Their

:r:i1ì:llìliìì

il:ì:ii,rìll¡

a variety of cell types (christman et al 1.977; Duffy and o'Grady 1984).

I

that fibrinoJ.ysis might be related to tumorÍgenesis

and

cell transformatÍon is not new (O'Meara 1958; Cliffton and Grossi 19bS;
Peterson et al 1973). However, it is the work of ReÍch and co-workers
that has provided a conceptually coherent and experimentally validated
foundation for further work. Their results, and those of other workers,
the potential importance of the expression of PA to the
understanding of malignancy and cell transformation by the following

have defined

observations. First, most malignantly transformed lines, regardless of
the transforming agent, denonstrate a significantly increased level of
PA when conpared

to their

1973; Rifkin et al 1974).

normal counterparts (Unkeless

Second, when chick embryo

et al

fibroblasts

infected with a temperature-sensitive mutant of Rous sarcoma virus,

is
¡::i::ìì::¡j{¡È
1i-:ti::;iÌìi.)lsj

produced by

are
pA

the cells within 2 to 3 hours upon shifting the cells to

permissive tenperature (ossowski et ar 1923; unkeless et ar 19?4),
which makes the expression

of

PA one

of the earliest observable

events

j

lr

ì

ììlììli

llìt:ì:.iìi:l
;i.tiiììl.r:11

:rliì'ì:ì:]ì
:ì:ar':i:ll¡

ljll:ìilìì

iì:rl,r:¡ljll

i

;i,1ìÌìì1ìl-ìl
ì

ìì iì

ì

r:li::l

lliilììl:l:::i
Ì:ì:ì:rì:l¡i:
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l,l.ìl:ì1ìi¡l
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it:1,ì:ìl:ltì'

results were confirmed by Painter and charles (1962). since then,
several types of PA have been detected, purified and characterised from
The concept

ilis

:l:iitrLi;i:i

;:rr

ìrìiì;:l::lìl

One

Iine) or to primary cultures of

ìì:ì1ìillir''r

,ì):l lia'¡iìr

jii,,li:l:ì:,ì
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associated with transfornation.

Third, infection of cells with

variety of oncogenic viruses stinulates

PA

a

secretion fron 5- to 45-fold,

while infection with either non-transforning strains or with
nononcogenic

cytocidal

RNA and DNA

viruses has littte

or no effect on PA

secretion (Ossowski et al 1973; unkeless et al 197s). Fourth,

when a

line 816 cfone 8s59, is grown in the presence of
S-bromodeoxyuridine (Brdu), the cells lose their tumorigenicity
conconitant with a decrease in the production of PA; these effects are

rDouse mel.anona

reversible upon removar of Brdu (christman et al 19?5). Fifth, plasmin

is a potent protease capable of cleaving a wide variety of proteins;
other proteases have been

shown

to alter the functional characteristics

of aninal cells in several ways (Christman et al 19?b; Roblin et al
1975). Thus one nay concLude from these reports that pA activity
correlates with cell transformation or malignancy. The presence of

within the

ceLJ. may serve

a regulatory function while the extracellular

form may enable the transforned

In contrast to the

PA

above

or no basis for a correlation

cell to alter its

environment.

reports, other studies have found little
between

the level of

PA secreted and the

transformed or tunorigenic state.

First, there is no consistent
rel.ationship between tumorigenicity and PA production by tissue
fragments and

prinary cultures prepared fron in vivo tissues. rn

investigation of nore than

2OO human

an

tunours and nornal tissues,

Cliffton and Grossi (1955) observed that nor¡nal tissues generally
produced

high Levels of fibrinolytic

tunours was variable.

activity, while production by

This has been confir¡red by several other

investigators (reviewed by Skehan and Friednan

1981)

Second, the

iìì:::r:
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nornalcy or tumorigenicity of the cell lines used in some of the early
experiments were assuned

rather than established by in vivo or in vitro

assays. The nere exposure of cells to oncogenic agents does not imply
that the cells are transformed since oncogenic agents have effects that
are unreLated to their oncogenicity (Skehan and Friedman 1981). Third,

clonal variability and replicate variance are ignored in many
conparative studies. The difference between replicate sanples or
between subpopulations

within a single culture often equal or

exceed the

difference in PA between Iines (Albrechtsen 1957; Barrett et al 1979).
Fourth, density-dependence is also often ignored in conparative studies

of PA secretion. Like nany cellular processes, fibrinolysis and PA
production are density-dependent (Jaken and Black 1979; Laug 1979). In
one study, hanster B4 melanoma cells did not start productÍon of

until after

maxinum

1961), whereas
was

PA

population density was attaÍned (Ransdahl et al

in another study with calf aortic endothelial cells there

a progressive increase in production of

PA

r.¡ith increasing density

(Laug''-{
1979). Hence in conparative studies, any differences in the
Levels of PA nay be due to a differential senstivity to regulation by
density-dependent

cell interactions. Fifth,

high levels of PA.
(Unkeless

nornal cells secrete

such celL types are activated

Among

et al 7974) and

many

human WI-26

macrophages

cells (Mott et al 1974).

In

addition, not all tumorigenic lines secrete PA, especially those that
have been

1980;

kept in culture for long periods of time

Skehan and Friedman

(Rossnan and

Troll

1981). It follows, therefore, fron

these

discrepancies that there is no consistent pattern of relationship
between oncogenic transformation

and increase in either fibrinolytic
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activitY or PA Production'
Another serine protease system that has been studied is the
prothronbin/thrombin. Although relatively little work has been done
play a
with this enzyme system, initial studies indicate that it night
role in the altered phenotypic properties of virus-transformed cells '
purified thrombÍn has growth-stimulatory properties but whether or not

cells secrete a "thromboptastin" activity which Converts serum
prothrombin to thrombin is not known (chen and Buchanan 1975). Thronbin
can also activate plasminogen conversion to plasmin (Engel et al 1966) '
Roblin et al (tg?s) have reviewed the data on the prothronrbiv¡/thrombin
system as

it relates to cell transfornation'

collagenolytic Enzymes. These are proteolytic enzynes whose
Collagen is a fanilY of
najor substrates are the collagens '
closely-related but chemicall.y and genetically distinct macromolecules

(ii)

(piez 1984; Miller 1984). The various collagen types have different
primary structure and function, and exhibit some specificity with regard

to tissue distribution and composition. The molecular architecture of
the different collagen fibers requires highly specific proteases for
degradation (Gross et a1 1980) and for this a variety of serine and
netallo-proteases are involved (reviewed by I]l¡ooley 1984a)

collagenolysis in maJ.ignancy and cell
transformation derives from the fact that, in vitro, collagen represents
the najor structural protein of all tissues and provides the chief
The inportance of

obstacle to passive migration of tumour cells (Woo]ey 19S4a); collagen

nay also be part of the protein ¡ratrix that anchors cells to their
substratum

in vitro.

Since tumour and transformed Cells may need to
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for various reasons, it follows that collagenolysis is
inportant in these processes. Based on biochemical studies of in vitro
cell cultures, it has been shown that transformed cells generally

degrade collagen

produce increased amounts

nornal cells

of collagenolytic activity

(MurPhY et

al

when compared to

Oyomada et

1981;

al

1983).

ImnunolocalisatÍon studies have provided direct evidence that the
enzymatic

activity has a functional role in vivo

(Wooley

et al

1980a;

et al 1983); this is supported by studies using in vitro model
systens of tumour ce11 invasion where specific inhibitors are used to
Barsky

activity and arrest tumour cell invasion (Liotta
et al 7982; Thorgiersson et al 1982). Hence, in vivo and in vitro
evidence suggest that collagen degradation may play a role in the

negate collagenolytic

process

of nalignancy

and

cell transfornation.

Collagen degradation occurs

both

extrace.LlularLy

and

ÍntracelJ.ularìy, but the extracellular pathway seems to be more
important for nalignancy since it is by this pathway that the cells
exert greater influence on their environment. Also, the intracellular

rely on extracellular degradation to produce smalL collagen
fragnents suitable for phagocytosis (Wooley 1984a). Some of the

enzymes

extracelLular enzymes are menbrane-associated while others are secreted

freely into the environnent.
Anong

the extracellular

enzymes secreted

by celIs, the coflagenases

are the most inportant since they have the ability to degrade highly
cross-Iinked collagen fibres at physiological pH (f{ooley 1984a).
Collagenases are metallo-proteases (metal-dependent enzymes) that

require Ca2+ and ZnZ+ for activity.

The properties

of collagenases have

\
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been reviewed (Liotta et aI 1982; Itlooley 1984b) as well as their
Ínvolvement

in nalignancy (Wooley et at 198Oa;

Wooley

1985).

Reports

fron inhÍbition studies indicate that the physicochenical properties of
collagenases from specific tumour cells night differ from that produced
by the

normaL

cells fron which the tumour is derived (!ùooIey et al

1980b); this might be related to their functioning.
The collagenases degrade collagen types

I, II and III, but have no

effect on collagen types IV, V and VI (Wool,ey 1984a). These latter
collagen types are degraded by other extracellular enzynes secreted by
cells. Liotta and co-workers

have

purified

and characterised

a type IV

collagen-degrading metallo-protease from cultured metastatic nurine

cells (l,iotta et al 1981; SaIo et al 1983); this

tumour

enzyme is

specific for type IV collagen. Other netallo-proteases and serine
proteases that degrade type IV coLlagen have been reported (t{ooJ.ey
1984a).
tu¡nour

Type

celLs,

V collagen-degrading

macrophages and

enzymes have

also been reported in

endothelial ceLls (Wooley

1984a).

Qther enzyme systems may indirectly play a role in collagenolysis.

For exanpl.e, plasmin can activate latent forms of colÌagenase (Paranipe

et dl 1980). The interaction
importance considering

between collagenases and plasmin

the role of plasnin in tumorigenesis.

is of

Another

that has the ability to activate latent collagenases is a
membrane-bound enzyme described as a trypsin-like neutral protease
enzyme

(TLNe).
(Steven

TLNP

has been found on the surface of Ehrlich ascites cells

et aI 1980) but it has not

been

fully characterised yet and no

activity in nornal cells is detected.
The lysosomal cysteine proteases, cathepsÍns B, H, L and N, all

.l

t,
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have collagen-degrading properties (Etherington

1gg4;

WooIey

1g84a). SÍnce these

enzymes

1979; Sloane and Honn

are localised intracellularly

in the lysosomes in nornal cells, their secretion by tumour cells
suggests some rol.e in the collagenolytic nechanism and hence in the
of nalignancy and cell transfornation (SIoane and Honn 1984) '
Cathepsin B is the most studied among this group of cysteine proteases.

process

It is a broad-specifÍcity endopeptidase that acts against several
conponents of the extraCellular natrix suCh as proteoglycans,
fibronectin and the non-helical portion of collagens I - IV (reviewed by
Sloane and Honn 1984) '
degradation through

Cathepsin B can also regulate collagen

the activation of latent collagenase

(Eeckhout and

Vaes 1977).

Cathepsin B has been reported

in the ínterstitial ftuid of patients

with neoplastic dÍsease and in the media of cultured tumour cells
(Sloane and Honn 1984; Woo1ey 1984a). Sloane et al (1981; 1982) have
a close correlation between cathepsin B actÍvity of
variants of murine 816 melanona and their metastatic potential. In
addition, the observations that tunour cathepsin B, in contrast to
demonstrated

cathepsin B from nornal tissues, fiâv have properties which enable

possess proteolytic activity

extracellularty (sloane et al

indicate that the secretion of this

with the tumorigenic state.

enzyme

it to
1984)

by tumour cells is associated

The bioJ.ogical role of cathepsin B in

tumorigenesis is, however, complicated by the following observations:

First, there

have been several reports

of negative correlations

cathepsin.B actÍvity and transfornatÍons (Dolbeare et al 1980;

et al 19S1).

Second, cathepsin B

between
Morgan

activity correlates with onLy certain
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nalignancles and not others (Sloane and Honn 1984). Third, cathepsin
can be

inhibited substantially (up to

50%

B

by serum protease inhibÍtors

such as ø2-macroglobulin and dl and c2-thÍol proteinase inhibitors
(Starkey and Barrett 1973), hence its role in metastasis becomes

doubtful. Fourth, cathepsin B activity reduces with passage nunber of
transfor¡ned and tumour cells in culture (Recklies et al 1982), yet
malignancy

or transfornation characteristics increase with

passage

tine.

Fifth, Giraldi et al (1977) has reported that leupeptin, a serine
protease inhibitor, has no effect on spontaneous netastasis of Lewis
lung carcinoma. In contrast, Yananoto et al (1975) had earlier reported

that leupeptin decreases the netastatic capacity of injected rat ascites
hepatoma

cells.

These contrasting resuJ.ts might be due

in the metastatic capacities of the

tumour systems

to differences

studied. Also,

since

the investigators did not use the sane concentration of leupeptin in
their investigations, the discrepancy might be due to the

known fact

that leupeptin inhibits cysteine proteinases at low concentration
(Umezawa 7972).

The

Under

role of cathepsins H, L and N in collagenolysis is less clear.

certain conditions, cathepsin L can have higher collagenolytic

activity than cathepsin B (Krischke et al 1982). Cathepsin H, unlike
the others, has aminopeptidase activity in addition to
actÍvity

(Schwartz and

Barrett 1980).

The

endopeptidase

role of cathepsins H, L and N

in nalignancy has been reviewed (Mullins and Rohrlich 1983;
DeClerck

It

1982; Pauli et al

Jones and

1983).

is evident that several collagenolytic pathways night

functional in

facilitating

¡netastasis.

Because each of

be

the
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collagenolytic enzymes has specific requirements for extracellular
activity it seens unlÍkely that they all function simultaneously within

the

same

microenvironment. Extracellular ionic conditÍons have

been

inplicated in the regulation of protease activity (Sylven 1968).
Furthernore, in vivo regulation of collagenolytic activity of tumour
cells is effected by nacrophages

and mast

celIs,

presumably by secreting

activating proteases (Birkedale-Hansen et al 1976; Henry et

collagenase

al 1983); mast cells could also indirectly modulate colìagenoJ.ytic
activity of tumour cells by stimulating
collagenase

macrophages

to secrete further

sti¡tulating factors (Yoffe et al 1984). It is likely that

such Ín vivo regulatory factors may apply to cultured cell lines in

In vitro culture conditions can, however, induce transforned

vi tro

cellstoexpTessnovelproteaseactivity.Forexample,anuncharacterised
protease

cells,

activity is

when

induced

in transformed cells, but not untransforned

the cells are "heat-shocked" (Deffie and LeJohn 1984);

the

protease(s) exerts a profound effect on the environnent of the tumour

cells by breaking

down

nost proteins secreted into the medium. Similar

observations have been nade for tunour systems in frog (McKinnell.

Tarin

1984 )

and

.

(b) Physiological Role of Proteases in Malignancy and Transformation
the role of proteases in transformation and maì.ignancy has

been

studied using three general approaches. (1) Correlation of the state of

transformation and malignancy with levels of protease secretion

cells;

(2)

changes

by

in the phenotypic characteristics of untransforned

cells after exposure to

proteases;

and (3) effects of

inhibitors on properties of transformed cells.

protease

Studies utilising these
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play a
three approaches have mostly supported the vÍew that proteases
role in tumour cell metastasis, unrestrained growth of transforned and
tunour cells, modulation of external environment by tumour cells for

nutritional purposes and the expression of a number of phenotypiC
properties of transforned Cells in culture (see reviews by Roblin et al
19?5; Reich et al 1975; Rossnan and Troll 1980; MutLÍns and Rohrlich
1983; Duffy and 0'Grady 1984; S]oane and Honn 1984; Wooley 1984a)'
Several different proteases are involved in the nanifestation of these
properties, aJ-though the proteases may interact at different points for
regulation of their activities (Roblin et al 1975; Sloane and Honn
1984;

WooleY 1984a)

.

(i)Re]ationshipBetweenProteasesandCe]]Phenotype.Tumour
cells and cells transformed in vÍtro by a variety of oncogenic agents

often exhibit phenotypic characteristics that are qualitatively or
quantitatively different from those of their normal counterparts (Roblin
et al 1975; skehan and Friedman 1981). Many studies utilising
proteases and protease

inhibitors

and correlation studies have suggested

that proteases are involved in these phenotypic differences between
Some of these studies show that the
normal and transformed ceIls.
transforned phenotypes are expressed independently of one another, while
other studies suggest that proteases may have only a few primary effects
on

cells

and these

prinary effects are responsible for

many

of the other

phenotypic changes associated with protease treatment (Burger

1970;

Trol] 1930). It nay be of Ínterest at
this point to note that protease-activated phospholipase has been
reported in transformed cells, in contrast to untransforned cells (Shier

Robl-in

et al 1975;

Rossman and

':T.T-1r
I
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et aI 19SZ). This suggests that in transformed cell cultures proteases
help to degrade both the protein and lipÍd components of cell nembrane
and of serun components. This may have profound inplicatÍons for
nutrient availability, nutrient uptake and other activities of the celL
that are regulated by the cell menbrane. However, at least in

principle, this could also have implications for tunour ceIl death and
theraPY.

In spite of all the evidence that support the view that proteases
play a role in transformation, the results of most studies done with
proteoJ.ytic enzymes and protease inhibitors are often difficult

to

of the following observations: (1) Different levels
of proteolytic activity nay be required to produce dÍfferent
physiologicaL effects (Blumberg and Robbins 1975) . (2) The protease
interpret

because

inhibitors used in cell culture studies have different nechanisms and
they inhibit different proteases to different extents (Roblin et al
19ZS). (3) Many of the protease inhibitors have undesirable side
effects such as inhibition of protein synthesis; hence it is difficult
to be sure that the observed effects on cellular phenotype are due to
inhibition of proteolytic enzymes. This is particularly true of the low
molecular weight inhibitors such as TAME, TPCK and TLCK (Roblin et al

19?5;

Chou

et al 1975). Also, these inhibitors are often very unstable

which rnakes then very unsuitable

for long experiments. (4)

Many studies

with protease inhÍbitors do not rneasure the residual level of
proteolytic activity in the inhibitor-treated cultures.
protease inhibition studies are only significant if

inhibition is known. (5)

Many

Results of

the Ievel of

studies with protease inhibitors

have
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and untransformed
shown sinilar effects on the growth of tranforned
cells (Roblin et al 19?5). A possible reason for this is that the
observed effects of the inhibitors on cell growth are not due to
protease inhibition (Chou et al 1975), oI untransforned cells may
produce low levels of protease which are important to their growth

Ig74). These limitations against the use of proteases and
protease inhibitors suggests that their effects on the properties of
cells in cuLture depend upon a number of experimental variables such as
(Goldberg

the concentration used, cell density and other culture conditions'
I

ii)

Protease

in

Tumour Invasion and

Metastasis. A

requirement

for tunour metastasis is that the cells nust be able to overcone the
natural tissue barriers. Connective tissue is the commonest barrier.
Connective tissue contains proteins such as glycoproteins, collagen
::ii:.,i]

.:rì::

,l::i:

the PAlplasnin system and the collagenolytic
of degrading connective tissue (Rossman and Troll

and proteoglycans. Both
enzyrnes

are

1980;

WooJ.ey

capabJ,e

The role of the

1984a; Duffy and 0'Grady 1984)

collagenolytic enzyme in cancer netastasis has already been discussed.
The ínvolvement of the PAlplasmin system is demonstrated directly by the
observation that administration of urokinase (a plasminogen activator)

to rabbits with
Tanaka 1978),

V2 carcinomas enhanced growth and metastasÍs (Kodama and

while tranexamic acid, an inhibitor of plasmin, prevented

pulmonary metastasis (Tanaka

et al 1981). Also, the PAlplasnin system

and the collagenolytic pathway interact wÍth each other resulting in

their activation (Paranjpe et al. 1980).
liii)

Proteases

in

Tumour

CeII Nutrition.

The

role of

proteases

secreted by tumour cells in nodulating the environment of the cell for

l:l:,
::ìtì
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nutritíonal purposes is a relatively unexplored area of research.
Although there is no report to show that transformed cells, under normal
growth conditions, secrete protease(s) that result in conplete
degradation of proteins for use as an amino acid source, a recent report
shows that this
"heat-shocked"

Can be achieved when transforned cells

at 42"C (Deffie

and LeJohn

1984). At

42oC

are

for 4 hours a

variety of transforned cells, in contrast to their nornal isogenic
counterparts, were able to produce glutanine from serum protein through
the induction of protease(s) (Deffie and LeJohn 1984); thÍs effect

was

abolished by a variety of protease inhibitors.

and

Both actinomycin D

cycloheximide also abolished the protease and glutamine production,

indicating that the heat treatment led to an actual induction of

the

protease(s) or its activator (Deffie and LeJohn, unpublished results).

That the heat-induced proteolytic activity is associated with tunour

cell nutrition is suggested by the observation that heat treatnent
enhanced uptake

of glutamine as evidenced by the fact that the level of

glutamine found inside

the cell

was

similar to the extracellular level

ìt:::.:.1

(Deffie and LeJohn 1984).

Although these observations nay not

critical Ín the normal. physiology of the tunour cefl, it

be

may have sone

value in cancer therapy using combined hyperthermia and chernotherapy.
Proteases

are also indirectly involved in transformed and tumour

cell nutrition by their effects on the cell

membrane

which may help to

increase nutrient uptake (Robtin et al 1975). There is also evidence

that, in vivo, proteases secreted by tumours promote tumour

angiogenesis

and the greater btood supply may be

(Rossman and

Troll

19S0).

of nutritional val.ue
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(c) Site of Action of Proteases
cells which secrete protease also have intracellular pools of the
secrete PA also possess intraCellular
enzyme; in fact, many CelIs whiCh
exceeds ' the
activity which is often comparable to, and in sone cases
Jaken and
extracellularly secreted levels (Rifkin and Pollock 1977;
Occasionally cells nay possess high
Laug 1979).
Black 1979;
1979) '
intracellular levels of PA without secreting any (Jaken and Black
extra-cellular
flence, it becones unclear u¡hether it is the intra- or
qualitative
fevel, or both, that is biologicalJ'y inportant ' Also '

differences between the two protease components nay be inportant'
Accordingly, the site of action of proteases associated with

transfornation and nalignancy may be intracellular or extracel]ular'
obviously, the extracellular materials such as serun components and

of the extracellular enzyne. The plasna
of cells has been proposed as another extracellular site of

connective tissue are targets
nembrane

action of nany proteases. various hypothesis have been proposed that
proteases affect growth control via the celL surface. cel'l surface

changes resu]ting from protease action (measured as increased

agglutinability by tectin) nay lead to reduced adhesiveness, Ioss of
contact inhibition and increased uptake of nutrients or growth factors
(Burger 19?0; Roblin et al 1975; Rossman and Troll 1980). However,

cell surface

changes do

not account for other transforned

phenotypes'

ProteolytÍC aCtion on the cell surface may also influence growth via

an

alteration in cyclic nucleotide levels (Rossnan and TrolI 1980) '
Evidence has accumulated that at Ieast sone of the action of
proteases might be intracellular

(Rossman

and TroIl 1980).

In
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experinents where proteases are added
exogenous proteases must

of proteases

(Hodges

enter cells.

to cells, this

would ¡rean

that

This has been shown for a

the

number

et al 1973; Martin and Quigley 1977).

The

intracellular site of action of proteases appear to be the nucleus where
the proteases presumably cleave repressors and thereby derepress
particular genes whose product initiate DNA synthesis and mitosis
(Roberts and Roberts 1975; Katz et al 1977). This nechanisn of action
is likely to be important only for long-term regulation of growth by
proteases and in situations where free intracelluLar levels of protease
are available, like the case of transformed or tumour cells.

It

may not

apply in short-tern experiments with added proteases.

:

:|:

:ii
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Hyperthernia

refers to tenperatures that are

above

the normal body

tenperature of the animaf fro¡n which the cells are derived.

Most

studies involving hyperthermia of nanmalian cells are done within a
temperature range of 40"C to 43"C, but higher temperatures have been
used

in

sone

studies.

Such studies are done

primarily to understand the

characteristics and mechanisms of cell kil'ling by heat, and in
laboratory animals and humans as a possible nethod for cancer therapy
(Giovanella et al 1980; Raaphorst et al 1983). Equally important for

of cancer therapy are studies of the effects of sublethal
hyperthernia on cell metaboLism and the induction of thernotolerance.

purposes

Heat is a physical entity whose destructive effect upon cells
depends on

the temperature of heating and the duration of application.

factors are expressed together in the form of the "Thernaf
Death Time", which is defined as the minimun time of heating that

These two

produces irreversibl,e damage to the cells at a given temperature
(Dickson and Calderwood

1980).

These authors have compiled

a Iist of

the thernal death times for various nornal and tumour tissues of rodents
and rabbits.

(a) Effects of Hvperthermia on CeIls
(i)

Biologic Effects of Heat. The biologic effects of heat

on

cultured cells are varied. Studies have shown that various ce]l lines

differ greatly in their heat sensitivity.

that those aspects of metabolisn that control cell replication
RNA and protein synthesis) represent an important target for

evidence
(DNA,

There Ís considerable
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DÍckson and Calderwood 1980);
þyperthermic damage (Streffer 1978;
documented (Yatvin 1977 I Hahn et al
me¡nbrane effeCts have also been
on
1g77; coss et al 19?9). In discussing the effects of hyperthernia
cell metabolism, the effects on the cell cycle must not be ignored since
phase in
several netabolic activities of the cell vary according to the

the cell cycle. Heat induces resting cells to enter into the cell cycle
(Dickson and Calderwood 19?6); this has inportant i¡rplications Ín cancer

Ín view of the observations that cells in S phase are more
heat-sensitive than cells in other phases of the cell cycLe (Gerweck et
thermotherapy

Raaphorst and Azzam

1933). Also, the cell cycle-dependence of

hyperthermia has implications

for cellular events which are also cell

al tgl4;

cycle-dePendent

'

perhaps the most dramatic biologicat effect of hyperthermia

on

cells is the induction of synthesis of a small number of polypeptides
("heat shock or stress proteins") with a conconitant decrease in the
production of normal celluLar proteins (reviewed by Adans and Rinne
1982; Schlesinger et al 1982). The heat shock response has been
observed in speCies of baCteria, plants and animals in response to
variety of other stresses. Using various
biochemical and inmunologiCal Criteria, it has been shown that most of
the heat shock proteins (HSPs) show a high degree of Conservation anong

hyperthermia and an enormous

different species (Schlesinger et al 1982). HSPs are expressed at
levels by cells in unstressed, normal tissue culture conditions.
major HSps have been

purified

and characterised and several

of

low
The

them are

to be phosphoryLated, glycosylated and,/or methylated (Wang et al
1981; Welch and Feramisco 1982; Welch et al 1933). The role of these

known

,.i..]ti
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is unknown' The
protein ¡rodifications in the functioning of HSPs
investigation' but a
function(s) of HSPs is stiII a matter of intense
protective role
anount of data indicate that the HSPs rnay play a
good

duringtheStressperiod(Sch]esingereta]1982;Yelazquezand
has been Ímplicated
Lindquist 1934). one major stress protein, HSP?O,
rodent
in the induction of thermotolerance in cultured Drosophila cells'
normal

cel]s,

and murine

cells (velazquez

and

Lindquist 1984; Li 1984)'

¡naterial and it is also an RNA-binding protein
HSPs have also been found in
(Velazquez and Lindquist 1984) '
that
association with the nitochondria, which has led to the suggestion

HSp?0

interacts with

DNA

proteins
mitochondria are a prinary target of the induced stress

19?9). This suggests a role in respiration for
the stress proteins. An indirect support of this is the fact that
it has
hypoxia and glucose deprivation are both inducers of HSPs. Also,
(Ashburner and Bonner

that stress proteins fron root anaerobiosis studies possess
alcohol dehydrogenase activity which coul,d be usefuL in maintaining
respiration under conditions where oxygen was liniting (Sachs et aI

been shown

1980; Tanksley and Jones 1981). In this case the stress proteins are
executing a sparing action on internediary netabolism rather than a
protective function for the

genome '

effects of hyperthernia on nucleic acid synthesis is less well
studied. sublethal hyperthernia (in terms of dose and,/or duration of
The

heat application)

enhances DNA synthesis

Ín sone transforned cells

(Deffie and LeJohn 1984) perhaps due to the ability of heat to induce
resting cells to enter into S phase (Dickson and CaLderwood 1976) '
However,

potentially lethal hyperthermia

may damage DNA

synthesis by its

:,:
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structure '
effects on chromatin-protein association' chronatin

beta

polymeraseactivity,chromosomalaberrationsandsisterchronatid
Warters and Roti Roti 1981). RNA
exchanges (Dewey et aI 1980;
follows a similar pattern as protein synthesis in hyperthermic
synthesis

synthesis has been
celIs (Schlesinger et al 1932), although enhanced
sublethal hyperthermia (Deffie
recorded for some transformed cells under
and LeJohn 1984)

'

At the nenbrane level, thernal cetl kiJ.ling has been correlated
active agents
with changes in fluidity, Cholesterol content and nembrane
(yatvin t977; Hahn et al 7977). After hyperthernia, ¡nenbrane effects
of membrane
such as blebbing, ultrastructural changes and inhibition
Coss et
transport have been noted (Lin et al 19?3; Kwock et a] 1978;
as well
al 1979). Cyclic A.l'lP levels are also af fected (Lin et al 19?S)

(Gerner and RusseIl
as membrane-associated polyanine leakage from cells

Lg77\'Ithasbeensuggestedthatgeneralisedchangesinmembrane
permeabilityisanintegralaspectofthenechanismbywhich
hyperthermia kÍIls cells (Gerner et al 1980a)'
gther bioche¡nical, cytological and norphological changes associated
of
with hyperthernia include the folJ.owing: (1) inhibition of activity
the polyamine biosynthetic enzynes (Full.er et al 19??) i (2) increased

of intracellular actin bundles as well as a rearrangement of the
intermediate filament network (Thonas et a] 19s2); (3) a nore f]attened

nunber

andspreadrrorphology(Thomaset-ä119s2).Thedirectionofthese
phenotypic
changes is fron transforned towards untransforned
characteristÍcs, in contrast to other effects of heat discussed earlier'
Ilence the effects of

heat in

the reversion of

transforned

t.: :
,:l:r

:':ìj
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that should be further investigated'
characteristics is an area
(ii)FactorsThatAffectHeatSensitivityofCel]s.Different
the response of cells to
environmental factors may influence
hyperthernia(reviewedbyOvergaardandNielsenlgS0;Kin1984).
FactorsknowntomodifythethermosensitÍvityofma¡nmaliancellsarepH,
oxygen concentration, Cel I cycle
nutritional status of the cel1 '

phases

'

growth rate '

and

the

pHisapotent¡nodifierofhyperthernicsusceptibilityinavariety
occurs over a wide
of ce]lu}ar systens. At 37oc, ceI] proliferation
ce]]s in culture; however'
range of pH in nany normaf and transformed
pH changes (Kin 1984) '
cells under hyperthermia are sensitive to
Severalquantitativeinvitrostudieshaveshownthatanextracellu]ar
pHbelow?.0duringheatingresultsinanarkedJ.yreducedviabi]ityof
thece]]s(OvergaardandNielsenlgso).Thisobservationisimportant
lower their
in view of the fact that nany transformed and tumour celLs
and inpairment of
environmental pH due to inCreased aerobic glycolysis
exchangeofmetabo]icproducts.BycomparingdifferentdataitSeems

thattheeffectofreducedpHisdirect;butindirecteffectssuchasa
danage and/or
reduced capacity to accumulate sublethal hyperthermic
have also
lowering of the level at which thermal resistance occurs

a

been

attributedtoaneffectofreducedpH(OvergaardandNielsenlgS0).
Basedonu]trastructuralobservationsithasbeenshownthatreducedpH
prinarily accelerates a lysosomal destruction of malignant celLs

(Overgaardlg??);thisnayinvoLveproteases'ReducedpHmayalso
involveothernechanismsthathavetargetsinthenucleusorce].I
It is not clear whether it is
menbrane (Gerweck 7977)

the

.ll!t
¡:tr:,
ii,r:l:
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extrace]lu]arorintracellularpHthatisinportantÍnthepHeffect.
Atleastonestudyshowsthatintracellu]arpHisimportantforheat
sensitivity(Haveman1978),whifeanotherstudysuggeststhatthe
danage (Dickson and
intracellular pH is unrelated to the hyperthernic
in addition
19?6). FinalIy, several studies have indicated that'
oswald

totheeffectsofpHonthehyperthernicresponse,hyperthermiaalso
al 1980; l{ike-Hooley et al 1984)'
Iowers pH of tumour cells (Bicher et
of tunours that occur
This nay be due to increased lactÍc acid content
immediately after

hyperthernia (Song et al

hyperthermia-induced changes
43oC

1982)

'

However,

in tunour pH occur only at temperatures of

or higher (Wike-Hoo]ey et al

1984)

'

Theeffectofhypoxiaonthehyperthermicresponsehasalsobeen
This is of
studied in several systems (Overgaard and Nielsen 1980) '
interestprimarilybecausehypoxiaisatypica]conditionofsolid
and show
tumours and because hypoxic cells are radioresistant
resistance to certain cytotoxic

agents

'

Acute hYPoxia

some

does

significant]yinfluenceheatsensitivity(Gerwecketa]1974)'
(Gerweck
chronic hypoxia does confer heat sensitiviîy on cells
Burlettlg?S).Unfortunately,thevalidityoftheseobservations
Iimited by the fact that the technique by which chronic hypoxia
attained nay alter other parameters such as pH (Gerweck et al 1981) '

not
but
and

is
was

Thesensitivityofplateau-phasecel]stohyperthermiamaybeboth
depending on
more resistant than similar exponentially growing celIs,
the cell line and the technique used to obtain the pì'ateau-phase culture
At least sone of the heat sensitÍvity
(Overgaard and NÍelsen 1980) '

observedincasesofunfedplateau-phasecellsmaybeduetoan

::tll:
'1.:i:l
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acidity and to lack of sufficient nutrition (Hahn 1974).
Heat sensitivity of nanmalian cells is ce11 cycle-dependent

increased

(Gerweck

rnore

et al 7974).

SeveraJ.

reports show that cells ín Gt phase are

heat reslstant than cells in S phase (Raaphorst and

A'zzam 1983) '

of cells in G, probabJ.y accounts for the increase in
heat resistance of plateau phase cells (Raaphorst et al. 1978). Heat
induces resting cels to enter S phase, but progression through the cycle

The accumulation

is much slower, resulting in a partial accumulation of cells in
cZ (Sapareto et al 1978; Kal et a1 1975).

Thermotolerance. Mammalian cells exposed to non lethal

(iiÍ)

show

a transient, non-heritable resistance to

further heat treatment. This

phenomenon, termed thermotolerance, has

doses

of heat subsequently

been reviewed

by Henle and Dethlefson (1978).

Two types

of thernaf

....;t'

¡:li
,a.:l

tolerance can be induced in mammalian cells:

low

temperature

thernotolerance which involves exposure.of cells at tenperatures below
43'C

for long, continuous periods;

and high temperature thermotoLerance

which is induced by fractionated heat treatments for short periods at

tenperatures of

43oC or higher (Kim

1984).

Low

temperature

thermotolerance develops during the heat treatment whereas high
temperature thernotolerance requires several hours

of incubation at

37"C

(after hyperthermic treatment) to develop. Hence, the interpretatÍon of
experimental results nust take

that is like]y to
There

is

into account the kind of

thermotolerance

develop.

sone evidence

that nornaf tissues

possess higher capacity

for low temperature thersìotolerance than transformed ceIl.s
and Nielsen

(Overgaard

1980). At least part of this differential thernotolerance
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nornal and transforned cells is due to environmental acidity,
hypoxia and insufficient nutrÍtion, all of which are conditions that

between

reduce the capacity

to resist hyperthermia

(Overgaard and Nielsen 1980).

It is 1fkely that transformed or tumour tissue have greater ability to
generate such conditions in their environnent than normaL tissues. The
of thermotolerance occurs faster in cells that are cycling than in
those that are not (Hall and Roizín-Towle 19S4). All of these factors
decay

might forn a rationale for supposÍng that a given heat treatnent may
produce more thernotolerance in normal tissues than in tumour or
transformed cells.

Heat shock proteins have been inplicated in the development of
thermotolerance (Schtesinger

et al 1982). Several lines of

including observations of a tenporal relationship between

HSP

evidence,

synthesis

and thermotolerance development, and protein synthesis inhibition
studies, have supported this role for HSPs. Whether or not HSPs are
involved in

the differential

of

effects

ther¡notolerance between normal and transformed

heat-sensitivity

or

cells is unknown. No

HSPs between normal and

qualitative or quantitative difference in

lr,:i r":
:.:ìììr;i

,,:rì::i
r

transformed cells have been reported'

correlate specific

HSP

Such studies should also

patterns rryith the thernosensitivity that is

associated with the transformed

state.

The investigators who have noted

that can be correlated with
thermotolerance (Li 1984; Velazquez and Lindquist 1984) did not do
conparative studles between normal and transformed ceIls. Hence the
quantitative differences in

role of

HSPs

in thermotolerance

HSP?Q

remains speculatÍve.

Thernotolerange Can be prevented,

or it

Can be overcome

after it

.r1 .'lì

il l: :rì
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of cells to 0"C, low pH, or addÍtion of polyamines
(Gerner et aI 1980a). The effect of polyamines is especially
in transformed
Ínteresting since polyamine levels frequently increase

develops by exposure

and tumour
polyamines

cells (Scalabrino and FerÍoli 1982a; 1982b). Addition of
to cells increases the perneability of the cells resultÍng Ín

of the polyamines, which then stimul.ates cells into
cycling phase (Gerner and Russe]l 7977; Fuller et al 7977\; cycling
Íncreased uptake

cells are less thermotolerant than non-cycling celIs (Hall and
Roizin-Towle 1934). Polyamines also interact with cholesterol with an
overall effect of weakening the celL menbrane (Gerner et al 1980a) '
0ther ne¡nbrane components may also be involved.
(b)

Sens

i

t

Transformed

A differential effect on tunour cells relative to normal cells is

the basis for the use of any antineoplastic agent. In the case of
hyperthermia, this differential nay be widened by nanipulation of the
faetors known to affect ther¡nal sensitivity and,/or thermotolerance.
Studies show that transformed cells fall

sensitivity,

42"C

-

43oC, and 45oC

The lower temperature zone

-

into two zones of thernal

50oC (Dickson and Calderwood 1980).

affects thernal sensitivity by the effect of

heat on cell metabolis¡n: there is evidence for stinulatory effect of

heat, and tumour cells are affected more than nornal cells (Dickson
,Calderwood

1980; Deffie and LeJohn 1984). The higher

and

temperature

range, oD the other hand, sensitises cells by direct heat-induced

to celIular structure and function: there is irreversible
inhibÍtion of netabolic processes; although tunour cells are inhibited

,danages

:itìl.

lll
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::l
,l

rnore

rapÍdly than nornal ceÌls, considerable

damage

is done to nornal

Above 44"C, the
cells too (Dickson and Calderwood 1980) .
time/temperature relationships for normal and tunour cells progressively
converge and

(i

)

at

46"C theY fuse.

Correlation Between Thernosensitivity and

Mafignancy.

Differences in heat sensitivity between normal and tumour cells

have

now. Giovanella et aI (1980)

have

been recorded

for severaL

decades

critically reviewed the studies that correlate thermosensitivity
malignancy, pointing out artifacts and other linitations in sone of
studies.

and

the

Most of the early studies were not designed to allow

quantitative estimation of the effects of heating.

Some

studies

used

unreliable nethods for deternining cell viability after hyperthernia,
while in sone studies there were inaccurate or unreliable definitions of
transformation and tumorigenicity.

In spite of these linitations,

Giovanella et al (1980) conclude that "the acquisition of increased

thermosensitivity by a normal cell is Linked and probably caused by

of the early steps on the
(ii)

RatÍonaLe

for

way

Use

of the strong correlation
state,

and because

one

to malignant transformation".

of

Hvperthermia

in

Cancer

Therapv.

between thermosensitivity and

Because

the nalignant

the factors ¡chich increase thermosensitivity are more

likely to be present in malignant tissues than in normaf tissue, it is
to consider hyperthernia as a cancer treatment modality.
Clinical trials of thermotherapy have been reported (Jain and Gullino
reasonable

1980; Lowenthal 1984; Kin 1984).
Heat has

certain basic biological effects which make it favourable

for its use in cancer treatment (Hall and Roizin-Towle 1984).

One of
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these effects is that heat acts synergistically with other cancer
therapeutic agents such as radiation therapy and chemotherapy (Kim 1984;

BulI 1934). Data from cell culture studies have provided quantitative
infor¡nation that may be useful in the therapeutic approach to
combination hyperther¡nia and
above 41oC enhances

radiation. Heat treatment at

temperatures

radiosensitisation of cultured nanmalian cells,

and

the degree of radiosensitisation is proportional to the temperature
change (Kim 1984). Heat-induced radiosensitisation is not due to
enhanced

Roti

radiation

1979).

danage by heat

but to repair inhibition (Warters

and

One Ímportant observation relevant to combination

hyperthernia and radiation is that cells which are radioresistant are

the ones which are most thermosensitive: these are nutritionally
deficient, hypoxÍc, and low-pH cells
that

(Enami

escape radiotherapy are more J.ike1y
Gray

et al (1953) first

showed

et al 1984).

Hence

cells

to be killed by heat.

that hypoxic cells are usually three

times more resistant to X-rays than are oxygenated ceLls. The ratio
between

the radÍoresistance of hypoxic cells and oxic cells is known as

oxygen enhancement ratio
(Robinson

et al 7974;

Kim

(OER);

hyperthermia acts to reduce

et at 1983). Since heat also sensitises

nornal tissues when combined with X-irradiation (Stewart and

OER

many

Denekamp

1978), it, therefore, becones essential to be able to assess the thermal

sensitisation in both the tumour and normaL tissue in order to evaluate
the therapeutic gain. To evaluate the therapeutic gain, two paraneters
are enployed (Kin 1984):
Thermal
Enhancement

Ratio

(TER)

Dose required
Dose

to give a specified level of
damase without heat
same level of danage

to give the

with heat

:îN
l:l:i::l::: ;
:
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TheraPeutic
Gain Factor

of tumour
of normal tissue

TER
TER

(TGF )

A hieh value of TER is an indication of the effectiveness of
hyperthermia in sensitisÍng cells to radiation damage. Similarly, the
higher the vaLue of TGF the greater the therapeutic value of the
hyperthernic treatnent, that
sensitivity

between transforned and untransformed

The available

widely.
of

the greater the differential

is,

cells to

lÍterature on TER of tumours shows that

The magnÍtudes

of

combined therapy, and

TER may depend on

hyperthermia.

TER

values vary

the tenperature,

sequence

type of tumour treated. Sometines the

TER

of

nornal tissue is equally enhanced as the tumour, so that the TGF is

either very low or marginal (Kim 1984)

'

Heat also increases the effectiveness of many chemotherapeutic

agents. Heat-drug tine
compound

sequence nay

partially dictate

how

the chenical

affects the cell due to evocation of thernal toLerance,

changes
1,,:::

in cellular netabolism, cell menbrane perneability or membrane transport
activities (Butl 1934). Some of the most sophisticated work on the
interaction between heat and chemotherapy are in vitro experinents, yet

an important Limitation or working with drugs in vitro is that
drugs interact with glass

of plastic thereby changing their effect

sorne

(Hahn

1980). Additional limitations of heat-drug studies in general are that
the solvents of certain drugs such as ethanol may be cytotoxic with
elicit thernal tolerance by inducing synthesis of heat
shock proteÍns; drugs may also be unstable and decay rapidly with heat

heat, or they

may

(Bull 1994). Hahn (19S2) describes four classificatÍons of che¡nical
agents by their interaction with heat: (1) Chemotherapeutic agents that

i:r,li

ìt.::l

.i.l

T2T

a linear increase in cytotoxicity with increasÍng temperature.
(2) Drugs that do not exhibit a
Examples are the alkylating agents '

undergo

linear increase in cytotoxicity with heat but show a threshold
tenperature effeCt, e.g. adriamyCin, bleonycin and actinomycin D. In
vivo these agents exhibit little change in cytotoxicity above 37"C until
a threshold of
Drugs

42"C

to

interaction occurs.

43"C when a synergistic

that have no cytotoxicity at 37"C but that

become

hÍgher temperatures, e.g. cysteamine and anphotericin B'

I
l

cytotoxic at
These drugs

This group of

are referred to as hyperthernic sensitisers (Ki¡n 1984) '
a

(3)

drugs is particularJ.y interesting since, in principle, it

poses

no

.:.:

to surrounding normal tÍssue if the heat treatnent is localised
(4) Drugs that have no change in
strictly to the tunour tissue.

danger

cytotoxic effect

between 37oC and 45"C, e.g.

nethotrexate, vincristine.
own

Each

5-fluorouracil,

of these drug categories

may have

their

speciaf usefulness depending on the tumour system and the method of

heat deLivery to the tunour tissue.

In discussing the interaction of heat and chemotherapy the

concept

of a therapeutic index is of basic importance. Another concern is
whether the hyperthernic treatment has any carcinogenic effect. This is
inportant in view of the fact that other
(principatly

limited

1981

;

chernotherapy and radiotherapy) are

number

Carcinogenic

modes

of cançer

often carcinogenic.

of studies show that hyperthermia by itself

for temperatures

therapy

is

between 40oC and 45oC (Raaphorst

HaLI and Roizin-Towle

1984 )

.

The

not

et al

This does not exclude

the

possibility that heat may act as a cocarcinoge{r. Indeed there is
controversy concerning the carcinogenic potential of combined heat and

l-22

x-ray treatnents: Harisiadis et al (1980) reported that hyperthernia
whereas Raaphorst and
reduced the incidence of transfor¡nation by X-rays,
the incidence of X-ray induced
Azzan (19g2) reported that heat increased

transformation. This difference may be related to the different
transfor¡ned celIs used or to the different protocols of hyperthernia and
X-ray appLications used in these two studies

'

of hyperthermia in the treatment of cancers
certainly need more investigation. An area that is relatively
unexplored is studies of the effects of heat on cellular nretabolic
The therapeutic value

activitÍes that control the transformed phenotype. The question to
does heat promote or reduce the tumorigenicity of
answer is this:
cells?

1::
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GENEÎIC ASPECTS OF ONCOGENESIS

8.

Studies on the genetic aspects of tumorigenesis and CeII
transformation have been done largely by employing in vitro cell
hybridísation techniques, retroviral and cellular

DNA

transfection,

and

analysis of the hereditary cancers. The studies have shown that

a

genetic basis exists with cancers induced by viruses, Chemicafs,

and

physical agents as well as the poorly-defined spontaneous tumours.

The

nature of the genetic change is not clearì.y understood but current

ll.ìirl.
I

evidence indicates that onçogenesis is a result of either the
activation/addition of new functional genes or the inactivation,/Ioss of
previously funCtional genes or gene products. It has been possible to
show

that nore than one genetic locus is involved in the process. Also,

it has been shown that the transformed or tumour cell

phenotype can

be

expressed in a dominant or recessive fashion, depending on the

etiological agent and the genetic

mechanism involved

in the genesis of

the neoplasia.

A.

Analysis of Transformation and Tumorigenesis by Cell Hybridisation
Cell. hybridisation techniques have proven

to be powerful

techniques

in the genetic analysis of neoplasia. Barski et al (1961) showed for
the first tine that somatic ceLls can hybridise spontaneously in vitro.
Foltowing that, investigators showed that tIV light-inactivated Sendai

virus increased the hybrÍdisation frequency and that the fused cells
were viable and capable of celL divisÍon (Okada and Tadokoro

1962;

Harris and Watkins 1965). Subsequent studies have led to the discovery

of

new fusogenÍc agents such as polyethylene

glycol (Pontecorvo

1975) '

ì:

Ii

ti,:

l.i.ì.

t'

:ìl:
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development

of

numerous

selective systens for hybrid cells

(Kusano

et al

1921), and production and characterisation of a large collection of
different mutant somatic cells (Siminovitch 1976) '

In order to understand the molecular events that result in the
change of nornal. cells into transforned or tumorigenic cells, it is
essential to determine whether the neoplastic phenotype is expressed

as

a domÍnant or recessive traÍt in animal cells. A dominant expression of

the neoplastic state in cell hybrids impJ.ies that the neoplastic
phenotype results from an acquisition or activation of new genetic
material, whereas a recessive expression implies loss or inactivation of

Cell hybridisation studies have also

genetic material.

infornation regarding the role of specific
nu¡nber

chromosomes,

the

provided
minimun

of genetic loci involved, species-specificity, and the roLe of

the cytoplasm in the regulation of the neoplastic phenotype.

(a)

Dominance and

(i)

Recessivity of Transformation and Tumorigenicity

Intraspecies and Interspecies CeIL Hybrids. The use of intra-

and interspecies hybrids between normal and neoplastic cells
contributed valuable information about the genetic control of

ceLl

transfornation and tumorigenicity (reviewed by Ozer and Jha 7977;

Croce

1980; Sabin 1981; Stanbridge et al 1982; MiLler and Miller
The studies by

al

1971) provÍded

has

1983).

Harris and coworkers (Harris et al 1969; Bregula et

the initial

evidence

for suppression of nalignancy

by

cell fusion. Their studies involved a series of intraspecies hybrids
derÍved from the A9 mouse fibroblast Iine and each of three hiehty

malignant ascites tumours of

mice.

A similar suppression of

tumorigenicity has been observed for interspecies hybrids between cells

ll:,:.;
.:],':]
::':i;:
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of different

manmalian species such

Harris tg77),

mouse

Thompson

X

human (Jonasson and

1977), or mouse X hamster
the

evidence that the tumorigenicity of many types of tumour cells

1s

suppressed

t)

mouse

1979). Miller and Miller (1983) have reviewed

(Howelt and Sager

:':

X rat (Lyons and

as

in ce11 hybrÍds formed with non-tumorigenic cells;

this

includes tumours that originate from various tissues (sarcona,
carçinona, melanona, lynphoma, teratocarcinoma) and that are initÍated

::.:.'i

ll::ì

ìììì

by different carcinogens (spontaneous, chemical, viral, physical,
chronosone-

or DNA-mediated)

and

'

There is considerable evidence also that tumorigenicity can
expressed as

a dominant trait in ceLl hybrids (Ozer and Jha 7977;

1980). Initial reports for this

came

be

Croce

fron studies with intraspecies

hybrids (Barski et al 1961; Scarletta and Ephrussi 1965). A major

criticism of these early studies, however, is that the "non-tumorigenic"
parental lines used were not proven to be normal. More recent data that
suggest dominance of tumorigenicity comes fron intraspecies
hybridomas (Giacomoni
found

mouse

1979). ALl hybridomas tested in this cross

to be tunorigenic in

syngeneic and,/or nude

nice,

involved two normal B cells and one myeloma cell.

were

even hybrids that

Intraspecies hybrids

involving hunan cells have also been found to express tumorigenicity
dominantly (Croce et al 1979). Dominance is aLso expressed in

some

interspecies hybrids (Yoshida 7972), particuJ.arly those involving
SV40-transformed

cetts

The expression

(Croce

1980; Stanbridge et aI

of in vitro transfornation

1932).

phenotypes

in intra-

and

interspecies hybrids have shown both doninance and recessivity depending
on the hybrid systen. As a general rule, the transformation phenotypes

126

of

spontaneously transforned celLs behave recessively

Ín hybrids

forned

r*ith nornal partners (MarshalI and Dave 1978; Szpirer and Szpirer
1gS0), whereas the transforned properties of DNA virus-transforned cells
are often expressed in hybrid cells (Ozer and Jha 7977; Howell and
Sager 19?9). The situation with che¡nically and physically-transforned

In some hybrid systens
cells is less clear (Jha et al 1978).
tumorigenicity behaves recessively while transformation is expressed
dominantly (Stanbridge and Wilkinson 1978), thus suggesting that
regulation of transformation and tumorigenicity are under different
controLs.
The use

of cell hybrids in the genetic analysis of tumorigenicity

and transformation depends on severaL conditions. An inportant
condition is that the outcone of many studies is limited by the
chromosomal

In general, intraspecies

instabiJ.ity of hybrid cells.

hybrids, especially those with human cells, are more karyotypically
stable than interspecies hybrids (Ephrussi 7972; Stanbridge et aI

:l'::ì:

:ì

1982). However, the use of intraspecies hybrids is li¡nited by the fact
that it

is difficult

chromosomes.

to determine the parental origin of

the

In interspecies hybrids, on the other hand, there

several nethods of distinguishing between

chromosomes

parents. In this hybrid system, preferential loss of

of the

are
two

chronosomes from

one of the parents is conmonly observed. Generally, hybrids between
hunan

cells and rodent cells lose hunan

chrornosones

unidirectionally

(t{eiss and Green 1967); one exception to this rul.e is found in the

hybrids of HT1080 human fibrosarcoma cells and primary rodent cells
which segregate mouse chromosones (CroCe 1976; D'Ancona and

Croce

ii

ì,1'

:rì,
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rodent species nay segregate
1g?g). Hybrids between cells of different
both parental genomes, or they may preferentially lose
chromoso¡res from

of eíther of the two parents, depending on the Cell types
states (croce 1980). The rate of loss of
used and their differentiated
¡nay not be constant throughout the history of the
cbromosones

chronosones

reports of the
cultivation of the cell hybrids (croce 1980). These
indicate the need for caution in
chro¡nosonal Ínstability of hybrid cel1s
of hybrid clones at a
assessing results based on only a ]imited number
single time in their passage history'

(ii)KaryotypicAnatysisofCellHybrids'Theusefu]nessof
hybrids depends on how fast and to what extent the hybrids segregate
their

chromosomes. For most purposes, the most useful hybrids are those

that undergo a gradual loss of chromosones in a fairly predictable
noted an
manner (Mi11er and Miller 19s3). Harris et al (1969) first
assoCiation between Chromoso¡ne ]oss and the re-emergenge of neoplastiC
phenotypic characteristics in hybrids in which tumorigenicity úras
initiaLly suppressed. This has been confirmed with several other hybrid

(Miller and MilIer 1983). A major area of interest in the
genetic analysis of tumorigenicity and transformation is to be able to
systems

show whether

or not specific

chromosomal

loss is assoCiated with

the

For this
of neoplastic segregants in hybrid celIs '
purpose, interspecific hybrids are of greater practical value than
intraspecific hybrids since in the latter case it is difficult to

re-emergence

ascertain the parental origin of specific chromosones.

cells as the nontumorigenic parent,
of tumorigeniCity requires the specific loss of chromosome

In hybrid systens with
re-emergence

mouse

128

4 of the nornal parent, although both copies of nornal 4 need not be
Furthermore, the number of copies of
lost (Evans et al 1982 ) .
4 from the neoplastic parent has a reciprocal effect,

chromosome

enhancing tumorigenicity (Evans
chromosone

et al. 1982). The effect of

4 in suppressing tumorigenicity has been observed for hybrids

involving many kinds of tumors (carcinoma, teratocarcinoma,
lymphoma and melanona)

Hence

a

normal

common

of mice (Schaefer et al 1981;

Evans

sarcoma,

et al

1982).

genetic lesion of tumors of mice appears to be associated

with gene(s) on chromosone

4.

Sinilar studÍes with Chinese hamster

cells indicate that the Chinese hamster chromosome 3 carried

gene(s)

that support malignancy (Bloch-Shtacher and Sachs 7977).
The situation with human ceIIs seems to be slightly different.
Klinger and his associates (Klinger et aI 1978; Klinger and
have indicated

that no single

human chromosome appears

to greatly affect

tumorigenicity in celL hybrids, but certain conbinations of
from the normal human

Shows 1979)

chro¡nosomes

cell are capable of suppressing tunorigenicity of

hybrids. The nost effective suppressor conbinations are normal
chromosones

11 and 13, or 11 and 77; also,

chromosomes

human

9 and 77 in

combination were a good suppressor. Other ¡ninor suppressor combinations

have also been reported (Stanbridge
suggest

for a

et al 1982).

that at least two nutations on separate
human

accounts

These observations

chromosones

are required

cell to undergo nalignant transformation, and probably

for observations that

human

cells are difficult to transforn in

vitro (DiPaolo 1983). This is also an indirect support for multistage
carcinogenesis.

(b)

Complenentation Analvsis

of the Neoplastic

Phenotype

l-29

Hybrids between two neoplastic

cell lines have been

used

to

examine

the guestion of whether a single genetic locus or multiple loci are
involved in the expression of tunorigenicity. If a single, comnon
genetic locus is responsible for all malignancies, then the hybrid wilt
be tumorigenic no matter which combinations of cells are used. But if
nore than one locus is involved, then complenentation between different

nalignant cells will result in a nontunorigenic hybrid. In principle,

this kind of conplementation analysis should define, from the number of
conplementation groups, the number of separate genetic defects which can
lead to the expression of tumorigenicity.
Experiments

19?3;

by Harris and coworkers (Harris 1977; Weiner et al

1974) using

a

number

of intraspecific

nouse

hybrids,

showed

that

malignant x malignant crosses resulted in hybrids that retained their

tunorigenicity, suggesting that a single genetic locus is responsible

for the tumorigenic phenotype of nouse cells.
studies,

some

of the tumorigenic cell lines

and the hybrid clones exhibited a high

However, in these

used were virus-transformed

level of

chronosomal

instability,

both of which are conditions that may influence the regulatory control

of the tumorigenic

phenotype (Stanbridge

et al

1982).

ConpÌenentation has been observed in stable hybrids of

human

tumours of different somatic cel1 origins (reviewed by Sabin 1981;
Stanbridge

1983).

et al 1982), and in

Conplementation

carcino¡na-B

cell

lymphona

some

rodent systens (MiLler and MiIler

did not occur in carcinoma-carcinona and
hybrids; in the latter case, the fact that

the lynphoma cells contained EpsteÍn-Barr viral

genomes

nay

influenced the expression of tumorÍgenicity in the hybrids.

have

In

130

stable Carcinoma-sarcona and
contrast, Conplementation was observed in
These data are interpreted to mean that in
carcinona-melanoma hybrids.

cells there appears to be a fanily of genes controlling the
gene for each somatic
expression of tumorigenicity, possibly a distinct
that
cell type. This situation Ís analogous to the observation
different oncogenes are more or less effective at transforming different

hu¡nan

cell types (Bishop 1983;
(c)

Role of

Cooper and Lane 1984)'

oolasm in the

lation of TumorÍgenicit

By fusing cytoplasns derived from normal

or tunorigenic cel1s with

whole tunorigenic or nornal ceIls, Howell and sager ( 1973) found
of
evidence for a role of cytoplasmic factors in the partiaJ' suppression

but not in an experimentally produced SV40 mouse
tumour. Whether the differences in response are due to species
specificity or to differences in causative agents of tumorigenicÍty c¡as
Chinese hamster tumour

not reported. The results are difficutt to assess since several of the
hybrids whose tumorigenic potential was suppressed were nevertheless

to form tumours after variable periods of time (Howell and Sager
1978). Furtherrnore, Ziegler (19?8) found no evidence for a role of

found

cytoplasm

in the expression of malignancy

mouse narunary carcinoma

reguLation

B.

cell line.

when he used

a

spontaneous

Thus, the roLe of the cytoplasm in

of tumorigenicity is still unresolved'

Genetic Mechanis¡ns

in

Oncogenesis

The nature and function

of the genetic

change

in

neoplasms have

sought. The genetic study of oncogenesis involves two aspects:
genetiC abnormality in cancer cells, and genetiC predisposition to

been
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precise
cancer, These two aspects may converge to give a nore
understanding of the basic genetic defects that underlie transformation

of

normal

cells into cancer cells '

Studies on the genetic abnornaLities of cancer cells has focussed

both on gross chromosonal aberrations and on more subtle mutational
events in single genes. This has led to the suggestion of the existence

of a set of "Cancer genes" that nay be similar to, or identiCal with,
the oncogenes of cells and certain tunour viruses. It is postulated
that cancer may resuft fron the unregulated expression of "cancer
genes".

a study of the hereditary cancers, a second class of "cancer
genes" has been idenified. The normal form of these genes may suppress
From

the activity of

oncogenes and

"antioncogenes" (Knudson
,'antioncogenes" since

a

1983; 1985). Very little

knowledge

defectiveness rather than from

(a)
.

Chromosomal

have

is

known about

of their existence derives fron their

their activity.

Abnornalities in Transformed and Tumour CelIs

Most neoplastic

progress as

thus in effect constitute a class of

cells

show chronosomaL abnormalities which tend to

the cancer progresses

(Nowel1

7974; Ponder 1980).

These

practical value in cancer diagnosis, classification and prognosis,

but whether or not they play any role in the origin and development of

the cancer is a matter of controversy. The abnormalities are

not

entirely random, at least Ín haenatological malignancies, since certaÍn
chronosomes in hunan cells (reviewed by Ponder 19S0) or nouse cells
(reviewed by Míller

and MiIler 1983) seem to be involved in

rearrangenents, duplications or deletions nore often than would

be

t32
expected by chance.

Also, partlcufar abnornalities have been found nore

or less consistently in association with tumours of a partiCular type.
I particular forn of chronosomal abnornality which has attracted
interest Ís sister chromatid exchange (scE) (reviewed by t|iolff 1977).
SCE

provides a mechanism for ¡nutation or for gene duplication (Wolff et

al Lg77), and perhaps a mechanism for mitotic reconbination between
chromatids of honologous chronosomes (Wo]ff 7977). However, there are
inconsistencies about the role of SCEs Ín chromosomal aberrations as
mechanism

of oncogenesis. First,

SCEs and chromosomal

aberrations

a

do

not arise in parallel in response to exposure to chemicals or radiation
(ponder

1980). Second,

SCEs

do not correlate consistently with the

increased chronosomal abnornalities seen in Fanconi's anemia, Bloom's
syndrone and ataxia telangiectasia (WoIff 7977).

These are rare

inherited syndromes in which chromosomal instability, leading to
increased incidence of chronosomal rearrangements, is associated with
increased

risk of

neopJ.asms.

plasmacyto¡nas,

an

malignancy'

In the mouse, specific
for certain

an

In

chromosomal abnormafities have been observed
mouse

a duplication of

T-cell

and B-ceLl leukemias as

chronosome

well

as

15, resulting in cells with

three copies of that chromosome (trisomy 15), has been associated with
tumorigenÍcity (Mitler and MiIler 1983). Extra copies of
have also been observed

chro¡nosome 15

in transforned celL lines in vitro (Miller

and

MiLler 1933). In one study, it was found that the most striking
difference between the A9 celt line and a highly tumorigenic derivative

of it, A$HT, was an increase from four to six copies per cell of
chromosone

15 (AIlderdice et al 1973). Hybrids between neLanona ceIIs
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and diploid fibroblasts or lymphocytes show suppression of their
tumorigenicity, but tumours arise with those hybrids which show trisony
15 (Jonasson et al 1977). This is not si¡nply a rnatter of gene

dosage

since it Ís not the total number of chromosome 15 but the nunber derived

from the nalignant parent that is important.

In these studies,

tumorigenicity htas associated with trisomy 15 only when chronosome 4 of

the normal parent was si¡nltaneously absent from the hybrid (Miller

and

Milter 1983). It seens, therefore, that Ín the nouse, gene(s)
chronosome

15, when appropriately matched, enhances tumorigenicity,

whereas gene(s)
common,

on

specific

on chromosome 4 suppress tumorigenicity. other
chromosomal

trisomies have been reported in a variety

of tunours of mice (Miller and Mirler 1980) and
These multipJ.e

Iess

humans (ponder 19s0).

types of trisomies may reflect the effect of tissue

specificity in ¡nalignancies.

Some

tunours appear to have no chromosomal

aberrations (reviewed by Miller and Miller 1983).
chromosomal imbal.ances enhance

tumorigenicity by allowing

the

expression of mutant recessive genes (ohno 7974\ or they alter the
balance between genes concerned

with the expression and suppression of

the malignant phenotype (Bloch-Shtacher and Sachs t977; sachs
;ìi1l:i-ìilìii',ììlr.lËrì|]

i::,:jliìÌiì-li:lìlli.1

*\ñ.Ì!.t.{Èi
LìilÈsÌ.,sil::

19?9)

.

is evidence that polyploidisation and segregation of chronosomes
facilitates the transfor¡nation of fibroblasts by virus (McPherson 1970).
There

The

role of specÍfic chronosonal aberrations will

conplete
been

identification of

carried out.

genes carried by the

becorne

specific

clearer

when

chromosomes has
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Mo

Gene

A¡tplif ication

Gene

anplificatÍon is the

o:[ Oncogenesis
process whereby an increase

in the

number

of copies of a gene or other DNA sequence occurs under a variety of
circunstances. The concept that gene anplification relates to the
initiation and/or progression of cancer has been supported by evidence
from oncogene and cytogenetic studies as

well as from observations that

tumour pronoters stimulate SCE (reviewed by
The nechanism whereby gene

PaIl 1981;

Schimke 1984).

anplification occurs is believed to involve

large tanden duplications and unequal. sister chromatid exchange.
events have been demonstrated

Ín various genetic studies of

Both

oncogenesis

(Pall 1981). Since unequal crossing over is a rare event and each must
occur in a different ceLl cycle (Pall. 1981), the process requires
considerable ti¡re, thus providing an explanation for the long latency
period between exposure of cells to carcinogen and the appearance of the
transformed cel.l.

The oncogene evidence for gene amplification has been obtained

mainly by using DNA cloning, restriction mapping and southern blot

techniques. Transformed and tumour celt lines contain amptified
oncogenes, includÍng c-myc, c-K-ras and

c-abl

(Schimke 1984).

cytogenetic studies have shown that two types of

chromosomal

abnornaLities are found that represent amplified genes: homogeneously

staining regions (HSRs) and double ninute chromosones (DMs) (PaJ,1 1981;

lliller and Miller 19s3).

HSRs

and DMs occur in a wide variety of

neoplastic cells but are very rare fn non-neoplastic cells (Levan et al
197?)

.

multiple

Presunably, HSRs are genetically homogeneous, representÍng
tandem copies

of the sane

DNA sequence.

13s

The gene anplification model predicts that carcinogens and
pronoters act by stimulating both cell division and SCE. There are data
which show

that this might indeed be the case (Kinsella

and Radnan 1978;

pall 1931). Furthermore, although the correlation between SCEs and
chro¡nosomal abnornalities is inconsistent (l{olff 7977), there is at
least one report that Bloom's

syndrome

to cancer, have high frequencies of
Not aII elongated marker

nor is

gene

(Miller

and

Índividuals,

SCE (Chaganti

chromosomes

who

et al

are predisposed

1974)'

arise by gene amplification,

amplification always associated with a visible

MiIler 1983). Sinilarly, not every

malignancy

HSR

or

is Like]y to

be the result of gene amplification, especially those rryhich do not
HSRs

DMs

show

or DMs. Three specific categories of malignancies are unlikely to

be generated by this mechanism, unJ.ess additional features are assuned:

the nalignancies characterised by specific deletions or translocations
(Klein 1931); virus-induced transformation (Temin 1980); and

tumours

that are considered to be of nongenetic origin suCh as

the

teratocarcinomas (Mintz and Illmensee 1975).

(c)

of

DNA

Rearrangement Model

DNA

rearrangenent nay be defined as a change

Oncogenesis

the DNA sequence and nay be

accompJ.ished

in the linear order of
through deletion or

translocation of genetic naterial (Coffey 1983; Klein 1983).
possible role of

DNA rearrange¡nents

in cancer was initially

The

noted

by

Temin (1930) who suggested that known proviruses act similarly to
transposable elements and

that their location at specific sites in

the

night modify cellular expression and lead to cancer. Also,

host

genome

DNA

repair disorders that predipose to cancer manifest

chromosonal
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rearrangenents (CoffeY 1983) '

Specific chrornosonal translocatÍons have been reported for certain

kinds of cancers (Klein 1981). The nost connon are translocatÍons
associated with chronic granulocytiC Leukenia in humans, Burkitt's
lynphoma, and nurine plasnacytomas. Some of the rearrangenents involve

specific oncogene sequences, such as the translocatíons that result in
increased expression of c-myc genes (Row]ey 1982; KleÍn 1983), or
overexpression of other cellular oncogenes by juxtaposition to a
retrovirus pronoter with high expression efficiency
1e82 )

(Hayward

et al

.

The DNA rearrangement nodel

of

oncogenesis may be used

several aspects of the carcinogenic process. First,

to explain

DNA rearrangements

may be a continuing process and could be responsibJ.e for tumour
progression and tumour cell heterogeneity (Feinberg and Coffey 1982) '
Second, the high frequency

of transfornation of

sone manmalian ceLls on

to carcinogens might be explained by DNA rearrangement rather
than by point mutation (Cairns 1981). Third, reversal of DNA
translocation in the tumour ceIl may underlie the apparent reversibility

exposure

of

Canger in

several systems suCh as the

neurobl.astomas, Luçke's tumours, and

rearrangements could account

malignant

(d)

DNA

(i)

teratoCarCinonas,

plant galls; in these systems'

DNA

for the high frequency of reversal fron the

state (Coffey 1983).

Methylation as a Mechanism of Gene Control
Gene

Rezulation bv

DNA

Methylation.

Manmalian DNA

is ¡rodified

after replication by the enzymatic conversion of a few cytosines to
5-methylcytosine. A urethyltransferase enzyme transfers a nethyJ. group
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fro¡n S-adenosylnethionine (SAM) to the S-carbon

of cytosine.

SAM

serves

as the predoninant bioLogical methyL group donor (Cantoni
Irlethionine is the biosynthetic precursor of SAM (Bennett

1953).

Honocysteine, a key intermediate in

the pathways of

(Mangum

.

methionine

synthesis, can pronote growth in place of methionine (trletltlcy+

in cultured normal cells

1950 )

rnedium)

and North 1968); these cells are

terned nethionine-independent. 0n the other hand, cancer cell lines of

very different origins are methionine-dependent since they are unable,
show reduced

ability with respect to nornaL cells, to proliferate

when methionine

is replaced by homocysteine (reviewed by Hoffnan 1982;

or

1984). The prevalence of methionine

dependence

in cancer cell lines

suggests an inportant relationship between methionine and oncogenic

transformation. This relationship is further suggested by the fact that
cancer cells which revert from methionine dependence to methionine
independence

also revert toward nornalcy in

some

of their

transformed

properties (Hoffman et a1 1979), and by the observations that methionine
::a:

can serve as a chemoprotectant and prevent cancer in animals (Hoffnan

1984).

The biochemical basis

understood,
determines
1e82 )

of methionine

dependence

is not

completely

but the level of methionine synthetaSe is one factor that

the ability of cells to grow in

Met-Hcy+ medium

(Tautt et

a.I

.

Few

pieces of evidence are especially relevant at demonstrating the

relationship between

DNA

methylation and gene expression. First, there

Ís a correlation between undernethylation and the high level of
expression of a gene (Riges and Jones 1983). Similarly, cells with
hypermethylated DNA express

their

genes

at a lower rate than those with

l,,'

::'l
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hypomethylated DNA (Hoffnan
DNA

1984). The correlation

between

Ievels of

methylation and gene expression is strongest for the 5r flanklng

regions, which contain the pronoter or other control elenents of

DNA.

But in ¡tost Cases the coding regions and introns are also less
nethylated when the gene is being expressed' However, as proposed by
Razin and Riggs (1980), undermethylation

of

DNA

nay only be a necessary,

but not sufficient, condition for gene expression since other control
levels are also needed. Second, in vitro methylation of a gene reduces
the efficiency of activity of the gene both in vitro and in vivo
(poJ.lack et aI 1980). Third, inhibitÍon of methylation activates genes.
This has been achieved with several methylation inhibitors, using cells
or purified DNA from several mammalian species (Riee and Jones 1983) '

Fourth, 5-nethylcytosine affects protein-DNA interactions that control
transcription of genes (Razin and Riggs 1980). The proteins involved
may be

struCtural

(ii)

Chromosonaì

Altered

DNA

proteins or transcriptional

enzynes.

Methylation in Neoolastic Cells. Cancer cells

are often disrupted in their DNA methylation or in methionÍne
metabolism. A measure of the nethylation levels in neoplastic cell
lines

shows

transformed

that low levels of

DNA

or tumour cells (Riggs

methylation are seen in spontaneously
and Jones

1983; Hoffnan 1984)-

The

situatÍon with chemically - or virally - transformed cell lines is nore
complicated. There have been reports of both a decrease and an increase

in

DNA

nethylation of cells transformed by a virus or chemical (reviewed

by Riggs and Jones 1983; Hoffman

1984 )

.

In these instances, as in

others described earlier, the increased fevels of
acconpanied by decreased gene

activity.

DNA

nethylation

However, there

were

is at least

one
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report wherein Íncreased nethylation resulted in increased gene actÍvity
(Tanaka et al 1983). Hence, not only is Ít possÍble to have increased
methylation upon oncogenic transformation, but in sone instances
increased methylation of a gene nay lead to increased expression'

In a

number

of studies, the extent of

genes have been examined (reviewed
ongogenes C-myc,

hypomethylated

DNA

an

nethylation of specifÍc

by Hoffnan 1984). The celluLar

C-K-ras, and C-H-ras have all been found to

be

to normal cells (Feinberg

and

in tumours as

compared

Vogelstein 1983; Hoffnan 1984). It nay be of Ínterest to note that
c-myc and the c-ras oncogenes have almost all their CCGG and GCGC
sequences
(Capon

(the methylatable sequences) in the 5r regions of the

et al 1983).

The

fact that the

gene

sequences appear predomÍnantly in

the regions associated with regulation of the gene indicates a specific

role for rnethylation in silencing those oncogenes. It has been
suggested that the non-random overrepresentation of CG doublets in the
5'-regions of genes may be a property of nany genes (McClelland and
Ivarie 19g2). Other genes found to be undernethylated in cancer cells
conpared

to their normal counterparts are the a-feto-protein

gene (Vedel

1982).

The

former gene is not normally expressed in adult tissues but it

is

et al

19S3) and

the ribosonal

RNA

genes (Kunnath and Locker

frequently expressed in neoplastic celIs (Lawrence and Neville

7972

Alexander L972).

A variety of chemical carcinogens can directly reduce methylation

of

DNA segments

(Riegs and Jones 1933). These include 5-azacytidine'

various atkylating agents and polycyclic aro¡natic hydrocarbons.
Carcinogens which are reagents for sulphydryl groups can act directly on

"Tî
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(Drahovsky and Wacker 1975).
DNA nethyltransferases and inactivate then

ability of carcinogens to inhibit ¡nethylation might also be due to
steric hindrance, especially in the case of structurally bulky che¡nÍcals

The

(Pfohl-Leszkowicz

et a1 1982).

Two other potentially important properties influencing DNA
nethylatíon have been described, one a presumptive demethylase (Gjerset
and Martin 1982) and the other a protein which preferentially binds

heavity methylated DNA (Huang et al 1934). It is not known
these proteins change

Ín

whether

cancer.

There are two important predictions

of the DNA methylation nodel of

oncogenesis. First, it predicts that oncogenic transfornation nay

be

controlled by methionine. Second, if denethylation of DNA is an
important carcinogenic event, the possibility arises of rernethylating
DNA and reversing oncogenesis.

The conpound

1-Ê-D-arabino-

furanosylcytosine (AraC), which is often used in treatment of cancer
(Hoffman 1984), has been shown
p81S nouse mastocytoma

to increase the overafl methylation of

cells in culture from

3%

to

15%

nethylated (Boehn and Drahovsky 1982). Another approach

cancer cellS with S-nethylcytosine, but initial

of

cytosines

may be

to treat

reports in this

direction indicate that 5-methylcytosine is not incorporated into
human leukemia

(e)

Oncogene

cells

(Jekunen

et al

DNA

of

1983).

Activation

of the most fruitfuL investigations of the nature of the
genetic Changes that underlie carcinogenesis have ínvolved certain
One

critical
(Í)

genes

in retroviruses

and cel1s,

called

oncogenes'

Viral and CelluLar Oncogenes. In 1911,

Peyton

Rous i

solated

l
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RousSarcomavirus(RSV)asafilterab]eagentthatcouldproduce
(Rous 1911). Much later, the viral gene
sarcomas in inoculated chickens
for tunour induction by RSV was identified in the viral
responsible
genome

(Martin 1970);

subsequently a cellular honologue of the

(Hill
retroviral transforming gene was found in normal uninfected cells
observed that the
and Hillova 7972; SteheLin et al 19?6) and it was
(Spector 1978) '
cellular gene is conserved in aIl vertebrates examined
prior to the description of the viral and cellular oncogenes, Huebner
hypothesis, which
and Todaro (1969) had proposed the virogene-oncogene
postulated that normal cells contain sequences (oncogenes) homologous to

the replicative genes of retroviruses (virogenes)'
Viral oncogenes are designated v-oncs, the cellular counterparts

as

fron
c-oncs, and each of the viraL or cellular genes by terms derived

the names of the viruses in question. oncogenes identified by
transfeCtion haVe been knOwn VarioUsly aS "tunour geneS" ' "CellUlar
or nereÌy "oncogenes" (BiShOp 1983) '
proto-oncogene is used to denote the cellular progenitors of v-oncs
oncogenes", "transforming genes"

(Bishop

1981 )

.

Retroviruses can be classified into two groups: those that contain
1978;
oncogenes and those that do not (for reviews see Graf and Beug

et al 1932). The Comnon feature of oncogenesis by both groups
of viruses, however, is the activation of a c*onc gene. Although the
placed under
nechanisms are different, in both cases a cellular gene is

Hayward

the control of viral regulatory sequences and thus expressed
constitutively at high IeveIs. Considerable evidence now exists that
shows that v-oncs have arisen by transduction of cellular oncogenes

I42
(BlshoP 1983).

Three experlaental strategies have been used to enlarge the

repertolre of c-oncs and to inplicate the genes ln carcfnogenesis
(Bishop 1983) : transduction by retroviruses; insertlonal rutagenesis
by retroviruses; and DNA-nediated gene transfer. A description of the
CeI

lular ongogenes and their viral

counterparts that have

identified by these nethods is provided in several recent
1983; Astrin and Rothberg

(Bishop

been

reviews

Cooper and Lane 1984; Shih

1983;

and tr'eeks 1984 ) .

Bishop (1983) and Astrin and Rothberg (1983) have reviewed the
studies reporting the chronosomal locations of oncogenes in humans, mice
and chicken. Four main conclusions emerge from the studies. Fjrst,
c-oncs are widely dispersed among the chronosonal comple¡rent of

cells.

This is not peculiar wjth

examples

of related

genes¿

or of

oncogenes

hunatr

since there are previous

genes whose functions

are coordinately

induced, that are Iocated on different chromosomes (Hughes et al 1979).
SeCond,

in mice there is

genes encoding

c-abl) on

some evidence

of apparent synteny of three

tyrosine-specific protein kinases (c-src, c-fps,'fes,

chromosone

linkage betneen the

2.

However, there

genes.

and

is no evidence of functional

Third, the hunan chronosomes carrying

c-abl, c-fps/fes and c/s¡c each have at least

one

other locus with

the

louse chronosone carrying the same oncogene: adenylate kinase in the

case of c-abl (chronosome 2 in nice 20 in
dehydrogenase and þ-2

¡lcroglobulin in the

case

hunan);

sorb i to l

of c-fps/fes (Z in njce

and 15

in hunans); and inosine triphosphatase and adenosine deaminase

In the

case

of c-src (2 in nice, 20 in humans).

The importance

of

these

j.:.

'ì.]:
ìt,
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loci play any rore(s) in the
relationships wilr depend on whether these
the myc gene Ín humans has been localised on
oncogenic process. Fourth,
8 to band q24, the breakpoint in Burkitt lymphoma-type
present evidence,
translocatins (Dalla-Favera et al 1982). Based on
there Ís no indicatÍon that oncogenes are necessarify located on

chromosome

chromosones

that are identified in celr hybrid studies to play

regulatory roles in tumorÍgenesis'

that c-oncs are Involved in Neoplasns. Evidence for
the direct involvenent of c-oncs in cetl transfornation and
tumorigenesis has cone fron in vitro and in vivo studies, and from
(ii)

Evidence

biochemical analysis of cellular oncogenes of normaf and neoplastic
cel Is

'

Most of the in vitro evidenCe cones from studies involving
DNA-mediated gene transfer (transfection) (Bishop 1983). Using this
nethod, c-onc DNAs fron several types of tumours have been shown to be
effective at transforming several lines of ceIls, inCluding cells that

are stably

dÍploid

nultistep

and display the

chemically-induced transformation.

In contrast,

DNAs

pattern of

fron normal cells

do not transforn cells in transfection studies unless Certain
manipulations are done with then (Cooper 1982) '

of evidence that implicates c-oncs in neoplasia comes
fron observatÍons of ongogene expression in tumour tissues (Astrin and
Rothberg 1983; Bishop 1983; Cooper and Lane 1934). The augmentation
Another kind

of

c-myc expression

in Burkitt's

lymphoma

is the best studied

et al 1933), but the activation of other

oncogenes have

(Erikson

also

been

reported for other specÍfic tunours (cooper and Lane 1934) ' A different
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kind of in vÍvo evidence that implicates c-oncs in tumorigenesis comes
from work with avian leukosis viruses (ALV). ALVs are slowly
transforming retroviruses that do not contain oncogenes (l{eiss et al
1932), yet they induce B-cell lynphonas in chicken at high frequencies
(Cooper et al 1978).

Tunorigenesis is affected when viral

DNA

integrates in the vicinity of a c-onc (Hayward et al 1981).

The

insertions of viral

DNA

can occur in different orientations and at

different positions with respect to the c-onc gene that is activated
(Bishop 1983).

The

nultistep nature of oncogenesis has been viewed from several

perspectives, such as the independent roles of initiating and promoting

agents (Colì.ins et al 1980), the need for multiple mutations Ín

a

somatic cell before a tumour arises (Moolgavkar et al 1981), and the

increnental progression of a cell towards a nalignant phenotype (Farber
and Cameron
terms

1980). Multistep oncogenesis can

of c-oncs (Bishop 1983;

Cooper and Lane

now

also be explained in

1984). In several types

of neoplasias at least two different c-oncs are reproducibly actÍvated;
this has also

been shown by transfection assays (Cooper and Lane 1984).

Experimental data suggest

the initiation stage

that c-nyc activation is probably required at

(Cooper and Lane

1984; Macara 1985); a few other

c-oncs also seem to be required during the early stage. 0n the other
hand, other c-oncs such as
i::

ì,1

(Cooper and Lane

1984;

ras, Blyn 1, etc.

Macara

1985). NIH

seem

to act at later

3T3

celIs, an immortalised

cell line, ís frequently used in transfection assays.

These

stages

cells

are

,.,:

r:ì

sensitive to transfornation by some oncogenes while they

remain

insensitive to others. It has been suggested that those c-oncs which

do

I4s

not Índuce transfornation of NIH 3T3 cells may be involved in early
stages of neoplasia and those c-oncs that transforn NIH 3T3 cells are
involved in the progression stages (Cooper and Lane 1984). The
inplication of two distinct genes in oncogenesis suggests that the
dosage and qualítative theories might be reconciled:
expression

of an otherwise

nor¡nal

cellular

oncogene

enhanced

(for example, c-myc)

initiates tumorigenesis, whereas a subsequent qualitative
second oncogene (for exanple, c-ras) would provide a

in

change

a

maintenance

function, as appears to be the case with nany neoplasia (reviewed by
Bishop

1983;

(iii)

Cooper and Lane 1984).

Modes

of Activation of CeLlular Oncogenes. Activation of

c-oncs follows two najor mechanisms (Bishop

1983).

The

first involves

qualitative change (mutation) to the c-onc gene(s) such that

a

the

function(s) of the gene product are aLtered. The mutation can be in the

forn of point mutations, recombÍnations, defetions, or insertions
and Weeks

1984).

The second mechanisn involves

quantitative (or

(Shih

dosage)

changes. Excessive expression of a normal c-onc might convert cells to

the neoplastic state

The two mechanisms probably

operate

sinultaneously in a single neoplash, and a single moJecular event

result in changes involving both nechanisns. There are

can

experimental

evidence and counterevÍdence for both types of nechanisms (Bishop
1983; Astrin and Rothbere 1983).

Point ¡nutations induced in . oncqgenesis could be cis- or
trans-acting. Mutations within or adjacent to an oncogene night alter
the function of the c-onc or nake it resistant to negative

reguJ.ators.

This kÍnd of quaJ.itative mechanÍsm of activation has been demonstrated
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for the c-ras genes (shih and Íleeks 1984; cooper and Lane 19s4). DNA
sequencÍng of c-H-ras gene has shown that the whole DNA sequence is
identical for nornaL and tumour genes except for a single nucleotide
change fron G to T at the codon specÍfying the 12th amino acid of the
protein. This results Ín the substitution of vaLine for gtycine at
the 12th anÍno acid residue (Taparowsky et al 1982; Tabin et al.1982).

p21

Other nutations have been reported in the c-ras gene from different
tunours, and in other c-onc genes (Shih and Weeks 19g4; Cooper and Lane

1984). Point nutations could also occur in regulatory genes thereby
destroying theÍr activity and releasing c-oncs from their control.
Ioci could be the "antioncogenes" discussed by Knudson
(1983; 1985). This would result in a quantitative overexpression of

These regulatory

the oncogene. This kind of genetic lesion would be expressed in a
recessive manner in cell hybrid systems and it will not be detected by
transfection studies. The prevalence of point mutations in

neoplasms

reinforces the speculation that cancer might be a molecular disease
(Wierenga and

cell

I{oI 1983) akin to other molecular diseases such as sickle

anemia.

Rearrangenents

of

DNA have

also gained popularity as a potentiaì

driving force in carcinogenesis (Cairns 1981 ) . The resulting

danage to

could affect oncogene expression in a manner simjlar to that
outlined for point nutation. Alternatively, rearrangements of DNA could

DNA

bring silent oncogenes under the influence of active promoters of
transcription (KJ.ein 19s1). This is what occurs in the myc or mos gene
activation Ín Burkitt's lynphoma (Rowley 1982; Rechavi et al 1932).
Another transcriptional promoter that can enhance the expression of

:,..i]

ì::
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c-oncs is the long terninal repeats (LTRs) of retrovirus proviruses
(Varmus 1982). This activity accounts for the induction of c-myc

by up to 100-fold during the genesis of B-cel1 tumours by
infection with ALV. Sinilarly, various c-onc genes which do not
transform cells in their native states can be nade active by in vitro

expression

attachnent

(iv)

of

LTRs (reviewed by

Modes of

Astrin and Rothberg

1983).

Action of oncogenes. Almost aLl c-oncs act via

their protein products (Bishop 1983). Transcription and translation of
c-oncs are sinilar to those for other cellular genes. Protein products
for c-oncs act in three different biochemical roles: tyrosine kinase
activity; GDP/GTP binding; and nuclear effects (Bishop 1983; Shih and
Íleeks 1984; Macara 1985).

In addition, there is evidence that

different oncogenes act at different points on the pathway to
nalignanCy; some are active during the earIy, initiation stage, while
others are active during the progression phase (Heldin and

Westermark

1984; Macara 1985).
The c-src gene product typifies the tyrosine kinase class of
oncogene

products. The product of vertebrate c-src gene is a

60'000

dalton phosphoprotein (ppeOc-""c) (Brugge and Erikson 19?7; Collett et

al 1929). pp60c-src phosphorylates protein substrates on tyrosine
residues rather than the nore commonly phosphorylated sites (serine

and

threonine) of proteins (Hunter and Sefton 1980). 0ther c-onc proteins

that have tyrosine kinase activity include fes/fps, abl, yes, and

ros

(Shih and Weeks 1934). The properties and physiological regulation of

tyrosine protein kinases have been reviewed (Hunter 1982; Hunter and
Cooper

1983;

Cobb and Rosen

1984; Nelson and Branton 1984)

'

,.

ì.ì
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The proposition

that tyrosine kinase activity plays a key role Ín

the regulation of cell proliferatÍon is based largely on the observation

that

many

c-onc (and v-onc) proteins have tyrosine kinase activity (Shih

and f{eeks 1984), and

that neoplastic cells

have

several-fold increase in

tyrosine residue phosphorylation relative to normal cells (reviewed

by

In addition, retroviral mutants lacking

Hunter and CooPer 1984).

tyrosine kinase activity are transfornation defective (Anderson et al

1981). This apparent roLe of tyrosine kinase activity in oncogenesis
is, however, difficult to reconciLe with the following observations.
First, the phosphorylation stoichiometries of al I known in vivo
substrates are so low that a regulatory role is unlikely (Macara 1985).
Second,

non-proliferating cells can possess tyrosine kinase activity

as

high as those of rapidly proliferatÍng cells (Tuy et aI 1983). Third,
nany

of the in vivo substrates of the kinases that

have been

identified

are not of obvious regulatory significance (Macara 1985). Sometines the

functions of key growth regulatory proteins are independent of
phosphorylation on tyrosine.
autophosphorylation of

Fourth, the major sites of tyrosine

pp60c-src are apparently dispensable for

transforning activity in ceLl cúIture assays (Snyder et al 1983).

Fifth, a tenperature-sensitive mutant of
produces

RSV

has been

characterised; it

a ppoov-src that possess nornal tyrosine kinase activity

even

at the non-pernissive tenperature (41'C) at which the infected celLs are
not morphoJ.ogically transforned (Stoker et al 1984).

One approach for

determining the relevance of

tyrosine

phosphoryÌation in oncogenesis is to identify the substrates of the
kinases and the effects

of their phosphorylation in regulation of cell

-T-!'
..

.4.:

:,

t:

'*S.'iiì,'S11..:'rì.:r'
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growth. Several proteins, ranging in size fro¡n about 28,000 to 81,000
daJtons, have reportedly been identified to act as direct substrates of
c-onc protein kinases (reviewed by Houslay

1981; Hunter 1932). But the

physiological rol.es of ¡nost of these proteÍn substrates are not
hence

their role in

oncogenesis

is uncertain.

So

known,

far vinculin seems to

be the only protein substrate whose state of tyrosine phosphorylation
ì

appears

to be connected with transformation (reviewed by

Hynes 1982;

Hunter and CooPer 1983).

A different
advanced

mode

that

of action of

oncogene

oncogene

protein kinases has

been

19S5).

protein kinases regulate the turnover of

phosphatidylinositol (PI), either directìy (as PI kinase) or indirectly

(via tyrosine phosphorytation). PI metabolism, in association with

the

protein kinase C system, activate severaL aspects of cellular functions
(reviewed by Nishizuka 1984b; Macara 1985).

The c-ras genes each encode a protein with nolecul.ar weight of
about 21,000 (pz1c-ras) (Langbeheinr et

al 1980). p21c-ras proteins are

not tyrosine kinases. They specifically bind to guanine nucleotides
(GTP and GDP)

with high affinity (Bishop 1983; shih and weeks 1984).

Like the tyrosine kinases, the p21 proteins are also cytosolic proteins

or

p21 protein also

sometimes plasma membrane-associated.

autophosphoryJ.ating

ì, i
ti
ì
:: : :i:
r:ì. :
l: t. ::

by Macara and coworkers (Macara et al 1984; Macara

They postulate

,:t ,ìj

activity on serine residues (Shih et al

shows

1980) but

kinase activity for other protein substrates has been reported.

no

The

function of the ras proteins remains largety enigrnatic. Macara (198s)
has presented a nodel wherein he proposes

that the ras proteins act in

the progression stage of the oncogenic process.

::1,. ::
ir'
:

:tl,-t!!!
.:tìì
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c-nyc, c-myb, and c-fos are nuclear proteins (Shih and ltleeks 1984).
They seen

to play a direct role Ín the regulation of gene expression

(Heldin and Westermark 1984) since they are

19g5). It

seens

DNA

binding proteins (Macara

that this set of c-oncs represent the ultimate point of

action of other oncogene proteins and growth factors (MaCara 1985),

this

may

and

be the expJ.anation for the wide variety of neopJ.asias with

abnormal expression

of the

c-myc gene (Heldin and Wester¡nark 1984).

gncogenes probably regulate

action of growth factors.

an

cell growth in a manner sinilar to

the

Heldin and Westernark (1984) have reviewed

the data that Link different oncogenes to each of the levels of action

of growth factors.
similarity to

one

The c-sis protein in particular shows striking

of the polypeptide chains of the

PDGF

nolecule (Heldin

and Westernark 1984).

The functions of oncogenes in normal cellular processes is not

precisely known, but it

is believed that they play a role in

differentiation (reviewed by Bishop 1983; Astrin

and Rothberg 1983).

MATERIALS AND

METHODS
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MATERIALS

Manmalian

CelI Lines

cells were obtained from s. H. Goh. and the cHO cRz(ts) and
Thor Borgford' both of whon were graduate
CHg Rc cell lines from
of Manitoba' The cHo cR?(ts)
students at the Dept. of Microbiology, u.
cHO IIJT

isatenperature_sensitivenutantoftheCHoWTcel]lineandCHoR.is
(ceri and l/lrighlL l-977 i
a revertant clone of the cHO cR7 line
(HGPRT-) ce]l lines
wright er a1 :rg78.Mouse 882 (TK-) and hunan sK44?6
kindly donated by Dr. L. Donald, Human Genetics Division, Faculty
of litedicine, u. of Manitoba. Mouse 10Tk cell line, its H-ras oncogene
counterpart
transforned counterpart 1oTL ciras-2, and x-ray transformed

were

by Dr. J. Borsa, Atomic Energy Research
skin
Station, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada' The EI San (nornal hunan
diploid fibroblasts), 0n Ser (human HGPRT- skin diploid fibroblasts) '
tol|

I{DS-Rz, were supplied

andt.Jl-38(humanlungdiploidfibrob]asts)anditsSV40transformed
American Type
counterpart wI-38 VA13 cell lines were purchased from the
line
Cul.ture Collection, Rockville, Md', USA' On Ser-DMBA is a ceLl
isolated when on Ser was chemically transformed by us (Deffie and
LeJohn, 19g4) with 9,10-dimethyl-1,2-benzanthracene (5 ¡.relm]) according

to the procedure of chen and Heidelberger (1969). The mouse-human
hybrid celL clones were obtained by fusing 882 and sK4476 ceLLs with
polyethyJ.eneg]ycolaccordingtothemethodoriginal].ydeve]opedby
Pontecorvo (1975) and optinÍsed by Davidson and Gerald (1976)

'

r52
and Culture-wares
Growth Media. Sera,
GIBCO'
Alpha-níninal essential mediun (a-MEM) was obtained fron
nethionine' or phosphate were prepared
Canada. c¿-MEM lacking glutamine,

bynreaccordingtothemethodofStannerseta](1971).Othermedia
reguiringspecificsuppJ.ementswerepreparedbyaddingtheappropriate
anount of the supplements to standard ø-MEM'
and diatysed fetal
Mycoplasma tested and virus screened calf serun,
bovine serun were purchased from GIBCO' Canada'

culture ptates and tubes and other plastic-ware were obtained from
USA'
either Lux Scientific Corporation, Câ', USA' or Falcon' Ca"
Brockway

bottles were purchased from Brockway GIass

Co '

RadioisotoPes

Radioisotopes were obtained from the radiochemical companies

Nuclear. 32P-o"thophosphate (carrier-free)
obtained in dilute HC1 (pH 2-3). The specific activities of
radioisotopes used are reported in the appropriate "Methods"

Amersham and New England

was

the
and

"Resu1ts" sections.

lliscellaneous Materials

(a) AII chemicals and enzymes used were of analytical grade and
were purchased from one of the following comnercial sources: Sigma
chenical co., Difco Laboratories, calbiochem, J- T. Baker chemical co' '
Fisher Scientific, and Bio*rad

Co'

(b)Trypsinusedforce]ldetachmentwasobtainedfromSigma
chemical Co., st. Louis, Mo., usA, or from Difco Laboratories, Detroit'
Itlichigan,

USA.
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thin-layer
(c) PolyethyleneÍ¡nine (PEI) cellulose plastic-backed'
plates were from Brinkman Instruments

(Canada)

'

(d)KodakX-OmatRP4fi]mswereusedforautoradiography'
(e) Gelman glass fibre filters' types A-E' from Gelman Instrument
Co., Michigan,

USA'

(f) Observation of growth and morphology of the ceIls was

done

withordinarylightandphase_contrastmicroscopes.Photographsof
fitted wÍth a camera'
cells were taken with an ordinary light nicroscope

,:::ìlì,ì:ì,r'::li:-i!:,..:::.

:.1-l:.:i::i.:r:-1.r.:l¡äi.lrl$
;:..ì,i::it1i::Èì.ì!l:ilì

iil¡:¡,ç,U*
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METHODS

nrowth

of

Cel.

l

Lines

All cell lines were routineLy cultured in

Brockway

bottles at

37oC

incubator. Cells were subcultured on
reaching confluency, using 0.1% trypsin in phosphate buffered saLÍne to
detach then from the glass surface. The split ratios for the permanent
in a humidified

5% C02 atnosphere

cell lines varied whiLe a 1:4 ratio e¡as rigorously followed for all
primary cell lines. Primary cell lines were used between passage nunber
5-35

for all

exPeriments.

.:::

The growth medium used for culturing cells was alpha mininal

essential medium (o-MEM) (Stanners et al 1971) supplemented with
Calf serum; fetal bovine serum was used to culture human cel1 lines,
occasionally, other cell lines too. Penicillin and streptomycin were

at
Z.

60.6

mg/titer

10%

and
added

and 68.6 mg/1iter respectively.

Growth. 32P-orthophosphate Labelling, and Formic Acid Extraction of

CelIs for Analvsis of

HS3 During

Various Growth Conditions

LabeLling of cell.s with 32P-orthophosphate, identification

and

quantitation of acid soluble nucleotides and poJ.yphosphate

by

on PEI cellulose plates, foÌlowed

by

one-dimensional chromatography

autoradiography, have been described (Lewis

19?7;

Goh 1979)

et al 1976; Goh and LeJohn

.

Cells were grown to near nonolayer stage in Brockway bottles

as

described in section 1 of "Methods", and then trypsinised with

0.1%

trypsin for 3-5 minutes.

were

After trypsinisation, the cells

transferred into a pre-warmed growth medium. The cells were then plated

::];:,
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into

60

x

1b nm or 35

x

15

m¡n

plates and allowed to grow for 24 h before

use. For experiments involving the protease inhibitors TLCK and TAllE,
the cells were aÌlowed to grow for 48 h before use, in accordance with
by Schnebli (1975) that cell.s seeded for less than this
period of tine are very sensitive to the toxic effects of these protease
Ínhibitors. Permanent cell lines were used at densitÍes of 0'5 - 1.0 x
suggestions

106 celts/60 nn

primary
nm

plate and 0.2 - O.5 x

celI lines the cell densities

106 cells/3S mn
used were O'2

plate and 0.1 - O.2 x 106 cells/35

studies, the cells were first

washed

mm

plate.

plate,

- 0'5 x

whereas

for

106 cells/60

For 32p label.ling

twice with 5 ml of the appropriate
containing

pre-warrned medium. Pre-warmed incubation medium

7O7"

dialysed

fetal bovine serum (DFBS) was next added to each culture plate (3 ml for
60 mm plate, and 1 . 5 ml for 35 m]n plate ) together with
32P-orthophosphate (250

The cells were then incubated for
various times at 3ZoC or 42"C. The 32p labelling was terninated by

uci/nl ) '

aspirating the incubation medium, followed by a 5 ml wash with ice-cold

NaCl. Cetls were then rapidly frozen for 24 - 48 h after which
they were extracted for at least 30 min at 4"C with 1 M formic acid (200
Ul for 60 mn plates, 100 ¡rl for 35 mm plates)' The formic acid extract
0.9%

was centrifuged

to spin down cell debris

and the

clear ì.iquid

kept frozen at -2O"C or applied immediateLy to PEI plates
Chromatosraphv

of 32P-Labelled Formic Acid Extract

was either

'

From Manmalian

Cells

nícroliters of the formic acid extract was spotted on lithium
chloride-washed and methanol-drÍed PEI cellulose plates and developed
Ten

one-dimensionally with 1.5 M KH2P04 at

pH 3.65 by

ascending
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rìi::ji.

chromatographyuntilthesolventfrontreachedlScmfromtheorigin.
plates were dried and then
After chronatography' the PEI cellulose

exposedtofilmsfor24_4Shbeforedevelopnent.Theappropriate
Iabelledareaswereidentified,cutoutandplacedinl0nrlBray's
(1960)scintillationfluid.Theradioactivitywasdeterminedwitha
scintillation spectrometer'
Beckman LS-230 Iiquid
4.

DNA

and RNA AnalYsis

Cellsfortheseexperimentswereculturedasdescribedinsectionl
The plating of cells' washing
(197?)'
aI
et
Goh
in
and
of,,Methods",
procedure,andcel]densitiesusedwereexactlyasdescribedearlier.
ìi:rts!&!::

ForDNAlabetIing'thecellsweresuppliedwith2ttCi/nIof
3g-thymidine (nethyl-3H-TdR, 2? cilm mol) for the entire 4 h incubation
period.Afterthelabe].Iingperiod,thenediumwasaspiratedfromthe
culturedÍshwiththecellsstÍllattached,thecel].swerewashedonce
with 5 ml ice-cold
with ice-cold O ' 9% NaCI ' then extracted
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) for t h'

The

cells were detached from

]-O%

the

culturedishwitharubberpoliceman,andtheentirecellsuspensionwas
(Gelman) folrowed by three
filtered through a glass fibre firter

successivewasheswithSmlofice-co]d5%TCAanddriedwithl0mlof
?0%ethanol.Thedriedfi]terwasdissolvedinlmlofProtosolcell

i
,i:.

andtissuesolubiliserforlhat4S.C,andthendi]utedwithgnrlofa
The radioactivity was determined by
toluene-based scintilLant'

a

BecknanLS-230liquidscintillationspectrometerandtheresults
expressed on a Per cell basis'
with 4 ¡rcil¡nr of
For RNA anarysis, the celrs were suppried
3H-uraciL (45 cilm ¡noI) for 4 h, after which the labeIling was

r57

terninated bY asPiration of the growth medium.

TCA extraction, recovery

of

washing procedure,

radioactivity,

RNA-incorporated

deterninatÍon of radioactive counts were exactlY
DNA

The

as

and

described above for

analysis.

ation

5.

umulated

The growth nedium and cel1 extracts fron cultures kept

under

various experimental condÍtions were used to deternine the amount of
glutamine generated by the cell cultures. The growth of ce1ls, washing

cell densities used and other experimental condítions have
been desCribed in seCtions 1 and 2 of "Methods", and are further
procedures,

described

in the appropriate "Resu1ts" section.

for glutamine deternination were prepared as follows. The
growth rnedium Ín the culture dish was decanted and coLlected for
Sanples

analysis of glutamine in the medium. The cells were washed with cold

Nacl, covered with 10 mM Tris-c1, pH 8, and scraped from the
culture dish with a rubber policenan. They were then homogenised by
0.9%

hand

in a Dounce homogeniser, ceìl debris

renoved by centrifugation and

the supernatent used as cell extract.

Glutamine Í¡as deternined as

glutamate by

glutaminase/glutamic dehydrogenase assay procedure

the

of Lund (1974).

aliquot of each sanple was incubated for 15 min with the
inhibitor Na-p-tosyl-L-lysine
for 12 h at
buffer, pH

3?"C
5.

coupled
An

protease

chloromethyJ.ketone (100 PClml), and then

with glutamÍnase (Escherichia coli) in sodium acetate
Next, glutamate was quantitated with glutamate

dehydrogenase (bovine

liver) in a reaction mixture that contained

an
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a]iquotoftheglutaminase-treatedsample,NADP+(lmMfinal
pH ?'5 buffer (100 mM final concentration)
concentratÍon), trÍs-acetate'
enzyme' The reaction was followed in a
and glutanic dehydrogenase
at a waverength setting of 340 nm'
Gilford recording spectrophotometer
filter'
using visible lieht and a blue
6.
Cul

tures

Proteaseactivityinthcgrorrthmediumofvariousmammaliance]]
culturesgrownunderavarietyofexperimentalconditionswasneasured

accordingtothenethodofRick(19?4).Mediumsamplesforthe
determinationofproteaseactivitywereobtainedbysimp]ycollecting
thegrowthnediumfromce]]culturesattheendoftheexperimental
period.Themediunwascentrifugedtoremoveanysuspendedce]lsbefore

it

was used

for protease determination'

Proteaseassaywasdonebyanethod(Rick1974)thatusesTAMEas

substrateoftheprotease(s).Asampleofthegrowthmediumbe]ievedto
containprotease(s)wasmixedwithTAME(l0mMfinalconcenLration)and

trisbuffer(46nMfinalconcentration)andthechangeinoptica]
recorded
density (absorbance) at 247 nm hras inmediately and directly

on

a spectroPhotometer.
7.

Cellswereculturedandwashedasdescribedundersectionsland2
of ,,Methods,,. L-3ss-methionine at 100 ucilmt was added to each culture
i:,):ìi!i,:.ìr:..1--ìi,!ìr.+i.:l

:itiìtä:ì:!:;1.-:ì:¡ì:::iì

plate and incubated for 4 h.
Proteins in the growth medium were precÍpÍtated with

10% TCA'

The

._iErsT
I

'jììail

l'ì:i
iìl"l

,t::::l

r:ì

:l

: l,':
, i':ììl
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precipitate

was

TCA and once

buffer

pelleted by centrifugation and then washed twice with

with ether.

composed

fluoride

The TCA precipitate was resuspended in

of 10 nM tris-HCl (pH ?.4),2

(PMSF) and

mM

5%

a

phenylmethylsulfonyl

1 mM TLCK. An equal volume of a detergent solution

consisting of 9.5 M urea, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 5%
2-nercaptoethanol was added to the extract together with a few crytaÌs

of urea.

The

nixture was thoroughly stirred to dissofve the proteins

and was then analysed by one-dimensional

or stored at

gel electrophoresis immediately

-76"C overnight before anaìysis.

Cellular proteins were extracted by directly treating cells
(collected by trypsinisation and centrifugation at the end of the
experimental period) with the detergent solution (9.5 M urea,

2% SDS and

) and then adding PMSF (2 nM final concentration)
TLCK (1 nM final concentration) and ?5 þe/n\ each of ribonuclease
(RNAse) and deoxyribonuclease (DNAse). The lysed cells were incubated

Sg 2-mercaptoethanol

on ice for 15 min, warmed to 30oC for 15 min and then used for
one-dimensional gel electrophoresis'
protein samples (prepared from either the growth medium or from
with an equal voLume of a dye solution (50% sucrose,
Z% SDS and 0.01% bromophenol blue) and heated for 10 ¡nin at 70oC before

cells)

were mixed

they were applied onto the gel slab.
prepared according

to

Dewald

The gel slabs (0.7

mm

thick)'

et al (1974) with nodifications by LeJohn

(LeJohn, personaf communication), contained 72.8% polyacrylamide
(Bio-rad) and 0.1% SDS. The slabs Írere prepared overnight before use.

Aliquots of the proteÍn preparatÍon were applied onto the sample slots

of the gel slab. Electrophoresis in

one dimension was done

in a running
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(14'40 e/7)' tris (3 e/7) and
buffer that consisted of glycÍne

SDS

(0.1%),pH8.3'SanpleswererunforlhatlsOvolts'thenfor3hat
gels were fixed and stained by a
A00 volts. After electrophoresis'
is ¡rodified from NevÍlle
procedure (LeJohn, personal Communication) that
for t h in a solution conposed of
acetic acid, stained for t h in a dye solution

and Glossnan ( 7974). GeIs were washed
40% urethanol/?%

consístingofo.25%Coomassiebri]]Íantb]ueR/45%nethano]/9%acetic
Destained
acid, and destained in 35% nethanol/10% acetic acid solution'
gels were drÍed for ?5 nin in a Bio-rad slab gel drier before exposure

tofiln'KodakX_onatRP4filmswereusedforautoradiography.
Exposure tine was 3 days '
8.

Transformation

of cells bv chenical Carcinogen' Jsolation of

Transforned Ce11s, and Assays

for

Transformation

celIs were cultured, trypsinised and replated onto 100 mm plates
for carcinogen treatnent, according to the procedure already described
in section 1 of "Methods".
and Isolation

(a)

of

T¡e4-f-q

Cel

ls

carcinogen treatnent protocol was based on the ¡nethod

of chen and

Heidelberger (1969). Cells (103) were inoculated per 100 mm culture
dish and gro$rn for 24 h at 3?"C in normal growth medium before
comlnencenent

of carcinogen

treatment

'

Astockcarcinogensolution(1pc/t17)waspreparedbydissolving
9,10-dÍmethyl-1,Z-benzathracene (DMBA) in dinethylsulfoxide (DMSO) after
they were both indivÍdually sterÍlised by autoclaving. Carcinogen
added

was

to the cell cultures at a final concentration of 5 gglml (the
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in contact with the Cells was 0'5%). A zero-dose
was also
control plate Containing DMSO and cells but no Carcinogen
with nediun
prepared. carcinogen treatment was carried out for 6 days,

concentration of

DMSO

2 days. At the end of the carcinogen treatnent period'
weeks in nornal
the cells were cultured for a further period of 2 - 3
was nade to
growth ¡nedium, with medium changes every 3 days' No attempt

changes every

wash

off the carcinogen, so that resÍdual amounts of carcinogen may have

beenpresentintheculturesseveraldaysaftercompletionofthe
Transforned cfones were recognised by
treatnent '
carcinogen

phase

of
contrast nicroscopy as piled-up colonies in a background
The transformed colonies were
untransfor¡ned, monolayer of cells.
(1962) '
isolated by the ring isolation technique of Ham and Puck
glass cylinder (8 nn outside diameter, 10 nn high, with a 2 mm wall)

A

was

with
attached to the culture dish surface, around the cell Colony'
silicone grease, and the cells encircled in the wetl were trypsinised
and transferred

to 3s mm culture dish containing

cl-MEM

nediun plus

fetal bovine serum. Nontransformed cells from portions of the
carcinogen-treated dishes were also isolated for further studies '
(b) MethylceLlulose

Assay

70%

same

for Transfornation

Methylcellulose assay for transformation was based on a rnodified
version (Peehl and stanbridge 19s1) of a method originally described bv

(1964). The assay solution was prepared by
dispersing 2.6 g methylcellulose (Fisher scientific) in 30 nl of hot

MacPherson and Montagnier

(approx.90'c)glassdistilledwater'Theso]utionwasstirred
overnightat4oCandthenautoclavedfor40min.Thesolutionwas
stored for at least 24 h at 40c before it was nixed 1:1 with doubly
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(a-MEM + serun)
supplenented growth mediun

'

cells used for the assay were prepared fron subconfluent cultures
The cells were detached from
grown under normal culture conditions.
thorough dispersar into
their culture dish by trypsinisation followed by
This cell' suspension
sÍngle cells in a small volume of growth mediun'
assay sorution at a cell
was then added to the r.g% nethylceJ.lulose
millilitres of this
density of 150 celIs/ml of assay soLution. seven
solution (containing cells) was then layered on top of 100 nn
assay

(0'9%) in a-MEM
tissue culture dishes containing 5 ml of sterile agar
with addition
p}us serum, The p]ates were incubated at 37oC for 15 days
At the end
of s nl fresh methyJ,cellulose assay solution every 4 days.
a light
of the assay period, colony counts were made with the aid of
microscope.

L

Cell Fusion and Isolation of Hvbrid Cells
cells were cultured as described Ín section 1 0f "Methods"' cell

described
fusion was achieved in monolayer cultures based on the methods

by Davidson and Gerald (1976)

'

parental cells were cultured together in unequal nunbers (1'5 x
order to increase
106 BgZ, and 0.S x 106 SK4476 cel1s/60 nn plate) in
the frequency of hybridisation (Davidson and Ephrussi 1970) ' The mixed
celt culture was kept for 24 h at 37oC before fusion' The nediun was
aspirated, the cell layer was gently washed twice with

d-MEM (without

,,,ìl:,

i:tt

serun),and1n]of50%polyethyleneglyco](PEG)6000(molecularweight

:,iìl:i:

::ilì

:l

6000-7500)fromsigrnaChenicalCo.,wasaddedforlmÍnwithgentle
rocking. PEG (50% weight/weight) was prepared by nixing 5 g of warm'
(Pontecorvo
autoclaved PEG with 5 ml of warn (!-MEM (without serum)
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1925).

The PEG solution was aspirated,

three times with

ø-MEM

the cell layers

(without serum), and 3 nl

a-MEM

washed

carefully

supplenented with

to the culture dish. FolLowing incubation for
24 h, the Cells were trypsinised, Counted, and pJ.ated in 100 nm tissue
culture dishes at 103 cells per dish.

10%

calf

serum was added

After allowing cell attachment for 24 h the medium was replaced
with selective medium which consisted of normal culture nedium, plus
hypoxanthine (fO-S U), aminopterin (3.2 x 10-6 M) and thymidine
(10-5 M), otherwise known as "HAT" mediun (Szybalski and Szybalski 1962;

LÍttlefield 1964). The selective nediun was changed every 3 days, and
after 10 - 74 days surviving colonies were isolated by the ring
isolation technique and transferred to 35 mn tissue culture plates
containing HAT nediu¡n. Only one hybrid clone was isolated from each
dish.

RESIILTS

ì.1:rr

l.64

RESUTTS

significant
Following the discovery that fungal ceIIs accumulated
especially
quantities of HS conpounds when starved of nutrients '
1978), studies showed that
(LeJohn et al 1975;

glutamine

glutamine-starvedmamna].iancel1sa]soaccumulatedoneoftheHS
line is the first mammalian cell line
compounds, HS3. The CHO [rJT cell
et al 7977; Goh
in which HS3 was identified (Goh and LeJohn 7977; Goh
cHo I|¡T ceLls'
19?9). Fig. 1 illustrates the HS3 production pattern of
exposed to
HS3 was found in apprecÍab]e anounts only in cells
glutamine-freegrowthnedium,butnotincellsexposedtonedium
containing2rnMglutanine(comparepaneJ'sIAandIB'Fie'1)'
tested
A variety of other cultured mammalian cell lines were also
the presence
by Goh (19?9) to determine their HS3 production patterns in

of glutanine. As illustrated in Tabl'e 1, all permanent celI
lines tested, except the cHo GAT- cell line, produced HS3 in appreciable
the
anounts only when glutarnine was absent in the growth ¡nedium;

and absence

failure of

cHo GAT-

cells to

produce HS3

in the absence of glutanine is

(Goh
probably due to the presence in its growth medium of adenosine
culture
19?9) a necessary nutrient for the growth of this cell line in

7g74\. By contrast, primary ceII lines produced
glutarnine was present
HS3 to high levels irrespectÍve of whether or not
in the growth medium. Hence it appeared that there are two patterns of
prinary cell line
HS3 production: a permanent cell line pattern, and a
(McBurney and 9Jhitmore

pattern. That observation

was confirned

in the present study with

the
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ric.

Effect of L-glutamine deprivation on

HS3

levels in

CHO WT

cells. The growth of cells was as described in 'Methods"
The cells were washed once v¡ith 5 ml of prewarmed ¡z(-t'tEt't
supplemented stith or without Elutarnine plus 102 DFCS'

of the appropriate

Three nillilitres

rnediurn containing

50 Tfl of 32pi !¡as then added. to each plate, followed by

a

2 hr incubation. The labelling was terminated by removal
ofthe¡nediumbyaspirationandwashingofthecellswith
5 rnl 0f ice-cold 0.9% NaCl. The cel1s were then extracted

for 30 min at

4oC

by the addition of 0.2 ml of 1 M formic

acid to each plate. For chromatography, 1O¡1 of the formic
acidextractwasappliedonPEl-cellulosethin-layerplates
and developed by ascending chromatography'

The

procedures for chromatography and the deternination of the

levels of. 32P-Labe1led

compounds have been described

'Methods'.
(Reproduced, with permission, from Goh, I979)'

in the

F'e.

1

@ørn@
-HSt

.r$'t d*r'.IA
_GLN

rt
+ GLN

r67

Iable
32p-rubulìed HS3
Determination of

1

in various

manmaLian

cell lines

cultured in the presence or absence of 2 mM L-gluta¡nine.
HS3

1

+ glutamine
Permanent ce11

- glutanine

lines
72,1 (0. 04S¡x
e6.0 (0. o4e )

CHO WT

CHO GAT-

cHo HGPRT- (YH a1 )
CHO HGPRT-/APRT (YHD 13)

100 (0.68s)

"

16.7
14.8
15.8
10.5
15. 1
24.7
41 .0

Balb 3T3 (mouse)
Balb SV 3T3 (mouse)
BHR 27/Ct 73
HeLa

L5178Y

(o. oeo)

il

Prinary cell lines
I{ï -38

Lesch-Nyhan human fibroblast
Normal human fibroblast
Normal human foreskin fibroblast
African green nonkey kidney cells

lt'r-lub"lled
expressed as

HSS

(0.214)
It

94.3
99 .0

es.0 (0.68)

!t

(1.07)

106 .0

lever, after 2 hr in the

absence

of

gJ.utanine is

absence

or

presence of

100%.

ZAn

uu""uge of values
glutamine (WI-38 only).
*Values

90.5 (0.183)2

in

after 2-5 hrs in the

parentheses are

ratio" of ffi

(cpm)

The experimental procedures and the quantitation of HSS were exactly
described in the legend for Fie. 1 and 'Methods' (Reproducs6, with
Permission, from Goh, L979)

AS
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CHo WT

and

additional celJ. types (Table

3 Svnthesis Patterns in Isosenic
Lines at

2)

Transformed and Untransfo

37oC

As nentioned above, the study by Goh (1979) revealed that
transformed

cells

accumulated HSS

in the

absence

but not in the

presence

of L-glutamine in the growth medium, whereas untransformed cells
accumulated HS3 whether or not glutamine was present. The study by Goh
(19?9), however, was done with a melange of nonisogenic transforned
untransformed

cell lines.

and

Also, the transformed cell lines used were

established lines which had been kept in culture for long periods of

time and, therefore, flâV have

undergone

other changes unrelated to

transfornation. It follows that a direct, causal relationship cannot be
established between cell transformation and a change in HS3 production

pattern from the studies by Goh (1979). A more thorough investigation

into the relationship

between transformation and HS3 production pattern

required the use of freshly transformed cells and of isogenic
transformed and untransformed

In the first line of
between

cell pairs.

approach used

to study a direct relationship

cell transformation and HS3 response pattern, a

fibroblast cell

line,

diploid

0n Ser, was chemically transforned with

9,1O-di¡nethyL-1,2-benzanthracene (DMBA) (5

line

human

was designated 0n Ser-DMBA and was

pglmt).

The transformed

cell

Ídentified as piled-up focus of

ceLls (Fig. 2a) in a background of fibroblastic,.uniLayered 0n Ser cells

(Fie. 2b).
vitro

The ceLl.s were isolated and tested

methods based on

seru¡n concentrations

the ability to grow in

for transformation by in
medium

at reLativeJ.y

low

(Fie. 3), in semisolid nethylcellulose (Table 3),
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Table

32p-lub"l.led

HSS

in isogenic

untransformed mammalian
presence and absence

2

and non-isogenic transformed and

cell lines at

37oC and 42"C grown

in

the

of 2 mM L-glutamine (eln) in the growth medium.

HS3 (%

of control

37"C

Cell Line

-gln

)

1

42"

+gln

-gln

C

+gln

Untransformed

0n
I1II

76.5
58.8
61.7
58.2

Ser

-38

TOTH

El

San

t.1

.5

74.6
63. 1
60.7
61.3

55 .1
54 .9

68 .1

79. 5

57.1
58 .0
56 .4

Transforned
On Ser-DMBA

['¡I-38 VA13
10Tk ciras-2
10Tz MDS-R2
CHO
CHO

WT

cR7 (ts)

cHo Rc
0n Ser-DMBA + TLCK*/TAì{E**

116.1
707.1
88 .4
89.2
100.02
96.0
65.1
96 .8

2.7
4.4
2.9
12.3
3.1
3.5
2.7
4.8

2.0
3.3
3.1
100. 0

2.5
2.4
1.8
94.8

2.2
3.1
2.6
11.8
2.5
2.6
1.5
2.6

132p-lubulled
HS3 counts were first standardised with respect to
the total. counts in the formic acÍd extract, and then expressed as a
percentage of the 100% control value. The experinental procedures and
quantitation of HS3 were exactly as described in the ì.egend for Fig. 4
and

in

"Methods".

t¿Control

is the anount of 32P-labelled HS3 accumulated in
cells for 4 h at 3?"C in the absence of glutamine. CHO trIT is the
first mammalian celL line Ín which the potyphosphate was identified (Goh
and LeJohn 19ZZ; Goh et al t977).
(100%)

CHO WT

*Nø-p-tosyl-L-lysine-chloromethylketone (100 ¡relnl
**Nø-p-tosyl-L-arginine methyl ester (100 pelml)

)
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Photographs of cel1s taken fro¡n culture dish of 0n Ser cel1s

treated with the polycyclic hydrocarbon 9rlO-dinethyl-l'2benzanthracene (DMBA). A sparse culture of 0n Ser cel1s
(gro¡+n inG(-MEM + lr}7" serum) was continuously exposed to

5 ¡ælnl- of

DMBA

for 6 days. After the 6-day DMBA

treatment period, the cells were allowed to grow for

a

further period of 14 days during which period the cells
attained fuIl confluency. The culture was observed
microscopically for rounded, piled-up foci of transformed
cells (Fie. 2a) against a background of confluent,
nonolayer of fibroblastic

normal cel1s (fig.

Z¡).

Photographs were taken uith an ordinary light microscope

with a camera.
(magnification x 150)
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Growth

rates of (a)

On

Ser, and (¡) On Ser-DMBA cells at

various concentrations of serum. cel1s were plated at low

densities in

o(-MEM

after which they

+

IO:z

calf

serum and grown

were transferred

to

for

growth mediun with

the appropriate serum concentration. The cultures
maintained

in

medium

24 h,

with the appropriate

were

serun

concentration for 14 days, with medium change every 2 days.

cell counts were made every 24 h. The 0-h ceIl count I^Ias
made at the time the cells were first exposed to medium
containin8 the appropriate serum concentÏation. All cel1
counts were made using a Coulter counter

of cel1s by trypsin.
1og2

The

results are expressed as

cell count against time,

as 1og1g cell count x 3 .32ir9,
(Patterson 1979).

after dispersal

where 1og2

is calculated

Growth of On Ser (Prr) cells in different concentrations of

serum
H
H
¡á

r74

1O% serum

5% serum
1% serum

c
I

c
:l
o

o

C-confluency attained

o

o

o

N

ctt

o
J

o

T-

r-IG. JQ

40

120

160

200

240

280

320

360

Culture Time (hrs)

;ú

of On

DMBA cells in different concentrations of serum

H
(H
¡-{

t75

1O% serum

5% serum
1% serum

c
I

C-confluency attalned

c

ã
o
o
o
o
o

21

20

N
CD

o
J

1g

120

100

200

240

Culture time (hrs)

280

320

360
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Tab]e
Growth

3

characteristics of various

mammalian

celI lines

Serum concentration
needed for growth
Spec i es

Cell Line

Growth Surfacel
Plastic Methyl
Surface CelluLose

to

10%

Pattern

confluency2
EÙ

oô

HS3

Response

1ù
aô

0n Ser

Human

+

+

Primary

El

Hu¡nan

+

+

Primary

I,¡I-38

Human

+

+

Primary

On SEr_DMBA

Human

+

+

+

882

Mouse

+

+

+

Permanent

CHO WT

Hamster

+

+

Permanent

I1'I-38 VA13

Human

+

+

Permanent

San

+

Permanent

1

'1+¡ neans that cells were able to grow to colonies large enough to
be observed by staining or microscopic techniques.

(-) neans that there were no identifiable colonies or no
observabl.e evidence that cell growth had occurred in the cultures'
'o

'1+¡

means

that, after

14 days

of culture, the cells

grew to

confluency.

(-) neans that cell numbers did not significantly increase or
there was a net loss of cells over the nunber originally plated.
Cell culture and counting procedures for cells grown on nornal plastic
surface and in methyl cellulose have been described in "Methods". Cells
were grown in 100 nm tissue culture dishes.
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and infinite lifespan in culture.

The transformation frequency

was

about ñ-7 , which is not unexpected for human cells (Di Paolo 1933).

As

illustrated in Fig. 4, the HS3 production pattern changed from the
prinary to the permanent pattern only a few cell generations after
transformation of the cells

In the second line of approach, four pairs of isogenic transformed
and untransformed cells (0n Ser and its chemically transformed
derivative On Ser-DMBA; WI-38 and its viralJ.y transformed derivative
ltJI-38

VA13;

7OTr4

and its H-ras oncogene transforned and

transforned counterparts

7O1%

ciras-2 and

10T% MDS-R2

X-ray

respectively)

were

that at 37"C, the untransformed ceIls accumulated uniformly
high levels of HS3 whether or not glutamine was present in the growth
medium, whereas their transformed counterparts accumulated high levels
used

to

show

of HS3 only when they were starved of glutamine (Table 2) '
SignÍficantly, this pattern was observed no matter what the agent of
transformation was - chemical, viral, oncogene, X-ray and undeciphered
(spontaneous).

at 32"C, cell transformation was causally and directly
related to a change in HS3 production pattern from the primary to the
Hence

permanent Pattern.

Correlation Between Specific Growth Characteristics and HS3 Response
Pattern
Transforned

cells differ fro¡n untransforned cells in nany

aspects

of their growth characteristics in culture (Skehan and Friedman 1981).
The most conmonly studied relate to their lifespan in culture' serum
requirements

for growth, contact Ínhibition and saturation density,

and

i,li
tit:ì
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32p-t.b"tled HS3 in 0n Ser and 0n
and, 42oC

Ser-DMBA

cells at

in o(-MEll with or without glutamine

37oc

and

supplemented with 102 DFBS. The growth of cells and

plating

and.

washing procedures !ùere as described in

sections 1 and 2 of'Methods'. Cells were plated in 35 ¡nm

of the

tissue culture plates. One and a half millilitres

appropriate med.iun containing 250¡ci/nl of 32Pi was
added to each plate, fol-lowed by a 4-h incubation at the

appropriate temperatute. The labelling was terminated by

aspiration of the mediun and washing of the cells three
tines lrith 2.5 ml of ice-cold 0.9% NaC1. The cells
extracted for 30 rnin at 4oC by the addition of

were

¡1 of
1 M fornic acid to each plate. For chromatography, 10¡1
100

of the formic acid extract was applied onto PEl-cellulose
thin-layer plates and d.eveloped by ascending chromatography. The procedures for chronatography and the determination of the levels of 32p-1abe11ed compounds have been
described in'Methods'.

t79

F,c, 4
g= -glfì, 370C
b = +gln,
=

370c

-glfì, 420C

"6 = +ghì, 120c

a

^
\/

õ

-o9

l-C
l-

--J

36
T

abcd
On

abcd

Ser On SerDMBA
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an'horage dependence f or growth. It I'rras , theref ore , of interest to
deter¡nine whether any single growth characteristic correlates with the

pattern of HS3 response in a variety of transforned and untransformed

cell

1Ínes

The

'

results of

primary pattern of

TabLe
HSS

3

show

that all cell lines which exhibÍted

the

production did not grow in methylcellulose or in

with low seru¡n concentratÍon and they had linÍted Iife in
culture. 0n the other hand, cell Iines that exhibited the permanent

medium

pattern of

HS3

production have infinite life in culture, formed colonies

in methylcellulose and nost of them grew weIJ. in media containing 7%
serum; the CHO l{T cell line Ís an exception in that it failed to grow
in

medium supplenented

with

5%

or

1% serum.

Effects of Varving Concentratioris of L-Glutanine and Phosphate on the
HS3 Resoonse

in 0n Ser and 0n Ser-DMBA CeLls at

37"C

Experinents were perforned to determine the effects of varying
concentrations of glutanine on HS3 metabolism in On Ser and 0n

cells

grown

firstty,

Ser-DMBA

at 37oC. The purpose of these experiments were two-fold:

to measure the threshold level of gÌutamine necessary to

suppress HS3 production in transforned cells;

and secondly, to

deternine whether non-transforned cells were responsive in their
response

to pharnacological levels of glutamine in the

HS3

medium.

It can be observed from Fig. 5a that 0n ser cel1s did not
significantly alter theÍr levels of HS3 in any particular direction with
increasing concentrations of glutamine (0 to 10 mM) in their growth

nedium. This was true for all three levels of phosphate at which the
gl'utamine concentration studies were done. There were somewhat Iow

181

Fig.

32p-lub"lled HS3 in On Ser cells in the presence of different
concentratlons of glutamlne and three dlfferent levels of
phosphate

Ín the growth nedÍun. Sinilar specific activities of

3'Pi *""" naintained for the three levels of phosphate used in
the growth mediu¡n. Experinents were conducted at (a) 37oC, and

(b) 42"C.

Procedures

quantitation of

in

"Methods".

HSS

for cell culture and washing,

and

are described in the Legend for FÍg. ¿

ånd

-l-

,ìll.
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Frc. 5ct

on Ser,37oC

10

a=O.O mM Gln
b

- 0.05

c= 0.1

d-0.5
e--1.0

*

t:2.O
9-5.0

U'

c

h-10.0

J
o

o
Ë
o

þ

(Ð

Ø

I

cdefgh

Low PO¿
0.O5mM

abccle
Normal
(t.o m

On Ser, 42"C

â:O.O mM
b= 0.05

C:0.1

d:0.5
e:1.0
t:2.Q
g:5.0

I
CD

c

h=10.0

=
o

o

õ
o

t-

(Ð
U)

I

F'c.

5b

abcdelgh
Low PO4

(0.o5mM)

abcdefg

High POr

(5

mM)

Gln
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levels of

HS3

at glutamine concentrations of 0.5, 1.0

phosphate medium,

but this

may

and 2.0

mM

in

high

not have any significance since the

vaLues increased agaÍn

at higher glutamine concentrations.

level of glutamine in

ø-MEM ¡nedium

HS3

The nornal

is 2 nM (Stanners et aI 1971),

so

that the highest concentration of glutanÍne used (10 mM) could be
considered pharmacological. The pattern of HS3 synthesis typical for
cell lines

primary

phosphate

ü¡as rnaintained

with 0n Ser cells at all glutamine

levels used. By contrast, with 0n

(FÍe. 6a) there was an inverse relationship
accumulated and

Ser-DMBA

between

cells at

the levels of

and
37oC
HS3

the concentration of gJ.utamine in the growth medium, and

the sì.ope of the response curve varied with the amount of phosphate in
the growth mediun. The threshold leveL of glutanine needed to deplete

levels to near zero afso varied with the amount of phosphate in

the

medium; at low (0.05 mM) and normal (1.0 nM) phosphate levels,

HS3

HS3

levels dropped to zero at a gluta¡nine concentration of 0.5
whereas

to 5
f

at high

mM

phosphate concentration

(5.0

mM)

nM

or higher,

the cells required

or more glutamine to deplete HSs levels to zero.

indings were reported f or a watermol.d by LeJohn ( 1983 ) .

feature of the glutamine response curve for 0n

Ser-DMBA

up

SimiLar
^A,nother

cells is that at

high phosphate, the HS3 Levels decreased as a snooth function of
glutamine concentration
medium
mM

the

but, on the other hand, in the lower phosphate

HS3 response showed

a sharp demarcation

between

0.1 and 0.5

glutamine.

Experinents were also performed
amounts
Ser-DMBA

of phosphate (0.1 to 4
cells grown at

37oC

to

mM)

deter¡nine the

effects of varying

on HS3 leveLs in 0n Ser and

in the presence or

0n

absence of glutamine.
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6

32p-tub"lled

HS3

in 0n Ser-DMBA cells Ín the

different concentrations of glutamlne

presence of

and three

different

levels of phosphate in the growth mediu¡n. Siurilar specific
32Pi were maintained for the three levels of
activitie" of
phosphate used Ín the growth medium. Experinents were
conducted

at (a) 37'C, and (b) 42'C.

Procedures

culture and washing, and quantitation of
the legend for Fig. 4 and in "Methods".

HS3

for

celL

are described in

f-rc. bcr

;.:ì::
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These experinents were meant

to determÍne whether phosphate lÍ¡nitation

redirects the available phosphate into molecules other than HS3,
32P-orthophosphate into
measured as a reduced amount of incorporation of

:' ì l:,j,
i :' ìì':11

ii :ìi
.t:;:¡-l:
.1,ìllS

:: i: ììì
', 'l tl
:

ì'i. ìl

Al.so, whether excess phosphate levels lead to more HS3

HS3.

accumulation

or even induce

HS3 accunulation under conditions where

it

is normally not produced. The results presented Ín Fie. ? show that
with On Ser cells the levels of HS3 accumulated were approxinately
uniformty high (ranging from 3 to 5% of total. 32p counts) at all
phosphate concentrations used, whether

the growth medium. With 0n
produced increased

Ser-DMBA

or not glutamine was present in

cells (Fig.8) the anount of

in direct proportion with the increase of

HS3

phosphate

in the mediun when the cells were grown at 37oC in glutamine-free
medium. Very

little

by 0n Ser-DMBA at all phosphate

HS3 was synthesised

concentrations used when 2 nM glutamine was present in the nedium (Fig.
8). Less than 0.5% Hs3/total 32P counts was detected at 4 ¡nM phosphate

in the presence of glutamine,
absence
HS3

lt.:lìì

of glutamine at the

Metabolism
The

at 42'9:

effect of

same phosphate

moderate thermal.

the

level.

stress (treatment of cells at

was studied

in

On Ser and 0n Ser-DMBA

42"C

cells

a variety of other transformed and untransformed cell Iines. All

ceLl lines used grew optimally at
42"C although
37"C

to 9.3% HS3/total 32p in

The Tenperature Effect

for 4 h) on HS3 netabolisn
and

compared

37oC

but were thernally stressed at

they survived and resumed nornal growth if returned to

after 4 h. Prolonged incubation (12 h) at

cells

¡naintained

their individual levels of

HSS

42"C was

whether

lethal. 0n Ser

or not they

were

glutamÍne-deficient or thermally stressed (Fig. 4) even in the presence

1,.:

rl

:l

*ra¡
i:::.t:

,i:

rìiì:.ì:,

rFig.

32p-lub"lled
media

1

at

3?"C and 42"c

in on ser cells

grown Ín

with varying phosphate concentrations 1n the presence or

absence

32P.

HS3

of 2 ¡nM glutanine.

The same specific

*u" maintained for all levels of

activity of

phosphate used

in

the

growth mediu¡n. Ce11 culture and washlng procedures and the
method

of quantÍtation of

Fig. 4 and in

Fig.8

HS3

are described in the legend for

"Methods".

32p-lub"lted HS3 at 3?"c and 42"C in 0n
media

Ser-DMBA

cells

grown in

with va'rying phosphate concentratlons in the presence or

absence

of

2. nM

gJ.utamine. The same specific activity of

3". *u" maintained for all. levets of
t

phosphate used

in

the

growth medium. Cell culture and washing procedures and the
method

of quantitation of

Fig. 4 and in

"Methods".

HS3

are described in the legend for

f-lo. /
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of high or low levels of glutanine and phosphate (Fie. 5â, 5b, 71. By
contrast, 0n Ser-DMBA cells accumulated negligible amounts of HSs at

¡r: Ì1:l

ì: , l:::ì
ì: .::l:
!l: :'.ì:'ì

42"C even in glutamÍne-free nedium, irrespective of the level of
phosphate

in the ¡nedium (Fig. 4,6â, 6b, S). Studies on HS3 metabolism

in a variety of other transformed and untransformed cells under thernal
stress (Table 2) show that thernal stress did not affect HSS levels in
all untransformed cells, but with transforned cells (except the
MDS-R2

cells

cell line) thermal stress prevented the build-up of

(compare columns 1 and

and untransforned

3, Table 2). Since

sone

of the

HSg

lOTU

by the

transformed

ceLl lines are in isogenic pairs, the results inply

to condition transformed cells into behaving as if they were not
starving for glutamine. The failure of \QTU MDS-R2 cells to respond to

appears

be

in the "Discussions" section.

and RNA svnthesis

at 37'c

cells

there is an inverse relationship between nucleic acid synthesis and

HS3

The current results support that

conclusion and show (Table 4) that at 3?oc DNA and RNA synthesis

was

affected by glutamine withdrawal in both transforned and untransformed
DNA

was labelted twice as

effectively in cells
(see colunns 2,4,6

effectively and RNA three tines

when glutamine was supplied

and 8, Tabte 4).

transforned cells synthesised

DNA

and

RNA
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Previous work by Goh and LeJohn (7977) and Goh (19?9) showed that

celLs.

jì :tl

j'tr

and 42'c by 0n ser and 0n Ser-DMBA

levels in transformed cells.

:i':,,,.:

ìi,'l

thermal stress in a similar ¡nanner as other transformed cells will

DNA

.:rì:ì.:

:, ìl
::: i: ìi

that untransforned and transformed cells have different responses to
thermal stress with respect to their HS3 response. Thermal stress

contemplated

, Ì: ìia,

than in its

as

absence

0n the other hand, at

42"C

optimally and independently of
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Table
DNA

and RNA sYnthesis bY

absence

of L-glutamine

inhÍbitors

TLCK

and

On

and

TAME

4

Ser and 0n Ser-DMBA cells in the presence or

in the presence or

at 37"C and 42"C.

3n-thymidine incorp.
(% of control )
On Ser
0n Ser-DMBA
37"C 42"C 370C 420C

Addition

-gln

3H-uracil incorp.
(% of control)
On

118

48

73

30

ND

13

15

100

78

ND

77

62

54

53

ND

36

77

13

113

114

ND

80

65

59

727

35

100*

89

119

732

100*

-gln + TLCK**

47

42

55

53

+gln +

82

90

109

-Bln + TAlifEx**

49

46

+gln +

95

77

TAME

Ser-DMBA
42"C

74

64

TLCK

0n

t7

43

nM)

Ser

370C 42"C 370C

50

+gln (2

the protease

absence of

33

*Control (100%) is the incorporation of SH-thymiOine or SH-uracil
into DNA or RNA respectively by 0n Ser grown in complete medium for 4 h

at

37"C.

**No-p-tosyl-L-lysine-chloronethylketone (100 Uelml )
***No-p-tosyl-L-arginine methyl ester (100 pglml)
ND = uot detennined

for cell culture and washing, radioactÍve labellÍng, recovery
of labelled nucleic acids and quantitation of radioactivity were
described in "Methods".
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glutanine (see columns 5 and 9, Tabte 4l while untransforned cells
maintained their reliance on glutamine for optimal DNA and RNA synthesis
(columns

3 and 7 , Table

4)

'

Therefore, âS in the case of

HS3

metabolism, thermal stress altered nuCleiC aCid metabolism in
transforned cells in a way that caused them to become independent of
supplied glutamine

for optimal synthesis of

: ii:
ì.:ll
il.:
.. :::

ì.rl

:i:

DNA and RNA'

Influence of the

I{hiIe several hypotheses can be proposed to explain the thernal
stress phenomenon of transforned cells, one hypothesis in particular was
experinentally tested;
glutamine

at

that is, the "apparent" non-requirement for

42"C was due

thereby providing the

to protease(s) degradation of

cells with

serum proteins

glutamine.

early indication that protease(s) mieht be involved in providing
glutamine for transforned cells at 42oC came fro¡n studies involving the
An

protease

inhibitors

TLCK and TAÌ18.

At 42"C,

On Ser-DMBA

cells did not

accunulate HS3 and synthesised nucleic acid optimally when cultured in

glutamine-free medium, but in the presence of TLCK and/o¡
accu¡nufated HS3 (Table

exogenous supply

2) and nucleic acid synthesis

of gLutamine (Table 4).

TAME they

became dependent on

Both TLCK and

TAME

did

not

have any effect on either HS3 or nucleic acid synthesis by the

cells at 3?"C, indicating that the effect of the protease
inhibitors noted at 42"C was primarily to control the action of the

transformed

proposed protease(s)

in transformed cells at

42"C.

ia
lr:ì
tl::
ì,;i
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Evidence

that Glutamine is Generated in

Medium

of Ther¡nallv-stressed

Trans f or¡ned Cul. tures

As nentioned earlier, heat shock seened to condition transforned

cells into behaving as if they were not starving for glutamine. The
simplest nechanism, in view of the results of experiments with protease
inhibitors

discussed in

preceding section,

the

is

that

thernally-stressed transformed cells produced and secreted protease(s)
which degraded proteins

to generate glutanine in the mediun. It is

an

established fact that under normal. growth conditions, transformed cells

secrete abundant anounts of proteases compared to untransformed cells
(Bosmann,

1969; RobIin et al 1975;

Troll

but

the

effects of heat stress on protease secretion by transformed

and

Rossnan and

19SO),

untransformed ceLls had not previously been studied.

That

protease (s )

might be breaking down proteins to provide

glutamine for transformed cells under thermaf stress was suggested by

the observations that upon shifting the temperature from 3zoc to 42"c,
significant amounts of glutamine accu¡nulated in the growth medium (which
was

initially glutamine-free) in

On Ser-DMBA and other transformed

cell

cuLtures, but not in On Ser and other untransformed cultures (Table S).

The amount of released glutamine was estimated from a glutamine
concentration standard curve (Fig. 9). (The level of released glutamine
neasured

in

CHO WT

cell cultures at

42"C was somewhat lower than

that of

other tranforned cells. )
protease inhibitors added prior to the
temperature shift prevented the build-up of glutamine in glutanine-free
cultures of transforned cells (Table 5). Since protease inhÍbitors had
parallel effects on HS3 and nucleic acid metabolism (Tables 2 and 4), it

:

iÌ,i,

I
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Table

5

tlrìr

'ì.ì,

Accumulation

of L-glutamine

and protease(s)

transformed and untransformed ¡nammalian cell cultures

in the presence or
absence

cells

absence

of 2 nM L-glutamine

and

at

,¡t.

,:ì.

37oC and 42oC

in the

of protease inhibitors in the growth nedium.

and determination

i'.,
ì;,i

in the medium of various

ìi:

.:::

presence or

.

.

The growth of

of glutamine and protease were done according to

the procedures described in "Methods". All experiments were done using
near-confluent cultures in Brockway bottles containing 10 ml of
incubation nediu¡n.

CeIl Line and Treatment Conditionl

L-glutamine

in

medium2
(mM)

0n

in

(%

activity

mediun3

of control

)

Ser

-gfn,37oC
+gln, 37oC
-gln, 37oC +
+gln, 37oC +
-gln,42oC
+gln,42"C
-gln, 42"C +
+gln, 42"C +
0n

Protease

0
TLCK/TAJVIE

TLCK/TAME

TLCK/TAME
TLCK/TAME

11

0.8

11

0

0.8

ND
ND

0

11

1.0

22

0

ND
ND

0.8

Ser-DMBA

-gln,37oC

+gJ.n,37oC
-gln, 37oC
+gJ.n,37oC

-gln,

+
+

TLCK/TAME
TLCK/TAME

42oC

+g1n, 42oc

-gfn, 42oC +
+gln, 42"C +

0

100*

0.6

722.

0

0.6

ND
ND

0. 25

256

0.4

200

TLCK/TAME

0. 0025

TLCK/TA}IE

0.6

ÌilD.
ND.

cont'd

r:ì
ìi;

l.94

Tab1e 5 (cont'd)

Cell Line and Treatment

Condi

tionl

L-glutamine

in

mediun2
(mM)

activity
in nedium3
(% of control)

Protease

7jTu

-gln,

+g1n,37oC

0.8

22
11

-gln,42"C
+gln, 42"C

0

11

1.0

11

0

b1

0

37"C

10TL ciras-2

-gln,37oC

0.8
0.2
0.6

+gln,37oC

-gln,

42"C
42"C

+gIn,

CHO

44
178
111

WT

-gln,37oC
+gln, 37oC
-gln,42"C
+gln,42"C

0

11

1.0
0.05
0.9

11
22
22

ì.:ì
,ì ì:
ìì

ì:

:1 t,
,

r,l

:::
..¡:

'AlI experinents were perforned with cells grown in Brockway
bottles in ø-MEM supplemented with or without glutamine, plus 10% DFBS
and, where applicable, 100 ¡¡glnl each of TLCK and TAME.
1

2Th" ,oulues
for L-glutamine concentration
extrapolated from the glutamine standard curve
were made for L-glutanate in the medium.

in growth medium were
(Fie. 9) Corrections

3Prot"u"" activity is expressed as a percentage of a

100%

control

value.

*Protease

cells

grown
NÐ

control (100%) is the absorbance reading for 0n Ser-DMBA
for 4 h at 37oC in nedium without glutanine.

= Rgt determined

ìa:':i
:ìì]'..:ì

f'lì, ,.5¡g.

9

Standard curve

that correlates optical denslty

(absorbance)

with L-Elutamine concentration. Glutamine (dissolved in 100

¡¡lÍ

trÍs-acetate buffer, pH 7.5) was determined by the coupled
assay procedure

of Lund (7974) as described in "Methods".

reactÍon mixtures and spectrophotometer specifications are
descrÍbed

ììiìi:1ì:r¡¡iì;i;Ì::::.r.::ì
1.:r:i::ììlìììa.a!;:ti:::::

i:t'::r!:rilüi:t¡l

ìì:..t
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in

"Methods".

The
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0.03

o
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o
o
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.cr
L.

o
t
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0.01

0

o

1.0

2.O

3.0

4.0

Gln. conc. (mM)

5.0
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iii.ì
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suggests a direct relationship between the thermal effects on these two
metabolic events and the glutamine build-up. 0n Ser-DMBA ceIls, but not
0n Ser

cells, also accumulated glutanine within cells al

42"C

ìi,.;

but not at

g?"C (Table 6).

Two other, less direct lines of evidence Ímplicate protease
generated

First, Table 7

in the thermal effect.

shows

that

methionine

sulphoxinine, an analogue and competitive inhibitor of glutamine
(LeJohn, personal communication) alLowed 0n Ser-DMBA

HS3

in glutanine-free

medium

at 42oC Ín a

ceIls to

accumulate

concentration-dependent

manner; the cells did not accumulate HS3 at 42"C in the absence of
nethionine sulphoxi¡nine. Methionine sulphoximine did not affect

levels at

3?oC suggesting

of glutamine,

that its effect

was

Second, glutaninase Ian enzyne

HS3

primarily as an inhibitor

that breaks

down glutamine

to glutamate (Hartman 1979)l allowed heat-stressed 0n Ser-DMBA cells to
accumulate HS3 to control levels in glutanine-free mediun (Tabl'e 8);
there was no noticeable effect of glutamÍnase on HS3 leveLs at 37"C.
Studies were done to determine what the target proteins might

be

for the heat-induced protease(s) of transformed celIs. Theoreticall'y,
glutanine could be derived by breakdown of either cellular proteins or
serum

proteins, but a reasonable conjecture in these studies was that

glutamine was derived from proteins in the medium since it would

be

unproductive for the ceII to derive glutamine from its own proteins.
The experinental approach was

to deternine

(the main source of proteins in the
circumvents the thermal
(and other

effect on

HS3

whether the renoval

¡nedium) from

of

the culture

serunt

nedium

netabolisn. As shown in Table

9

results presented earlier) heat-stressed 0n Ser-DMBA celLs in
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Tab]e
Accumulation of L-glutamine

at

37oC and 42"C

in the

6

in cells of

presence

or

On Ser and On Ser-DMBA cultures

absence of glutanine

in the

growth

nedium '

CelI Line and treatnent condition

L-gluta¡nine

in ceIl, extract
(mM)

0n

Ser

-gln,37"C

0

+g1n,

37oC

0

-gln,

42oC

0

+gln,

42oC

0

On Ser-DMBA

-gfn,

37oC

0

+gJ.n, 37oC

0.05

-gfn,

o.2

42"C

+gln,42"C

0.25

,:i'
ti,.

The growth

of cells, preparation of celI extracts,

and determination of

L-glutanine were according to the procedures described Ín "Methods".
L-glutamine concentrations were extrapo].ated from the standard curve.
Corrections were nade

for L-glutamate in the medium.
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Table

32p-lub"lled

HSS

in

On Ser-DMBA

7

cells at

37oC and 42oC

in growth ¡nediun

without glutamine but containing varying concentrations of methionine
sulphoxinine.

Treatment condition
cells Íncubated
in nedium without gln)

HSS/Total countsl
(%\

(On Ser-DMBA

Cells at

37"C

, without

$fS

HS32

(%

of control

5.26

85.0

+ 0.1

mM MSx

4.96

80.

+ 0.5

mM MS

5.87

94.8

+ 1.0

mM MS

5.92

95.6

0 .67

10.8

Cells at

42"C

, without

MS

1

+ 0.1

mM MS

2

.40

38.8

+ 0.5

mM MS

4.02

64 .9

+ 1.0

nM

4.26

68 .8

MS

132p-lubulled HS3 counts expressed as a percentage of the total
radioactive counts in the formic acid extract.

"'r-1.b"1Led HS3 (relative to total counts) expressed as a
percentage of control value. Controt (100%) is the amount of labelled
HS3 accumulated in CHo WT cells for 4 h at 37"C in the absence of
glutanine.
*Methionine sulphoximine
a-MEM without glutanine.

.

A 10 mM stock solution was prepared in

of cells and quantitation of HS3 were carried out as
in the legend for FÍg. 4 and "Methods". All experiments
carried out in c-MEM without glutamine, plus 10% DFBS. Cells were
incubated for 4 h.

The growth

described

were

)

r:rìriìt
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Table I
32p-1ub"11ed HSS

or

absence

in

On Ser-DMBA

ceJls at 3?oC and 42oC in the presence

of glutaminase (Glnase) in growth mediun without

Treatment conditon

glutamine.

HS3/Total counts
(%)

HS3

(%

of control)

37'C

for 4 h

-gln

med.

5.42

87.6

-gln

med. + GLnaser

5.68

91.8

0.97

15.7

.88

74.2

-gln ned. + Glnase

5.21

84.2

+gln ned. + Glnase

1

.03

16.6

+gln med. + Glnase
42'C

for 4 h

-gln

med

0

*10 units/ml
was added

of glutaninase was used for each sanple.
at the start of the 4-h incubation period.

Glutaminase

CelI culture method and quantitation of HS3 were described in the legend
for Fig. 4 and in "Methods". HS3 is expressed relative to total
radioactive counts in the fornic acid extract, and as a percentage of a
control value, as described in the legend for Table 7.

ìrì.ìì.
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Table I

32p-lub"rled HS3 in 0n Ser-DMBA cells at 37oC and, 42"C in the presence

or

absence

of

serum, and

with

bovine serum albumin substituting for

serun.

Treatment conditon

HS3/Total counts
(%)

HS3

(%

of control

)

370C

without

serum

without serum +

10% BSA*

with serum + 10% BSA
420

4.24

68 .5

4.79

I l.+

5.01

80 .9

4.69

75.8

4.19

ot.l

0.92

14.9

C

without

serum

without serum +

with

serum

+

10% BSA

10% BSA

*Bovine serun albumin.
cl-MEM without glutamÍne.

10% (weight/volume) BSA was prepared

in

CeIl culture procedures and quantitation of HS3 were described in the
legend for Fig. 4 and in "Methods". All experiments were carried out
usÍng c-MEM without glutanine.
HS3 is expressed relative to total radioactive counts in the fornic acid
extract, and as a percentage of a control value , as described in the
legend for Table 7.
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without glutamine accu¡nulated very

serun-supplemented nediun
amounts

of

HS3

(

only about

15%

of control ) .

However

,

small

when serum

r.ras

renoved from the nedÍun, appreciable a¡nounts of HSg (up to 73% of
control

) accumulated at 42"C (Table

albu¡nin (BSA) could not substÍtute

of

seru¡n

presence

9)

.

Presumably, bovine

for general catf serun.

serum

The re¡noval

fron the nediun did not have any dramatic effect at 37'C.

of

10% BSA

in the

medium

The

did not adverseJ.y affect the viability

of the cells within the experimental perÍod.
Get electrophoresis patterns of 3Ss-methionine-labelled proteins

iì

r':t:a.
i:'::.ll

.::':i

derived from cellular materiaL of 0n ser and on ser-DMBA cells at 3?.c

(Fig. 10) showed slight differences in the labelling patterns.
In general, the protein labelling intensity was lower in on ser-DMBA

and 42oC

than in 0n ser celIs at both 37oc and 4z"c (compare panels 1 - 4 to
panels 6 - q, Fie. 10).

cells

was

But the laberling intensity of on

ser-DMBA

similar for 37"c and 42"c samples. A few protein spots

are

unique to the 0n Ser-DMBA samples, but none could be related to

a

effect. There is no evidence of a "heat shock response" at
42"c normarly expressed as a synthesis of a set of highly conserved

temperature

proteins with a conco¡nittant reduction or absence of other cellular
proteins (Schlesinger et a1 1982). The labelling period at 42"C was
probably too long to elicit

the "heat shock response". Heat

shock

proteins nay not appear if the cells have already adapted to the high
tenperature (see Appendix).

ì;l

?a3

Fie.

'l-

10

Autoradiogra¡n

of

35S-¡nettrionine-labelled

fron 0n Ser-DMBA and 0n Ser cells grolrn at 370C and

in the presence or

absence

(100

-''

420Q

of glutamine in the incubation

nediu¡n. Experiments v¡ere perforned

methionine, except

.

cellular proteins

in

mediun lacking

for the radioactively-labelled

methionine

uCi/nl). Proteins were analysed by one-dimensional

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Cel1 culture nethods,

protein sanple preparation, electrophoresis procedures,

and

preparation of autoradiogram were described in 'lfethods'.

Cells for protein sanple preparations were collected

following a 4-h incubation period at the appropriate
temperature

after addition of the radioactive label.

Gln = glutamine

(-)

neans glutamine absent

in the

growth medium

(+) neans glutanine present in the growth

nedium.

The molecular weight standards r¡ere narked according to

rl
:]'i

the positions of those proteins. on a similarly run gel with
the standards.

rì

'l
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Fig.

10
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Transformed

tease ActlV

and
ii

37"C and 42"C

A dJrect proof that protease(s) are primarily lnvolved in
heat-induced generation

the

of glutanine in cultures of transforned cells is

:11.

r::ì

:;j

lia

best provided by ¡easurenent of protease actjvjty in the medjum, and by

l:

isolation of the culprit enzyme(s) under the appropriate conditions.

:ìì

As

l:l
tiÌ
,il

;lì
ìi.

show¡l

in Table 5, analysis of the

medium

for proteolytic actJvity

revealed that the medium from transformed cell cultures that

were

ìli
Ìiì
ìli
:ll

iil

incubated

at

42oC

for 4 h had at least twice as much protease actJvity

as nedium from cuLtures incubated at 37oC. Only about 109 of protease

actÍr'ity detectable in transformed cultures was demonstrated in the
nedium

of untransformed cells.

CHO It¡T

cultures

of protease activity, similar to the levels

showed

measured

very low levels

in

untransforned

cultures. This corresponds s¡ith the low levels of glutamine
in the medium of

CHO WT

generated

cultures.

Experiments were performed

in an effort to partially characterise

the protease(s) induced by heat in transformed cultures. First,
cycloheximide and actinomycin D reduced
:t:iiii_::,:':,1,']ii,l1ìr'.li

ì:1ìì.li:,1'i1,.ì'ìi.i.:,j3:l:i'

:.ir.ìl:ri::.aÌ:t:i:.1¡-l:.i:r.:..'ì:
:,ia:ìi-Lì-Ì::a:.-11-i-:,Ì:ìl:::i:li

heat-induced

protease activity in transformed cultures by nearly 60f (Table 10).
However,

the level of protease activity in the presence of

inhj bi tors Has
¡::,'fi:L:i']i;'ìiNi:r,:

the level of the

both

sti I t nuch higher than that found in

cultures (compare Tables 5 and ?).

these

untransformed

In spite of the fact that up to

¡lO*

of protease activity renained in cultures treated ¡yith cyclohexi¡ride and
actinonycin D, virtually no glutamine was released in those cultures
(Tabte

of

10). Another result revealed in Table 10 concerns the

whether cell.s

question

are required for the heat-induced protease activity

or

jìì
ti
tìr
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Table

10

Influence of cycloheximide and actinomycin

D, and

the heat-induced accumulation of L-glutanine
the medium of 0n Ser-DMBA cultures

and

the role of celLs in
protease

'

L-glutamine generated

in

Treatment condition

nediuml
(uM)

2 h at 37"C, 4 h at

activity in

42"C

250

+ CHX*
+ ACT.D*

activity
in mediuml
(% of control)

Protease

189

2.5

78

0

78

2 h at 37'C, ¡ned. at 42'C
0 h*x

0

th
2h
3h
4h

0
0
0
0

89
89
67

89

o,

't

'Quantitation of L-glutamine and protease activity in the growth
by procedures described in the J.egend for Table 5 and in

medium were
"Methods " .
*CHX

refers to cycloheximide
refers to actinomycin

ACT.D

D

CycJ.oheximide or actinomycin D were added at the tine that the
cultures were shifted fron 37oC to 42"C. 10 pglmt of cycloheximide,

1 ¡rglml

of actinomycin

and

D were used.

x*Cultures were initiaLly incubated for 4 h at 37'C, after which the
nediun was coLlected and centrifgued to remove any suspended ceLls. The
cell.-free medium was divided Ínto five parts for incubation at 42oC for

the various tine periods specified.

All experiments were conducted with cells kept for the specified amounts
of tÍ¡ne and temperature in a-MEM without glutanine, plus 10X DFBS.
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present in the mediu¡n at 37oC but
whether the enzyme is already
4 h in
activated by heat. On Ser-DMBA cells were incubated at 37"C for
lackÍng glutanine, the nedium was removed and heated at 42oc for
mediun

1 to 4 h and then assayed for glutamine and protease activity' The
(which
results in Table 10 (rows 4 to 8) show that when cell-free medium
for 1 to 4 h'
was pre-incubated with cells at 37"c for 4 h) was heated
there was little

or no

change

in the basal level of protease activity,

but the heat-induced portion of proteolytic activity was absent; under
these conditions, it seened that the protease activity measured
represents protease(s) normally secreted by these cells at 37"C'

The

results clearly show that cells are required for the component of
protease activity induced at 42"c which resuLts in generation of
glutanine in transformed cell cultures. There was no effect of the
duration of heating period on the leveI of protease induced, further

indicating that all the

measured

proteolytic activity is protease(s)

nornally induced or secreted by celìs at

37oC.

In a series of experiments, it was found that the protease(s)
induced by heat in transformed cells were inhibited, either in their
induction or action, by a variety of þrotease inhibitors (TabIe 11).
ìt,ir:r':l:a:!rri:::aì:r,:r'
:!r'ìir:irl::ir,rj;.]N.:rl:

(The inhibition of protease activity was measured as the degree of

inhibition of glutanine production in the transformed cell cultures at
Four protease
4e'C in the presence of the protease inhibitor. )
inhibitors were used in

the investigatÍons:

benzamidine

nitrophenyJ.-p-guanidobenzoate (NPGB), which inhibit

and

plasminogen

activator but not plasmin; and tranexamic acid and e-aminocaproic acid
(e-AcA) which

inhibit plasnin but not

plasminogen

activator

(Quieley
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Table

11

the heat-induced
Influence of various Protease inhibitors on
Ser-DMBA cultures.
accumulation of glutamine in the growth medium of On

Treatnent conditionl
Z h 3?'C no
+ benzam
+ NPGB
+ benzam. +

%

Inhibition of glutamine

inhibitor, 4 h 42"C

production2

100
50
50

NPGB

2h37"c,4h42"C

+ benzam
+ NPGB
+ benzam + NPGB
2 h 37'C no inhibitor, 4 h 42'C
+ tranexamic acid
+ c-ACA
+ tranexanic +6-ACA
2 h 3?"C no inhibitor, 4 h 42'C no inhibitorx

100
100
50
50
50
50
0

1N"u"

confluent cultures containing glutamine-deficient nedium were
incubated for 2 h at 37'c and then transferred to 42"c for 4 h.
Protease inhibitors were added either at the start of the 37"C
incubation or at the time of transfer to 42"C, as specified in -the table
above. Protease inhibitors used are as follows (Quigley, 1979)z
Benzamidine

(benzam) 10-3 M

trophenyl -p-guanidi nobenzoate
Tranexamic acid
e-amino-n-caprioc acid

(e-AcA)

Ni

(NPGB) 1o-s M
10-2
10-2

M
M

Combinations of protease inhibitors were used at half dosages
2Results are expressed as % inhibition of glutamine production by
the protease inhibitor(s), where 0% inhibition is the amount of
gJ.utamine generated in cultures kept for 2 h at 37'C and 4 h at 42'C
without any added protease inhibitors '
*0%

inhibition control (explained above)

Glutamine quantitation were by procedures described
Table 5 and in "Methods".

in the legend for

209

The plasninogen activator/plasmin system is an important
proteolytic enzyme system in transformed cells (noUlin et al 1975). The
1e7e).

results of Table 11 show that all four inhibitors added individually or
in conbinations inhibited the heat-induced protease activity by at least
S0%. Benzanidine was the most effective since it resulted in 100%

inhibition of glutamine pioduction when it was added to the cultures
either at the begÍnning of the 3?oc pre-incubation or at the time of
transfer to 42"C. NPGB was aLso 100% effective when it was added at the
start of the 37oC pre-incubation but only 50% effective when it was
added at the tine of transfer to 42"C. Surprisingly, a combinatÍon of
benzamidine and NPGB at half dosages was only 50% effective at
inhibiting glutamine production, irrespective of the time they were
added to the cultures. This suggests that the two inhibitors are not
additive in their actions, which also suggests that the two inhibitors
There is also the
may be acting on different protease entities.

possibility that the protease inhibitors affect either glutaminase or
glutamic dehydrogenase or both, the two enzynes used in the assay systen
for glutamine produced as a result of protease(s) action. A further
possibilÍty iS that the inhibition of glutamine production by the
protease inhibitors is spurious and only about 50% inhibition actually

occurs. If this is so, it night

mean

that the protease(s) responsible

for glutamine production is hardly affected by the inhibitors

'

suggesting that only the plasninogen activator/plasnin system is
affected by these inhibitors.

Tranexanic acid and e-AcA, whether added

individually or in half-dose conbination, were only

of the protease inhibitors

used appeared

50%

effective.

None

to affect the viabiLity of

the

2LO

cells.
and SK4476 Cell Lines and of

q
b

rid

Presence and Absence of L-Glutamine

s at 37oC in

Cl

882

The HS3 synthesis patterns
and an untransformed human

of a transforned nouse cell line,882,

cel1 line,

SK4476, Í{as

studied,

The 882

cell

several transformation characteristics such as ability to

line

showed

grow

in agar and in

medium

containing low serum, and infinite lifespan

in culture (Table 3). As shown in Table 12, 882 cells had HS3 synthesis
patterns that are si¡nilar to those of other transformed cells (compare
Tab1e

2)

when

L-g].utamine

they are cultured at 37oC in the presence or absence of

in the medium. 0n the other hand, the

like other untransformed cefl lines,
HS3

showed

SK4476

cell line,

the untransforned pattern of

synthesis. An inportant parameter that was measured in

these

studies is the "HS3 Ratio", which is defined as the ratio of
synthesised by

cells in the

absence

of glutamine to that synthesised in

the presence of glutamine in the growth nedium. At 37"C, the

of

untransformed

HS3

cells (Tables 2 and 12) is approxinately 1,

ratio of transforned celÌs (Tables 2 and 72) varies

50. In particuJ.ar, the
882

cells it

was

77

The HS3 ratios

HS3

HS3

ratio of the

SK4476

cells

HS3

ratio

whereas the

between

7

and

was 1.01 and for

.25.

of hybríd cells constructed by fusing

882 and

SK4476

cells were also determined. These interspecies hybrids between
transformed and

an untransforned cell lines were meant to study

a

the

regulation of the HS3 response. The hybri.ds were selected by their

ability to grow in HAT ¡nedium (see "Dilcussions" ) .

Occasionally

throughout the experimental period, and for at least three cell

2r1

Table
32P-tub"lled
absence

HS3

in

882 and SK4476

12

cells at

37"C

in the presence

or

of 2 nM glutamine in the growth medium.

Treatment

Cell I inel

conditionl

HS3/TotaI

2

HS32

(%

(%)

-eln

B82

sK4476 P13

HS3 RatioS

(-/+ gtn)

(1)
(2)

6.08
6.17

98.2
99.7

+gln (1)

0. 38
0. 33

6.1
5.3

3. 65

59.0
58.6

1

.01

76 .4

1

.01

(2)
sK4476 P11

of control )

-gln

+gl n

3.63

-gln

4.73
4.69

+gÌn

75.

77 .25

8

-Experiments for the B82 cell line were done in duplicate whereas
two experiments were conducted separately for the SK4476 cell line at
two passage level.s (P11 and Pf
S) .
1

2USg

i= expressed relative to total radioactive counts in the
formic acid extract, and as a percentage of a control value, as
described in the legend for TabLe Z.
3HSg
medium

Rutio is calculated as 32p-ttss in cells in glutanine-deficient
divided by 32p-¡1g3 in cells in conplete nediun.

Cel1 culture procedures and quantitation
Iegend for Fig. 4 and in "Methods',.

of

HS3 were

described in the

:T
.:.ìti
tìììì

2r2
clones
generations at the end of the experinental- period, all hybrid
At no time were the 882
were tested and shown to grow in IIAT medium.
and sK44?6

cells able to

grow

in

IIAT ¡nedium. An exanination

of Table 13

ratios of all hybrÍd clones were initially similar to
that of the untransformed SK4476 cell line' However, as the cells
or
underwent repeated divÍsions the HS3 ratios gradually approached

shows

that the

exceeded

HS3

the value for the transformed

point at which the

HS3

ratios

BS2

The rate

and

the untransfor¡ned to

the

cel1 Iine'

changed from

transformed values during passage of the hybrid

cells varied from

clone

to clone. Hybrid clones 3, 5, 6 and 74 attained values of HS3 ratios
that were very close to that of the B82 parental cell tine' Hybrid
clone 16 had Hsg ratio that nearly doubled the value for 882. clones 20
ratios that were closer to the untransforned cell
pattern than to the transformed pattern. The rest of the hybrid clones
(clones 7,8, 72,13 and 19) had HS3 ratios that were intermediate

and 21 maintained HS3

between those

values

of

882 and SK4476; but they

all nevertheless attained HS3

within the range for transformed cells.

In general, the hybrids

required 12 to 18 cell divisions (population doublings) to change their
IiSS

ratios from the untransforned to the transformed patterns, and

change was

the

in several stePs.
476 and 882 x

Growth Rates of 88
(I-MEM Supplemented

with

10%

or

CeLls

1% Seru¡n

A study was done to determine the growth rates of 882, SK4476

the hybrid clones at 3?"C in

with

10%

or

1%

calf

It ís established that transforned and
cells differ in their ability to grow in medÍum contaÍning

serun (Figs. 11 to
untransformed

a-MEM suppJ.emented

and

22)

.
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Table
HS3

Ratios for hYbrid ceLls

at different cell

(

13

obtained by fusion of

882

and SK4476 ce.l.ls)

Passages'
HS3 Ratio

Poo

Dãubl

Hvbrid

inssl
10

72

1.3
1.1
3.3

1.0
1.3
6.4

16

18

20

1.1
16.5

12.4
10.9

t7 .o

.5 4.9
5.4 8.7
6.6 10.4
5.5 9.4

6.7

74

22

24

o

CLones'

3
5
b

1.6

I

I
t2
13
74
16
19
20
27

1.0
2.7
2.4
7.2
1.1

7.2
1.1
3.2
2.5
1.0
1.0
3.2
2.3
0.9
1.4
2.9
7.2

1.5

5.7
3.6
7.4
1.1
0.8

1.0
t2.7
1

7.2
5.8
3.4
2.5
1.5
7.7
3.6
1.1

2.5
3.3
3.3

3.3

7

.2

9.9
7

.3 16.8

6.1

30.6

9.2

1.6

4.7
3.1

3.2
2.9

-Number

of population doublings represent the number of tines the
cells in the culture underwent celL division, starting from the time the
cuLture first attained confluency in Brockway bottles after isolation of
the hybrid clone. Exanple, for a 2:7 subculture split ratio, the
cultures undergo one population doubling in order to attain another
1

confluency.
D

'ttyUriO clones were assigned numbers according to the order in
which they were isolated fron culture plates. The hybrid clone numbers
that are not listed were either lost due to bacterial/fungat
contaminatÍon, or they failed to grow or grehr too poorly for practical

purposes.

Cell culture procedures, cel.l hybridÍsation and isolation of hybrid
clones, and quantitation of HS3 and of HS3 ratios were described in the
legends for Fig. 4 and Tab1e 12, and in "Methods".

:.:Flç
:j;l¡ì,ììiÌ

,::llilì1i.

,

2]-4

low serun (Temin 1966; Jainchill and Todaro 1970; Dulbecco 1970). A
correlation between changes in HS3 ratios and patterns of growth in 10%

ìt,.r1ìì

l:,rìl::ri
'i:lii::1i
ììrl:l:,1

,::i-;,ìt

'i.rit:l¡
':r:l:

and l%

serum-supplemented medium

for the hybrid cells could

11.i:iìiì

valuable information regarding the regulation of HS3 metabolism.
The 882 parental

cell line

grew beyond confluency

in both

;

10% and

hÍgher in nedium with 10% serum. 0n the other hand, the SK4476 cell
grew

to confluency in

mediun

with

10%

serum, but

failed to grow in

serum; in addition these cells were unable to

grow

post-confluent. 882 celLs grew faster and attained higher final

ceLl

nedium

with

7%

densities than SK4476 cells (Figs . 17 to 22) '
The hybrid clones showed

variations in their abilities to grow in

containing 10% or 7% serun. In medium with 10% serun, nost

uredium

hybrid cLones grew with rates similar to that of the transformed

882

parental cells (see FÍgs. 11a to 22a). Hybrid clone 3 (Fie. 11a) had
somewhat

a

irregular growth pattern, with at least two periods of

alternating rapid and slow growth phases. Another hybrid clone with
unusual growth pattern

is clone 21 (Fig. 22a), which initially

grew

similar rate as the untransforned SK4476 cell line, but later on in

at

a

the

course of its culture history, the hybrid grew much faster than the
SK4476

cells to take the growth pattern of the 882 cell line.

In

medium

containing

1%

serum, there was also some

variation in the

clones. Clones 5 (Fig. 12b), 20 (Fig.
21b) and 27 (Fie. 22b) failed to grow in 7% serum (like the SK4476

growth patterns among the hybrid

parental Iine).

that of

SK4476

The growth

rate of clone 3 (Fig. 11b)

was

t,rrl:iìl

:r r:iìii

I% serum-supplemented ¡nedium, with growth rate and final cell density

line

ìl:ll

give

sinilar to

cells during the first 250 hrs of culture, after

which

?15

Fic.11

to 22

Growth

rates of 882,

SK4476

cell lines,

and hybrid clones

,:il
ììil

cultured at 3?'C in

1r calf

¡nediun supplenented

with (a)

serum.

The growth

:,iì

10%, and (b)

ìiil

.:il

l::,;Ì
irl;:r
: til:f

rate studies are similar to the procedures described

in the legend for Fig.

3.

;

ì:l:l

i':rl
rìlìl

The growth curves
:i::ll

for

882 and SK4476

cell lines

Ín single studies and have been reproduced for

were obtained
each hybrid

:ìì:ii

t:',.:
:ì,ìi.

clone for comparison.
.crr indicates when the cultures attained confluency.
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the celts started growing at a rate similar to the untranformed culture'
72' 13' 74' 16 and 19;
The rest of the hybrid clones (clones 6' 7' 8'

Figs. 14b to 2Ob) grew well in

1%

serun

at rates simÍlar to the 882 cell

line.

The hybrid cells also differed in their ability to grow
post-Confluent. It is known that, in general, transforned cells Ín
culture continue to grow even after they attain confluengy, whereas
non-transformed cells stop growing at that point (Todaro and Green 1963;
Todaro et aì 1964; Tarzaghi and Little 19?6). The phenomenon whereby
high cell density inhibits growth in non-transformed cuLtures is
referred to as density-dependent inhibition of growth (Stoker and Rubin
1967); transformed cells do not exhibit density-dependent inhibition of
growth. In this study, Bs2 clearly continued to grow after attainment
of confluency when cultured in nediun with 10% or 1% serum (see Fig' 11
to 22). By contrast, sK44?6 cells did not grow post-confluent. hJith
the hybrid cells, only clone 16 (Fie. 19) gre$r post-confluent in both
10% and 1% serun-containing medium. 0n the other hand, several cfones
(clones 7, 8, 12, 19, 20 and 21) exhibited density-dependent inhibition

they were grown in medium containing either 10% or I%
serum. The other hybrid clones (clones 5 and 6) grew post-confluent in

of growth

when

10% serum

but not in

1% serun '

Table 74 is a sunmary of the resuLts presented in Fig. 11 to 22'

It presents the growth characterÍstics of 882, SK4476 and hybrid clones
at 3T"C in 10% and 1% serun-containÍng nedÍun. An examination of Table
14 shows that only hybrid clone 16 has identical growth characteristics
as the transforrned 882 parental

cells.

Two

hybrid clones (clones 20 and

229

identical growth characteristics as the untransforned SK4476
The rest of the hybrid clones had growth
parental cell line.
characteristics intermediate between the 882 and SK4476 ceII lines. A
Z1,) have

of the data in Tables 13 and 14 show that some relationships
exist between the growth characteristics and HS3 ratios (see
conparison

"Discussions" ) .

acteristics of

In Achlya it

88

4476 and Hvbrid Cells

has been shown that HS3 is associated with

proteoglycan located on the cell wall - membrane conplex (Cameron
LeJohn

the

1973). Similarly, it has been

HS3 molecule

unpublished data)

suggested

that in

is probably synthesised at the ceIl

mammalian

and

cells

membrane (LeJohn,

For these reasons, studies were done to

.

a

determine

characteristics of the hybrids and the parental cells and
The membrane
to correlate these with HS3 synthesis patterns.
characteristic that was chosen for study is the ability of the cells to

some nembrane

grow

in the

presence

of varying concentrations of ouabain Ín the

growth

i.'
i':
::
ia

nedium. Ouabain is a cardiac glycoside which kills cells by inhibiting

at the K+selective site (Post et al 1960; Bakkeren and
Bonting 1968; Hokin 1976). Ouabain has been shown to inhibit cell
the

NarK+-ATPase

growth

in a wide variety of celÌ culture

al 1gB2);
,rl

i.:,

human

ceLls are

much more

systems (reviewed by Cameron et

sensitive to the drug than nouse

cells (Wi1]is and Ellory 1933). Hybrids between mouse and human cells
may have different proportions of the Na+/K*-ATPase from the nouse and
human

sources. Since the

mouse and human cell

lines used in the cell

hybridisation studies reported have differed in their

HS3 responses,

it

follows that the hybrids are potentially useful in assessing the role of

t:ì
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Table
Growth

characteristics of

(obtained by fusion
supplenented

with

of

10%

14

B82 and SK4476

ceLl Iines

882 and SK4476 cel ts)

or

calf

1%

serum'

at

and

37"C in

hybrid clones
cl-MEM

(This table is a

summary

of

the

results presented in FÍgures 11 to 22)'

Growth

Cell line

or
Hybrid clone

10%

in

mediun

wi th
serum 1% serum

Ability to

confluencv

grow above
med. with

in

10% serun

1% serum

-/+*

+

ND1

+

882 (transforned)
SK44?6 (untransf.

)
'ìì

Hybrid clone

3
5

!

+

6

+

+

7

+

+

I

-

+

12
13
74
16
19

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

l:r1

l:¡r

ND

+

+

ND
+

20
27

;.,ì

+

not grow to
refers to "not determinable" since cultures did
period.
time
the required cell density within the experimental
*-/+ neans that cultures were initialty unable to grow, but later
during the course of the culture period the cells started growing'
1,,ND,,

Procedures for cell culture, ce11 hybridisation and isolation of
hybrids, and growth studies were described in the legend for Fig' 3 and
in "Methods".

23r

the cell nenbrane in the

HS3

production pattern'

Table 15 sumnarises the effects of ouabain on survival of
SK44Z6 and

hybrid celIs.

882,

A measure of the susceptibility of cells to

the drug is the D1O, which is defined as the lowest ouabain
concentration at which 1O% or less of the cells survived relative to
cultures not retreated with the drug (colunn 2, Tabl'e 15). Another
measure of the effect of the drug on cells is the lowest ouabaÍn
concentration at which there is a net loss of cells over the cells

originaJ.ly plated (column 3, Table 16).

clear that the

SK4476

celI ]ine

By both measurements, it is

was nuch more susceptibJ.e

to the effects

cell line. The hybrid cells had DtO values that
were very close to that of the 882 cell line, indicating that the cell
¡nembrane components of the hybrids were essentially similar to that of
of

ouabain than the 882

the

mouse 882

Cell line with respect to the

Na+/K--ATPase enzyme.
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Table

15

Influence of ouabain on the survival of 882 and SK4476 cell lines,
hybrÍd cells (obtained by fusion of

Cell line or hybrid clone

882 and SK4476

DrO valuel
(nM ouabain)

ceJ.ls)

and

.

at which
net loss of cells occur
Ouabain conc.

(mM)

jii
::,
ta

SK4476 (hunan)

0.005

0.005

882 (mouse)

o.2

o.7

o.2
o.2
0.2
o.2
o.2
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3

0.3
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.2
o.2

Hybrid

clone

3
5
6
7
8

12
13
74
16
19
20
27

0.3

0.5

'l

'D16 val.ue is the Lowest ouabain concentration at which only 10% or
Iess of cells survive relative to control (see below for explanation of
control).
t

'Refers to the lowest ouabain concentration at which there is a net
loss of cells over the cells originally plated.
Procedures for cell structure, ceII hybridisation and isolation of
hybrids were described in the legend for Fig. 3 and in "Methods". All
experiments were done at 37'C in ¿-MEM supplemented with 10% calf serum.
Cells were plated at low densities in 100 mm plates and grown for 14
days in the presence of the appropriate amounts of ouabain. A control
plate with cells grown without ouabain was also included. At the end of
the culture period, surviving cells were counted.
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DISCUSSION

Transformed

initial observations that nan¡nalian cells synthesise HS3 when
cHO I|JT cells (Goh and
they are deprived of glutamine was made with
1); cHo f{r celrs did not
LeJohn 1977; Goh et ar 1977; see arso Fig.
in the
HS3 when normal leve1s of glutamine were supptied
The

synthesÍse

growth medium. subsequent studies
and untransforned
accumulated HS3

ceII lines

showed

with a wide variety of

transformed

that, in general, transfor¡ned cells

only when glutanine was absent from the growth medium '

whereas untransformed

cells accunulated

not glutamine was present in the growth

HS3

irrespective of whether or

medium (Goh

1979;

LeJohn

et

aI

1g?g; see also Table 1). Hence distinct patterns of HS3 synthesis'
with respect to availability of glutamine, appeared to exist for
transforned and untransformed cetl lines ' The question that emerged
after the studies by Goh (19?9) is whether there is a direct' causal
relationship between cell transformation and the different patterns of
availability that are observed
for transformed and untransformed cell lines. The results of Goh (19?9)
could not give an adequate answer to that question since he used

HSs syrithesis

:ii

with respect to

gJ.utamine

nonisogenic transformed and untransforned cells.

Also, nany of

the

cell lines that he used had been kept in culture for long
periods of time such that the possibility cannot be ruled out that

untransformed

secondary changes unrelated

to transfornation

uray have taken

place in

the ceLLs and nay actualJ.y be responsible for the different patterns of

il,,T
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ì
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HS3

synthesis

'

The present study confirms

the orÍgÍnal observation by Goh (1979)

that transfor¡ned and untransfor¡ned ce]ls have different patterns of HS3
In addition' this
synthesis in response to glutamine availability.
study attenpts to establish a direct, causal relationship between cell
transformation and a change in the pattern of HS3 synthesis from the
untransformed to the transformed type. Two approaChes were adopted'

First, a hunan diploid fibroblast cell line (On Ser) was transforned by
a chemical carcinogen and then tested for its HS3 synthesis pattern.
four pairs of isogenic transformed and untransformed cell lines
were studied for their patterns of HS3 synthesis. A discussion of

Second,

resufts obtained with these two approaches follows.

In the first

line of

approacho 0n Ser ce1ls were transformed by the

carcinogenic agent, 9,1O-dimethyl-1,2-benzanthracene (DMBA), and the

cell derivative was designated 0n Ser-DMBA. On Ser-DMBA
Cells were tested for transformation by the usual in vitro
transformation criteria such as morphology (Fie - 2a and 2b) ' serum
transformed

requirement

for growth (Fie. 3a and 3b;

TabLe

3),

anchorage requirenent

for growth (Tabl.e 3), saturation density and contact inhibition of
growth (Fie. 3a and 3b), and unlinited lifespan in culture (see Tenin
1966; Skehan and Frieùnan 1981;

Newbold

et al 1982)'

The

cells

were

not tested for in vivo tumorigenicity, but it is generally accepted that

for growth correlates very closely with in vivo
tumorigenicity (Shin et al 19?5; Skehan and Friedman 1981). The
transformation frequency of about 10-7 was rather low, but this is not

anchorage-independence

unexpected
ì

for diploid

human

cells in culture (see review by

DiPaoIo
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the Iow transformation frequency
1gs3). several reasons may account for
binds with high affinity to RNA and
observed with this system. DMBA
thereby reducing the
proteins (Kuroki et al 19?1; Selkirk 1980)
with DNA which is
effective dose of the carcinogen for interaction
in the carcinogenic process
consÍdered the critical site of action
a
(SelkÍrk 1980). Furthernore, chemical carcinogenesis is consÍdered

multistageprocessrequiringpromoter(s)afterinitiattreatnentof
et al 1984)'
cells with a carcinogen (coIlins et a1 1980; f|leinstein
system it is not
since promoters were not used in this transformation
was low' It was prudent
unexpected that the frequency of transformation
to avoid the use of

promoters since many tumour promoters are chemical

compoundsthathavepleiotropiceffectsonce]].sandsomeoftheeffects
(coJ'burn 1980;
are unnecessary or unconnected to the pronotion process

fleinsteinetallgs4)'Thelonglatentperiodittookfortransformed
ce]]stoappearaftercarcinogenictreatmentmayhavebeendueinpart
tothefactthattumourpromoterswerenotusedandalsothatDMBA
metabolic
belongs to the class of chemical carcinogens that require
activation by cells
hunan

1980)' Atso' it is known that' generally'
transforn r¡ith carcinogenic
to

(S1aga

cells are difficult

treatment (DiPaolo 1983).

0nSer-DMBAcel]shadanHs3synthesispatternthatdifferedfrom
that of 0n ser when the tests were performed only a few celJ' generations

isolation of the transformed clone. on ser-DMBA and on ser cells
cell
showed HS3 responses typical of other transformed and untransforned
lines respectively (Fie. 4). Since the tests were perforned only a few

upon

celI generations after the transformed cells were isolated' it

suggests

ìii,
:ìì
ii,
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to the change in the
that cerl transformatÍon is directly rerated
that the acquisition of
pattern of HS3 synthesis. It can be concluded
an early event in the
the transformed pattern of HS3 synthesÍs is
used in the tests of
process of celL transformation. The on ser cells
the sane
synthesis and growth characteristics were obtained fro¡n
HS3

carcinogen-treated dish as the on ser-DMBA cells.

since those 0n ser

and they
cells exhibited the untransformed pattern of HSS synthesis
indicates
failed to show any transformation characteristic (Table 3), it
Ser-DMBA
that the different HS3 patterns observed for 0n ser and 0n
cells were ¡6! sÍnply due to the exposure of the cells to the carcinogen'
but rather it represents a true indication of transformation'
The second line of approach used to establish a direct, causal

pattern of
relationship between ceII transformation and the change in
transformed and
HS3 synthesis involved the use of pairs of isogenic

celf lines. Three untransformed celt lines (0n ser'
and 10TL) produced the untransforned pattern of HS3 synthesis at

untransformed

wI-38
37"C'

their transf orned counterparts (on ser-DIvlBA, WI-38 VA13 ' IOlu
(Table 2)'
ciras-2 and T}TH MDS-Rz) produCed the transformed pattern

whereas

cell pairs were used, the only conceivable genetic
difference between members of any pair would involve genes that are
related to the transformed phenotype or transfornation process' It is

Since ,isogenic

also clear that regardless of the node of transformation (chemical '
viral, oncogenic and x-irradiation for isogenic pairs; and spontaneous
for the CHO cell lines, Tab1e 2), nammalian cells fron dÍverse species'
tissues and organs exhibited the same transforned pattern of HS3
synthesis at 3?oC. This consistent feature of diverse tranfor¡red cells

il:
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suggests

that the

change

in the pattern of

HS3

synthesis is probably

an

process' It also
early and obligatory event in the transformation
of carcinogenic
suggests a conmon level of action of all najor classes
have a
agents. The implication is that diverse oncogenic agents may
common mechanisn

of action, possibly involving

genetic or histological site(s)

comnon biochemical

'

'

The Temperature Effect

As presented in the "Results", the patterns of polyphosphate
to thermal
netabolis¡n in transformed and untransformed celts in response
stress were different.

with the exception of the

10TL MDS-R2

cell line'

transforned cells were sensitive to hyperthermia in their HS3
when the
accumulation Ín that they failed to accumulate HS3 at 42"C even

cells were deprived of glutamine. This effect was observed regardless
of the node of transformation (chenical, viral, oncogenic or
spontaneous). untransformed celIs, on the other hand, were insensitive
tothehiehtemperaturetreatmentinthattheyaccunulatedHS3at
uniform leveLs at both 3?oc and 42"C whether or not gJ'utamine was
present. These observations suggest that the pattern of HS3 synthesis
in transfor¡ned and untransforned cells under thermal stress may be a
valuabl.e indicator of transfornation. The failure of the 1oTu MDS-Rz
cell line to show the temperature effect nay be due to damages that nay
to the cells by the x-irradiation used as the agent of
transformation. Indirect support for this is that the 10Tk MDS-R2 ce]ls
grew much slower than other transforned cells and even slower than its

have been done

non-transformed parental loTL

cells

when

cultured under standard tissue

culture conditions. Afso, they exhibited contact inhibition of

growth,

:l;:!::
ì:iìr,j
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in contrast to the 10Tä ciras-2, and norphologically they appeared nuch
larger than the LOTZ cells or its derivatives. Hence the 10TZ MDS-R2
cell line was either incompletely transformed or it was damaged by the
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X-irradiation treatment.

i

Differences in heat sensitivity between nornal and transformed

cells have been reported. It is believed that the acquisition of
increased thermosensitivity by cells is linked and probably caused by
of the early steps in the transformation process (Giovanella et al
1980). This, and other faCtors discussed in the "Historical", have
one

pronpted the possibility that hyperthermia can be used as a cancer

treatnent modality (Jain and GullÍno 1980; Lowenthal 1984; Kim 1984).

In theory, several possible
sensitivity of
(1)

HS3

mechanisms may account

HS3 synthesis observed

for the

with transforned cells.

thermal

Either,

is not synthesised at 42"C, that is, transformed cells

are

temperature-sensitive with respect to polyphosphate polynerisation
(poJ.y-P polymerase
42oC

ts mutation?); or (2)

via activation of an

ceÌls

somehow

HS3 degradative

HS3

is rapid]y consumed at

pathway; or (3) transformed

generate glutamine at 42"C. The fact that HS3 in

to high levels at 42oC in the presencê of
the protease inhibitors TLCK and TA.lvfE (Table 2) indicates that
transforned cells are not necessarily temperature sensitive in their

transformed

cells

accumulated

polyphosphate metabolism. Neither does
HS3 nay

it support the possibility that

be rapidly degraded, at 42"C by activation of an HS3 degradative

enzyne systen.

SimilarJ.y, the effect of heat on nucleic acÍd

biosynthesis does not support any generalised temperature sensitivity of

synthetic activity in transforned cells.

Hence

the evidence

suggests

ì::iì
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that the first two possible mechanisns of the temperature effect listed
same
above are unlikely in this instance. on the other hand, the
evidence with protease inhibitors implicates a nechanism involving
proteases. In the following sections, a disCussion of the results
earlier reveal.s that the third nechanism, whereby transformed
Cells at 42"C secrete protease(s) that generate glutamine, operates in
the tenperature effect; the evidence shows that an induced proteolytic

presented

activity breaks down proteins to supply glutamine to the cells'
T"urrsformed

Cells Under

ThermaL

Stress Induce Protease(s) Which

Proteins to Generate Glutamine in Their

DePrade

Medium

As mentioned earlÍer, transformed Cells grown at 42"C for 4 h in

glutanine-free medium behaved as if

they were not starving for

glutamine, both in their polyphosphate and nucleic acid netabolis¡n.
WhÍ1e several hypothesis can be proposed

to explain the

phenomenon, the

that the "apparent" non-requirenent for glutamine was
due to protein degradation by protease(s), thereby providing the cells
It is an established fact that transformed cells
with glutamine.

evidenCe suggests

rir:'L:ì:ì:i!ìl).:
ìaì:rì...::ìtr--:::ii:::l:::.,ì

secrete abundant amounts of proteases compared to untransformed ceIls

lr::ì'ar':ìlì:.r:li¡.lij{;,

(Roblin et al 19?5; Rossman and Tro]l 1930)' However, there has
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been

a

no previous reports that further activation of protease(s) or induction
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of new protease(s) occur in cultured cells under hyperthernic
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Direct as well as indirect evidence support the contention that
under heat stress glutanine Ís generated in the growth medium of
transformed
::.::

I

that

cells.

The most

when transformed

direct evidence

comes

fron the observation

Cells were grown at 42"C, abundant

amounts of

:
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glutamlne were detected Ín the initially
(Table

5).

Glutamine was not detected

glutamine-free growth

mediun

Ín similar cultures grown at

37"C

or in untransforned Cuftures grown at 37oC or 42"C' The anount of
glutanine generated in the growth medium of transformed cells was about
O.2 mM (per 10 nl of medium). This is a mininum value since similar
of glutamine were detected within the heat-stressed transformed
cells (Table 6) and the source of glutanine may have been from the
medium. Although the 0.2 mM glutamine generated in the medium is ¡nuch

anounts

lower than the 2 ¡nM glutamine nornally supplied in ø-MEM nediun
(stanners et al 19?1), it is apparently sufficient to prevent HS3
accunulation. From the results of the glutanine concentration effects
on HS3 accumulation (Fie. 6a), only about 0.1 to 0.5

mM

gl'utamine is

sufficient for conplete suppression of HS3 accumulation.
There are also Iess direct evidence that transforned cultures
generate glutanine

ín their growth

nedium when they are heat-stressed,

and that it is the generated glutamine that nediates the temperature

First, rnethionine sulphoximine, an analogue and competitive
inhibitor of glutamine (LeJohn, personal communication), allowed
Methionine
transformed cells to accumulate HS3 at 42"C (Table 7\.
suJ.phoxinine acted in a concentration-dependent nanner, which is

effect.

of a conpetitive inhibitor. At the highest concentration of
methionine sulphoximine used ( 1.0 mM) , the amount of HS3 that
accunulated at 42"C was nore than ?0% of that accumulated under sinilar

expected

conditions at

37oC.

Methionine sulphoximine did not have

any

significant effect on HS3 levels at 3?"C probably because no glutamine
was generated in the cultures at that tenperature. Hence it seems that
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the effect of nethionine sulphoximine is primarÍIy that of an

exogenous

antagonist of glutamine. The second indirect evÍdence that implicates
glutanine as a mediator of the temperature effect Ín transforned

cultures involves the use of glutaminase, an enzyme that deaminates
glutanine to glutanate (Hartnan 1970). Ilhen glutaminase was added to
heat-stressed transformed cells cultured in glutamine-free nedium, HS3
Presunably,
accumulated under the heat stress condition (Tabl-e 8).
glutamÍnase breaks down any protease-generated glutanÍne before the

latter interacts with the HS3 metabolic pathway(s). Since glutamate is
a product of the action of glutaminase (Hartrnan 1970), the high levels
of HSS accumulation in the presence of glutaminase supports the earlier
suggestion (Goh et al 1977 LeJohn and Goh, unpublished) that the

effect of glutamine on

HS3 metabolism

is specific.

was

level (2 mM) of glutamine in the mediun. This is probably because the
effective enzyme concentration was not sufficient to break down
glutamine fast enough to make the medium glutanine-deficient for the

of

HS3 accumulation.

It has been ¡nentioned êarlier that the glutanine generated in
transformed cuLtures under heat stress may be a result of the action of
or activated protease(s) under the hyperthernic condition. An
initial indication of this comes fron the observation that the protease
inhibitors TLCK and TAME pernitted the build-up of glutamine in

induced

heat-stressed transformed cell cultures (Table 5).

iì:ì

ì:il
ì:':
il:ì
ri:

Glutaminase

unable to induce HS3 accumulation in cultures containing the normal

purpose

ìiìi

Glutanine-dependent

metabolic pathways, such as HS3 metabolism (Table 2\ and nucleic acid
biosynthesÍs (Table 4), were also affected by TLCK and TAME in a nanner
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that implicates secreted protease(s). The most direct evidence of the
fron the fact
involvement of protease(s) in the tenperature effect comes
growth
that high levels of proteolytic activity were detected in the
of transforned cell.s at 42"C under conditions where glutamine was
generated. The appearance of glutanine is directly correlated with
proteolytic activity in the medium. This suggests that the source of
mediu¡n

is, at least in part, derived from the action of the secreted
protease(s), possibly degrading proteins external to the cell' including

glutamine

serum

of

proteins.

HS3

at

Evidence whereby serun deprivation

42"C, presumably because the absence

of

led to accumulation

seru¡n does

not provide

the necessary protein substrates for aCtion of the protease(s) to
generate glutanine (Table 9), indicates that authentic serum proteins
may be najor substrates for the heat-induced protease(s). There is,
however, no

direct evidence that any seru¡n

protein is a substrate for

the protease(s) secreted by the heat-stressed transfor¡ned cells since
attempts to run electrophoretic gels of serum proteins failed to be

explicit due to the very high arnounts of some serun proteins and very
Iow quantity of others (see Appendix). Bovine serun albunin (BSA) was
ineffective as a substitute substrate for normal calf serum on which
protease(s) that generate glutamine during heat stress can act (Table
Since albumin is the major protein component of serum (Putnan

g).

19?5), its ineffectiveness at replacing serum suggests that the minor

proteins, rather than albumin, hâv be the targets for
protease(s). BSA did not affect the viability of the celIs,

serum

the
the

effectiveness of serun, or the levels of HS3 synthesised at 37oC'

gther evidence suggest that cellular proteins nay also be targets
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The gel
of proteases induced in transfor¡ned cell cultures.
(Fie. 10), however, show
electrophoresis patterns of cellular proteins
that there is no evidence that specific cellular proteins are targets
for protease(s) induced by heat stress. In general, proteins from 0n
those from On Ser at
Ser-DMBA cells were less intensely labelled than
gToC or 42"C. This could be due to Ísotopic dilution resulting from
unlabelled amino acid derived from protease action on serun proteins

But while there is no difference in the labelling patterns
intensities between the 3?oC samples and the heat-stressed samples of

-

or
0n

ce1ls, it seens that the only proteins of celLular origin that
mÍght be substrates for the heat-induced protease(s) are those proteins
Ser-DMBA

secreted by the
The

CHO WT

cells into the

mediun.

ce1ls, although a transformed cell line, did not secrete

any measurable amount

of protease; neither did they generate

glutamine

conditions. Yet they exhibited the
temperature effect in their HS3 accunulation, suggesting that a
meChanism, other than protease-mediated generation of glutamine, ilâV
ln their

mediun under hyperthermic

also be involved in the temperature effect.
racteri sati

Attenpts were nade to partially

characterise

secreted by thernalJ.y-stressed transformed

cells'

The

the

protease (s )

strategy included

the use of various protease inhibitors, netabolic inhibitors,
identificatÍon of possible substrates for the protease( s).
The

najor proteolytic enzyne systens secreted

and

by transfol'luecl cel1s

under normal culture conditions are the p).asnitlogen activator/plasnin

t:
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the collagenolytic enzyne systen (see "Historical" section) '
enzyme systems can activate other proteases including all najor

system and
These

effector systems (Christman et al 7977; Wooley, 1984a) '
It is likeJ.y that the proteolytic activity measured in the mediun of
plasminogen
transformed cells grown at 37"C is that of the

plasna protein

activator/ptasmin system and/or the collagenolytic enzyne systen' These
enzyne systems, and others induCed or activated in transformed ceIl
Cultures at 3?oC, have timited or specifiC action on one or a few

serum

or no release of glutamine (see "Historical"
section). There is no report that hyperthermia results in any further
activation or induction of these enzyne systens. Hence the phenomenon

proteins with little

of heat-induced

enhancement

of proteolytic activity in transformed

celL

cultures rePorted here is noveL.
Several lines of evidence support the view that the proteolytic

activity induced by heat represents a separate and distinct entity from
proteases nornally secreted by transformed celts at 37oC. The first
evidence comes from the fact that the action of the heat-induced
protease(s) resuLted in complete degradation of proteins to amino acids'

This is measured as heat-induced generation of glutamine in the growth
mediun

of transformed celIs.

The presence of other amino acids

was

for obvious reasons. It follows, therefore, that at least part
of the proteolytic activity induced by heat is an oligopeptidase. None
of the protease(s) secreted by transformed cells at 37oC have been shown
to bear oligopeptidase activity, eÍther individually or in conbinations'

untested

the heat-induced protease(s) is an ol.igopeptidase, then íts
substrates are the products of the action of other proteases secreted or
If

lìll
i::l
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there is the possibility that a coordinated
action exÍsts between the various proteases secreted by the cells ' It
is kno¡,¡n that different proteolytic enzyme systems interact lna

activated by cells.

Hence

coordinated fashion (Paranjpe

et al 1980; steven et al

1980).

Studies with protease inhibitors have provided further Ínformatíon
in the characterisation of the heat-induced protease(s) secreted by

transforned cells.

The proteolytic aCtivity' measured as glutamine

production in the growth medium, was inhibited to various degrees by
TLCK, TAME, benza¡nidine, NPGB, transexamic

acid, or €-ACA.

Benzanidine

inhibit plasminogen activator but not pì.asmin, thrombÍn or
eLastase; on the other hand, tranexanic acid and €-ACA inhibit plasmin
and

NPGB

but not

plasminogen

inhibitor of

activator (QuigLey 1979).

plasminogen

TLCK

activator (Quie]ey 1979).

The

also is not

an

fact that all of

these Ínhibitors reduced or eÌiminated the activity of the putative

heat-induced otigopeptidase

(

s

suggests that

)

the

plasminogen

activator/plasminenzynesystemmaybeinvolvedintheactionofthe
enzyme(s), possibly in an activating role. Alternatively, the enzyne(s)
is probably cross-sensitÍve to the same inhibitors as plasminogen
activator and plasnin. It is possible that the heat-induced proteolytic
aCtivity consists of several separate enzymes that act at different
points in the degradation of proteins to amino acids, so that each
This is
component may be sensitive to a different type of inhibitor'
inplied in the results of Table

11.

Studies with actinomycin D and cycloheximide show that both
transcriptÍon and translation are required for the heat-induced protease
activity. Since cyclohexinide and actinomycin D were added at the tine

ir'f
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of transfer of cultures fron 3?"C to 42"C, the netabolic inhibitors
affected only the portion of protease(s) that are induced or activated
but not the proteases that are normally induced and secreted at
57"C. Hence the synthesis of plasminogen activator and subseguent
activation of plasnin were not prevented Ín these experinents '

at

42"C,

D treatment each resulted 1n about 60%
reduction in total proteolytic activity and complete inhibition of
presumabJ.y, the remaining 40% proteolytic
gJ.utamine Production;
cycloheximide and actinomycin

activity represents proteases that are synthesised at 37oC, before the
metabolic inhibitors were added. The cyclohexÍmide and actinomycin D
data clearly show that the plasninogen activator/plasnin systen, or
other proteases secreted by celIs under nornaL culture conditions, are

distinct from the heat-induced proteases.
Another type of evidence that supports the distinctiveness of the
heat-induced protease(s) comes from studies whereby cell-free growth
fron transformed cell cultures were heated for up to 4 hr at
42"C, after a prior incubation with cells at 3?"C (Table 10)' With this

medium

experimental protocol, pJ.asminogen activator, plasnin and other
proteases secreted by ce]ls at 3?oC, are present in the medium at the
time of the cell-free incubation at 42"C. No glutamine was detected in

the nedium, and only about 40% of protease activity remained,
representing proteases seCreted by cells at 3?"C. The implíCation of
this is that cells are required for the heat-induced proteolytic
activity. This may mean that heat-stressed cells directly secrete the
putative oligopeptidase(s), or âlternatively that ce1ls under hyperthermia
secrete an "activating facter" that activates a Iatent enzyme already

:B
$
ê
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present in serun. Heat-stressed cells may also be seCreting a zy¡nogen
that is activated by enzymes secreted at 37'C. These are all situations

that are

known

to apply to other well-studied proteases secreted

by

transfor¡ned or tumour cells at 3?"C. For exampJ.e, transformed cells
secrete plasninogen activator which activates the production of plasnin
fron a normal serum protein plasminogen (Rifkin et al 7974; Duffy and

0'Grady 1gB4); transformed ceÌIs secrete latent zy¡nogen forms of
collagenases which are activated by plasmin and other serum proteins
(Paranjpe

et aI 1980;

Steven

et al
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Possible Effects of the Heat-Induced Protease(s)
Numerous studies have revealed that proteases secreted

rj:ì ilN

:,il.lì

under

.:ìì,ìì

physioLogical conditions by neoplastic cells play a role in tumour
netastasis enhancement of growth potential of the neoplastic cell '

of the external environment for nutritional purposes, and the
expression of certain in vitro phenotypic characteristics of neoplastic

¡nodulation

cells (reviewed by Roblin et al 19?5; Reich et al 1975; Rossman and
Troll 1980; Irtullins and Rohrlich 1983; Duf fy and O'Grady 1984;
Sloane and Honn 1984; Wooley 1984a). A physioJogical role(s) of the
heat-induced protease

activity cannot easily be established since

heat stress temperature (42"C) is non-physiological

ìi:ìllì

the

'

cells synthesise a small nu¡nber of polypeptides,
referred to as "heat shock proteins" (HSPs), when they are epxosed to
tenperatures within the range of 42"C to 45"C (Adams and Rinne 1982;
Schlesinger et al 1982). These proteins are believed to play roles in
Cultured mamnalian

thermotolerance (Velazquez and Lindquist 1984; Li 1984), respiratory
processes (Ashburner and Bonner 1979), and various protective functions
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ìl:

(schlesinger et aI 1982). The heat shock proteins of transformed cells

are si¡nilar to those of untransformed CeIls; indeed, the heat shock
proteíns are highly conserved (schtesinger et al 1982). Also, the heat
they
shock proteins are intracellular proteins, with no evÍdence that
are secreted by cells into the growth ¡nedium. No heat shock protein in
cells has been reported to have proteolytic activity or to act
as an activator of latent proteases. For these reasons, the protease(s)

mamnalian

secreted by transformed
sane

cells under heat stress are not likely to be the

or related proteins as the HSPs '
In spite of the probabitity that the heat-induced protease(s) may

not have a physiologÍcal role, evidence gathered in this study indicate
that the protease(s) nay have effects that nay be inportant in
transformed cell nutrition and for cancer therapeutic nodalities.
First, the proteolytic activity observed in transforned cell cultures
under thermal stress resufted

in the complete degradation of proteins,

In addition,
thereby providing the cells with amino acids '
heat-stressed transformed cells were found to have much higher

intraceLLular levels of glutamine than celLs at 37oC (TabJ.e 6),
suggesting that the hyperthermic condition facilitates

uptake of

glutamine. (It is, of course, also possible that the high intracellular
Levels

of glutamÍne

under heat stress conditions was due

intracellular proteÍns.)
.]

to

breakdown of

Nontransformed cells did not have any

detectable intraceLlular glutamine at both 37oC and 42"C, suggesting

:

:;

that perhaps the higher uptake of glutamine observed in heat-stressed
be due to action of the protease(s) secreted

transformed

cells

transformed

cells at 42"C. It has been suggested that one effect of

may

by

:

tl
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cells is to nodify the cell menbrane
in a way that affects nutrient transport properties (RobIin et al 1975).
(Burger 1970; Rossnan
SeCreted proteases degrade cell membrane proteins

proteases seçreted by transformed

and Trotl 1980), âS well as activate phospholipases that degrade
are observed
nenbrane lipids (Shier et al 1982). None of these effects
¡r¡ith nontransformed

ceIIs.

have profound implications

Hence, the heat-induced protease(s) seen to

for nutrient avail.ability, nutrient

uptake,

::

ìli:;
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il
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and other aspects of the cellular

metabolism

that are regulated by the

cell nembrane. However, sone Caution must be exerCised at suggesting
whether the protease(s) has a role that is neant prÍmarily for
nutritional purposes, or whether its possible role in transformed cell
nutrition is secondary to some other role. A primary role in nutrition
would require that induction or secretion of the protease(s) be
regulated by availability of nutrients in the growth medium. However'
the evidence shows that the levels of secreted protease(s) is the sane
whether the nutritionaL requirenents are conplete or not. AIso, it is
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cells would secrete protease(s) at
42"C primarily for the purpose of providing amino acids for growth

difficult to explain

why transforned

stinulation, since 42"C is an unphysioJ.ogical and unfavourable

growth

tenperature.
The heat-induced

proteolytic activity secreted by transformed cells

The use of
has implications for cancer therapeutic modalities '
hyperthermia in the treatment of cancer has a biological as well as

clinical basis (Jain
and Roizin-Towle

and Gullino

1984). Heat

1980; Lowenthat 1984; Kim 1984; HaIl

seems

to act synergistically wíth other

cancer therapeutic agents such as radiation therapy and chenotherapy

.ìi

,i:ii
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(Ki¡r 1984 ;

Bull

1984 ) '

At the

same

time, proteases secreted

by

phenotypic
transformed cells alter the expression of a number of
properties of the cells in a nanner that is growth stimulatory (reviewed

et al 1975; Reich et al 19?5; Rossnan and Troll 1980; Duffy
In this study, it hras
and O'Grady 1984; see also "Historical")'
observed that hyperthernic treatment of cells resulted in enhanced
by Roblin

]
ati:

I

secretion of protease(s) by transformed cells above the level nornally
secreted at 37"C. In addition, the heat-induced protease(s) seen to be

a different type of protease(s) than those secreted under nornal growth
conditions. The heat-induced protease(s) seem to have effects that nay

cells are more heat-sensitive than
and Azzam 1983), it follows that at

be growth-stimulatory. Since growing

stationary phase cultures (Raaphorst

least part of the greater heat-sensitivity of neoplastic cells relative

be explained by the effects of the heat-induced
protease(s) of neoplastic cells. It also points to the possibility that
the heat sensitivity of neoplastic cells nay be manipulated to increase
to nornal cells

may

differentiaL ther¡nosensitivity between nornal and neoplastic cells.
Another implication for cancer therapy is that the heat-induced
proteases may

alter cell

membrane

properties that nay increase uptake of

drugs. As wel1, there is the possibility that
the heat-induced protease (s ) nay have an intracellular role in
cancer chemotherapeutic

transformed ceIIs.
Does HS3

Act as a PhosPhate Store?

The linkage between HS3 accunuLation and glutamine avaÍ1abi1Íty'
and

the fact that the patterns of

transformed and non-transformed

HS3 accumulation

are different for

cells is an indÍcation that transforned

25r

for
ce1ls differ fron untransformed cells in their requirements
glutanine. Glutamine is involved in several biochemical pathways
(Rabinovitz et al 1956; Patterson 7972; McKeehan 19S2)' LeJohn and
1979) have
coworkers (Goh and LeJohn 7977; Goh et al 7977l' Goh
provided biochenical and genetic evidence

that the role of glutamine as

a precursor for de novo purine biosynthesis mainly agcounts for
glutamÍne-dependent accumulation of HS3 Ín transformed cells '

the
The

i¡nplication of their investigations is that, in transformed cells' HS3
¡night be acting as a "nutritional shock signa]", specifically for

indicating the level of glutamine in the growth medium. The glutanine
concentration experiments (Fig. 6a) support this contention.

to affect nucleic acid biosynthesis by
its inhibitory effects on ribonucleotide reductase (Lewis et al 1976),
an enzyme that is involved in the conversion of ribonucleoside
diphosphates to their deoxy derivatives (Larsson and Reichard 1966);
and on DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (Goh 1979), a set of enzynes
HS3

Ítse1f has been

shown

implicated in the synthesis of ribosomal RNA, heterogenous nuclear
and 55 and pre-4S RNA (Chambon
glutamine starvation

ways: first the

affects

absence

1975).

Hence

RNA'

with transforned cells'

nuCLeic acid biosynthesis

in at least

two

of glutamine inhibits purine and pyrimidine

biosynthesis since gJ.utamine is a precursor in the de novo synthesis of

and second, the glutamine-deficient condition
accumulation which inhibits nucleic acid biosynthesis as

these nucleotides;
induces HS3

outlined

above.

The results presented in this study give Índirect experimental
evidence

that

HS3 may

be acting as a storage

conpound

for

phosphate

252

during nutritional stress, particularly 1n the case of transforned
ceJts. First, as the results of Fig. 8 show, transforned cells exposed

to increasing amounts of phosphate in their mediun accunulated
proportionately higher levels of HS3 when the cells were cultured in
glutanine-free mediun. HS3 accumulation did not occur at

any phosphate

ì:i

i

,::i
ìì:

I I

ll
l: ì I
ìiì
ìì.

l

concentration used when 2 mll gluta¡nine was supplied or when the cells

were grown at 42"C, a tenperature at which sÍgnificant amounts of

in the growth

glutamine are generated

medium (see

earlier discussions).

presunably, HS3 accumulation occurs when phosphate is not consumed in

nucleic acid biosynthesis due to lack of glutamine for nucleotide
biosynthesis. This is in line with the observation by Goh et al (1977)
that

and Goh (1979)

exogenously supplied purines lead

to rapid depletion

of the phosphates of

HS3

for

nucleic acid biosynthesis. It is also believed that the constituent

ADP

of

accumulated HS3 due

and UDP

to the

consumption

noieties of HS3 (McNaughton et al 1973) could be further

used

for the replenishnent of all the nucleotide pools (LeJohn, unpublished)'
The observed inverse relationship between HS3 levels and nucleic acid
biosynthesis (Table 4) is an indication that the phosphates not going

into

conditions of HS3 depletÍon are probably used in the

HS3 under

synthesis of

DNA

and

Untransformed
changes

RNA.

cells do not alter their

HS3

Ievels 1n response to

in glutamine or phosphate leveLs in the growth ¡redium.

apparent insensÍtivity
untransfor¡ned ce1ls tend
HS3 discussed

untransforned

This

to glutamine and phosphate exhibited
to

undermine

by

the proposed roles and effects of

earlÍer for transforned cells.

Since HS3 levels in

cells have no correlations with varying glutamine

level.s

-,1
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(Fig. 5â, b), or varying

phosphate

levels (Fie'

7)

' or with levels of

nucleicacidbiosynthesis(Table4),Ítisdifficulttoascribe
and phosphate
functions such as regulation of nucleic acid biosynthesis
is tenpting to propose
storage roles to HS3 in untransformed cells. It
all
that in untransforned cells, the constantly high levels of HS3 under
growth of
growth conditions nay be involved in long-term regulation of
the cerrs, rather than a neans of quickly responding to specifÍc changes
in growth conditions as seems to be the Case with transformed cells'
in
Long-term regulation of growth nay be related to differences
partiCularly
behaviour between transformed and untransformed celIs,
those relating to the limÍted lifespan of untransforned cells in
culture

'

essivity of tìe !!

Patter

f

HS3 Svnthesis

Studies involving the fusion of transformed and untransformed cells
have routinely been used to determine if the neoplastic state is
expressed

as a dominant or recessive trait

(ozer and Jha 7977; croce

1980; Sabin 1981; Stanbridge et al 1982; Miller and MiLLer 1983)' A
dominant trait indicates that neoplasms arise through an acquisition or
activation of new genetic material, whereas a recessive trait implies
loss or inactivation of genetic ¡naterial. In the present study, the
regulation of

HSS

synthesis was studied by fusing a transforned

mouse

celL line (B82) with a non-transformed hunan cell line (SK4476) ' The
two cell lines possessed growth characteristics and HS3 synthesis
patterns that are typiCat of other transforned and untransformed cell
lines respectively.

Inusua]growthnedia,nornalcell]inessynthesise

de

novo the
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necessary purines and pyrimidines and thus

and pyriuridines

addition of preformed purlnes

is superfluous (Mahler and Cordes 19?1;

Chu and PowelI

19Z6). However, if the de novo pathways are blocked by metabolic
Ínhibitors or due to the absence of appropriate precursors, the cells
will requÍre an exogenous supply of preformed nucleosides which they can
utilise in the salvage pathway for nucLeic acid biosynthesis (MahLer and
CelIs require two functional
Cordes 1971; Chu and Powell 1976).
enzynes, nanely hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase

(HGPRT)

and adenine phosphoribosyl transferase (APRT), for utilisation of
and one enzyne, namely thymidylate kinase (TK) ' for
purines;
utilisation of pyrimidines in the salvage pathways (Mahler and Cordes
1971; Chu and Powell 1976; Adarns and Harkness 1976; Wright et al

1980). Cells which do not have functional
cannot survive
pathway

HGPRT/APRT

or TK enzymes

in conditions wherein the de novo nucleotide biosynthesis

is blocked,

Interspecific

even

if

preformed nucleosides are provided.

mouse-human

ceIl hybrids were sel'ected anong a

predoninant population of cells that consisted of unfused mouse
human

cells,

mouse-mouse

and

hybrids, and human-human hybrids by use of

a

selective nedium that allowed growth of only the interspecific hybrids.
The selective nedium consisted

of normal growth ¡redium

hypoxanthine, aninopterin and thymidine

( "HAT" )

,

supplemented with

developed by Szybalski

and Szybatski (1962), and used in selecting somatic cell hybrids
(Litt]efield 1964; Ruddle 19?3). Aminopterin is a strong inhibitor of
dihydrofolate reductase (EC 1.5.1.3), an enzyne that is involved in the
fornation of 5,1g-methylenetetrahydrofolate which is the active

coenzyme

required for de novo purine and pyrimidine biosynthesis (Mahler

and
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Cordes1971).HypoxanthineandthymidineServeaSsourcesofpurines

andpyrimÍdinesrespectivelyforuseinthesalvagepathways.ThellAl
mediumisdoublyselective,thatis,theproductsoftwogeneloci'
HGPRTandTK,utustbepresentinordertosurviveinthepresenceof
functionat TK enzyne, whereas
aninopterin. The 882 cell Iine lacks
Because of these enzyme deficiencies'
sK44?6 Iacks functÍonal HGPRT.
the de novo pathways to meet their
these two ceLl lines rely solery on
requirementsforDNAsynthesis;theycannotsurviveunderconditions
even if purines and pyrinidines
where the de novo pathways are blocked'

aresuppliedtothecells.However,whenBs2andSK44?6cel]sare
fused,thehybridsfornedcansynthesisetheirDNAbythesalvage
pathwayssinceinthehybridsthetwocell]inescancomplementeach
or HGPRT enzymes ' Hence
other in their individual deficiencies for TK
grow in IIAT-supplemented
hybrids between 882 and SK44?6 celIs can
intraspecific fusion
mediun. unfused mouse and human cells as well as
products cannot grow

in

HAT-supplemented medium

since no complementation

of the deficient enzymes occurs in these cell types'
section) for
The HS3 ratio (defined earlier in the "Results"
cel]']ÍneisTTandforSK44T6itisl.Thesevaluesarewithinthe
range for transformed and untransforned cells respectiveJ'y

882

(compare

Tables2and12).Ingeneral,transformedcellsexhibitaratherwide
rangeofvaluesofHs3ratios,whichisprobablyareflectionofthe
aI 1980;
fact that the transfor¡nation process is nultistep (collins et
gleinstein et aI 1934). Íl]ith the hybrids, all clones initialty had HS3
ratiosthataretypicalorc}osetotåevaluefortheuntransforned
(SK44?6)parentalcellline;however'afteravariablenumberof

2s6

population doubllngs, most hybrid clones acquired HS3 ratios that are

In interpreting these observations,
typicat of transformed cells.
several tentatÍve Conclusions Can be nade. First, the transformed
pattern of HSS synthesis seems to be recessive to the untransformed
ì'',ìi:
t,:.:i':

pattern. This is in line with earlier reports that, in general, the
transfornatÍon phenotypes of spontaneously transforned cells behave
recessively Ín hybrids forned with normal partners (Marshall and

Dave

19?g; Szpirer and Szpirer 19S0). The doninance of the untransforned
pattern of HS3 synthesis does not seem to be carried by gene(s) on human
chromosome

17, rchich is the

human chronosone

that carries the

TK gene

et al 7972); this conclusÍon is derived fron the observation
that alt hybrids, even upon changing from the untransformed to the
transformed pattern of HS3 synthesis, were capable of growth in HAT
(Boone

medium

and, therefore, presumably contained the hunan chromosone with

the TK gene. It is, of course, possible that small portions of
chromosome

other

1? (containing the TK gene) may have been translocated onto

chromosomes

in the hybrid

for retention of the entire

such

that it

chromosome

1?.

may

not have been necessary

However,

it is unlikely that

this occurred in alt the hybrid clones examined'
Second,

the faCt that a wide range of values of

HS3

ratios

were

in the hybrids nay be an indication that probably several
regulatory elenents may be invoìved in the determination of the pattern

observed

of

HS3

synthesis. Further support for this contention

comes

fron

the

observation that the HS3 ratios of the hybrid cells approached the

in several steps, rather than a single step. It is
probable that the step-wise change in HS3 ratio in hybrid cells is a

transformed pattern
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t,!rìr,
t: ì.: ::

ì l,::
ìl l:r:,

from the hybrids ' It
result of the loss of specific human chromosomes
human and rodent cells
ís known that, as a general rule, hybrids between

ì

ì.

Segregatehumanchromosomesunidirectional].y(WeissandGreenl96T).
appears to greatly
Studies have shown that no sÍngle human Chromosone
instead certaÍn combinations
influence tunorigenicity in cell hybrids;
tumorigenicity in
of Chronosomes from the normal human ceLl suppress
1979)' This is in
hybrids (Klinger et al 1978; KlÍnger and Shows
contrast to the situation with nouse cells as the nontunorigenic

partner, whereby reemergence of tumorigenicity requires the specific
(Evans et al 1982) ' Hence
Ioss of only one copy of mouse chromosone 4
is
it is apparent that the value of HSS observed in the hybrids

by the nunber of specific hunan chronosomes in the hybrid
The rate of ]oss of the specific human chromosones deternines

determined

cells.

the rate of increase of

HS3

ratio

'

Relationships Between HS3 Response Patterns and Growth Characteristics

of

CeIls

Transforned cells differ fron their nornal counterparts in many
respects, including differences in morphology, growth characteristics'
(see
ne¡nbrane-related properties, and many biochemical features
"Historical" section). It is probable that the distinctive patterns of
HS3 response observed

for transformed

and untransforned

cell lines is

a

result of the overall properties of transformed cells, rather than the
aCquisition of any single, specific transfor¡nation characterÍstic by the
neoplastic cell. Indirect support for this cones from the studies with

cell hybrids (Tables 13 and 14). Hybrid clones 20 and 21 which
close si¡rÍtarity to the untransforned (SK4476) cell I'ine in their

a

ì
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ì,: ì.

it l:iì
il l:',

showed

growth
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SimilartY, hybrid clone 16
patterns naintained the lowest HS3 ratios '
with the transformed (882)
which had identical growth characteristics

cell line

had the highest HS3 ratio'

growth
Since a fundamental feature of neoplastic cells Ínvolves
aspects of growth control such
regulation (caneron and Pool 1981), many

aslifespaninculture,serumrequirementsforgrowth,anchorage
dependenceforgrowth,contactinhibitionofgrowthandsaturation
or normalcy'
density are routinely employed as markers of transfornation
of growth
In this study, an attempt was made to determine which aspect
controlmostconsistentlycorrelateswiththetransformedor
untransforned patterns of HS3 synthesis '
A growth feature which shos¡ed a distinct relationship with

the

patternofHs3synthesisisanchoragerequirenentforgrowth'A]1ce}l
did not
lines which exhibited the untransformed pattern of HS3 synthesis
of
grow in nethy]celfulose, a nedium that does not permit anchorage
on the
cells to their culture dÍsh (MacPherson and Montagnier 1964).
were
other hand, cell lines with the tranformed pattern of HS3 synthesis
able to grow in nethylcellul.ose (that is, they are anchorage-independent

for growth) (see TabLe 3).

This is not surprising, considêring that

anchorage-independenceforgrowthisbelievedtobethemostreliable
and shin
and consistent in vitro correlate of tumorigenicity (Freedman

19?4; ShÍn et al 19?5; Patek et aL 19?S)' It should' however' be
for
noted that the cell lines studied by Goh (Tabte 1) were not tested
for growth, so that the correlatÍon between
this feature of growth and HS3 synthesis pattern is restricted to the

their

anchorage requirenent

cell lines

examined

in this study

(TabLe 3)

'

.:.iì:ì

ì
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ThecorrelationbetweenlifespanÍncultureandpatternofHSS

ì . f e sP a n in culture, expressed the transf ormed pattern of HS3 synthesis
l'i
1, 2 and 3)' An interesting situation is observed with two
::lì!:¡:ìa]ìLiì:: :.(TabLes
:::.:.:r':ì'ìrr:Ììrr:::,:ì:::i,r

!::.l.ì:i::::râ,.. I
iìrìi:rìr.ì:ìlìì:iì.lSiì.:',..,

The BALB/3T3 (Aaronson

i:::::t:i;_rl::::a.i::¡:.. l

-!ì$..il.i$,."ensitivity
i:r:rìr:tìr!:1:::jì\.:r:ì

. .

to

and

inhibition of division, do not srow in
and they do not forn tunours in nude mice; but unrike

post-conf Iuence

$¡.i,*,':ìì*1._thyrcelrulose,
*.'*¡¡*¡, untransformed

cells, these two cell lines are aneuploid' and are
7974)'
$.lmnortal in culture (Reznikoff et al 1973a; Freednan and shin
pattern of
BALB/3T3 cell Iine expressed the transformed cell
$,!¡t,tntt* the
bv contrast, retained the
.i:ìi$a synthesis (Table 1), the 10Tk celr rine,
l::l¡ntransforned cell pattern of HS3 synthesis (Table 2). Whether it is
E or immortality that deternines the pattern of HS3
depends on how the results with 10TL and BALB/3T3 cells are
[-f|]...|À*anu*t"
ll:rt¡nt""p"eted. If the HS3 pattern of 10TL ceLls is considered an anonaly
ì*rt¡aqsfornation E

a:i,:ìÌ:ì''':.::,.ì:.].r,

.!$t'hen, based on the results for the other transformed and untransforned
$Cefts, it can be concluded that expression of the transformed pattern of
Ì.¡ll.lì1.

':

i;::-:.ltSg

synthesis Ís correLated with inmortality rather than transfornation

By contrast , if HS3 synthesis pattern of BALB/3T3 cel Is is
ii:,:-èù¡natous then the critical
f actor is transf ormation instead of

.\,.1ìr,,

;

'i.ììl:r

,."".
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l¡rmortal itY

'

is not surprising, however, if

It

the HS3 pattern

correlates with innortality since the acquisition of immortality is
believed to be an early event in the transformation process, often
preceding the onset of anchorage-independence (Newbold et al 1982).
However, inmortal cells are not necessarily transformed since they nust

after a further period of culture (Newbold et aI 1982) - This
is probably why TOTZ cells show the untransforned pattern of HS3
synthesis, whereas the BALB/3TS cells show the transformed pattern, even

progress

::ì:l\l::lltill:,'i:,{l:

:

.,. ,'though
iill]ì,ii$Í.i
:::il:.il:rlrtì!\l:;l:.i!-,;i::l'¡ì:;ì:-:_ì.:-:.¡ì.!:iì:i..,ì::i:rì:..

::.:11r:

i:;ì:lil:i:::.ìi

I

.

both are immortal. It seems that the

BALB/3TS

cells are

step(s) further towards transformation than the TOTZ cells.
:ì . naf,S/3T3 cells exhibit a higher level of turnorigenicity than

ìtiiÌ:,ì:-{ij.lsì::r.1

i.,''-'

a

Indeed,

fotå ce1ls (Grieg et al 19s5)'

;:t,..:"t:

that

Another transf ornation characteristic

:,.:.ì,,

shows some correlation

ììiììÌ,: with the pattern of HS3 synthesis is the ability of cells to grow in
l:.l....ì

.': nedium

with low serum. As Table 3

.s1,ìî,,:,(0n Ser,

iå.,., they

El San,

and

I{i-38) failed to grow in

alt had the untransformed pattern of

l..rì,,'transfor¡ned

all

shows,

cell lines, except the

HS3

CHO WT

untransfor¡ned
medium

with

cell lines

1%

serun

and

synthesis. By contrast,

line, grew weLl in

1% seru¡n

i\lf,l,attained the transformed cell value of HS3 ratio were able to grow in
li.. r¡nediun with 1% serun, whereas the two hybrid clones (clones 20 and 21)

ì'.:ì$itt, did not attain hieh HS3 ratios were unable to grow in medium with
3t* serun. Although the CHO WT cells expressed the transforned pattern
3i],*f,nSs synthesis,
:ìt:::ìì):i..ìl

yet stitl they failed to grow in

1%

serun. It can be

.

!!¡$called that the

CHO WT

ceIl line

was

also the only transforned cell

i

:

ilïïl
lt.ìt:

lrìiiiìr

r ìì.t:.
ì.r 1, i

¡
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that did not have any detectable levels of secreted protease
subjected to
and subsequent generation of glutamine in cultures
conditíons (see earlier parts of this "Discussion")' The
1Íne tested

hyperthernic

inability of

cHo tllT

cells

and hybrid clone

5 to grow in

mediun

with

low

serumindicatesthattherelationshipbetweenSerumrequirementfor
This nay be
growth and the HS3 response pattern is not consistent'
for growth is
related to the fact that the feature of serum requirenent
not considered a consistent and early indication of transformation
(Borek 1980).

Possible Role

the CelI

Membrane

the

Resnonse

cell nenbrane may determine several properties of neoplastic
cells such as increased growth rate, prolonged survÍvaL , decreased
expression
adhesion, loss of contact inhibition, increased invasiveness'
of repressed antigens, and escape from inmune attack (reviewed in
The

that is
wallach 1968). In addition, the cell membrane is the organelle
in direct contact with the external environment of the cell and hence it
is in a position to monitor the conditions of the external environment
transnit the Ínformation to the celt ' The cell nenbrane also exerts
a seLective control upon the transport of regulatory nolecules, which
night be either positive or negative effectors of growth (Pardee 1964) '

and

various snall nolecules are known to mediate many of the functions of
the nannalian cell menbrane, the best studied being the cyclic
nucLeotides and several monovalent and dÍvalent ions (see "Historical"

section).
The HS3 nolecule has
conpound

that

may

the properties of a small nolecular

weight

be involved in the nembrane-mediated coordination for

ì.:,

ìii ,.:

ì

l
I

l

r

: l:,i ..,
: t,
iii:::
11r

:
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Í¡acromolecular biosynthesis with avaÍ1abi1Íty

in the extracellular

environment

of specifÍc, key nutrients

In the first

'

Place, HS3 levels

glutamine' a
dramatically increased within a short time upon renoval of
key metaboliC nutrient, from the external environment of transforned

cells in Cu]ture. At the same time, in vitro as wel'l as seni-in vÍvo
(by use of permeabitised cells) studies have indicated that the
various
accumulated HS3 due to glutanine deprÍvation nay be involved in
aspects of nucleic acid biosynthesis in a negative way (Goh 1979). This
of how HS3 rnay be involved as a coordinator of
external growth conditions with key intracellular netabolic events. It
is not known by which mechanism HS3 nay act in this capacÍty. It has
is a clear

exampJ.e

been suggested
synthesised

that in

at the cell

mammalian

celÌs the

HSs molecule

membrane (LeJohn, unpublished

is

probably

data).

ììi
1ìì

The results presented in this study do not give a conclusive
insight into the role of the cell rnembrane in the HS3 response' The
cell hybridisation studies, which involved the use of a transformed
mouse

cell lÍne and an untransforned

human

cell line as the parental

that, aÌthough all the hybrid
clones had celt menbrane conponents that seemed similar to the
transformed cell membrane (measured as sensitivity of the cells to
killing by ouabain), yet stitl there was no over¡r¡helming correspondence
among the hybrids to exhibit the transforned pattern of HS3 response '

cells for production of cell hybrids,

show

llowever, there was a general tendency anong the hybrid clones

to

acquire

the transforned pattern of HS3 synthesÍs with prolonged growth in
culture. It may also be significant to note that hybrid cÌone 16, which
exhibited the highest HS3 ratio (TabJ.e 13) and the only hybrid clone

ìì.
¡i

ìi
ìì
rì

ìi
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that showed identical growth characteristics with the transformed
parental line (Table 14), was also the only hybrid clone that showed
(Table
identical ouabain sensitivity as the transforned parental line
15). This
1Ínked

may strengthen

the argunent for the

proposaJ'

that

HS3

is

with the cell nenbrane'

of ouabain sensitivity to neasure the role of the cell
nembrane in the HS3 response in ce11 hybrids has sorne inherent
linitations. First, in the assay procedure, the effect of ouabain is
The use

r'ì::ìl
::..l..

.ttl:a'

noted only at the end of a 14-day incubation of cells with the drug.
Within this period of time, several genetic events nay have occurred 1n

the hybrids such that it
nouse and human

becomes Ímpossible

to tell whether functional

forns of Na*/K+ ATPase (the enzyne that is sensitive to

still present in the hybrids. Also, it becones impossible
to correlate changes in HS3 response at different cell passages wÍth
sensitivity of the cells to ouabain. second, there is no conclusive

ouabain) were

published report

that the

Na+/K* ATPase involved

in the assay is a key

affected in the transformatÍon process. Hence it is possible
that the nembrane feature that was measured is not strongly linked with

enzyme

transfornation.

CONCLUSIONS

264
CONCLUSIONS

Theresu}tswhichhavebeenpresentedlelatesthediStinctive
for transformed and
patterns of HS3 synthesis reported earlier
cell lines (Goh 1979) with other known physiological
untransformed

features of transformed

ce11s

' The following conclusions

and

hypothesescanþedrawnfromtheresultsthathavebeenpresented:
(1) Ttre pattern of HS3 synthesis in response to glutamine
availability

soon as normal
changes in a d'irect and causal manner as

transformed' irrespective of the node of
\
in
early
occurs
pattern
transforrnationi the change in HS3 synthesis
pattern for transformed
the transformation process. The HS3 synthesis
of transforned celI
ce1ls can be related to some specific aspects

cells in culture

become

phenotype,andthereareindicationsthatitmaybearesultofrecessive
genetic change(s) in the cell'
(2)Anintegratedapproachinthestudyofthecharacteristicsof
transformedcellsnaybeamolereliablewayofdefiningtlansformation
thanstudyofindividualcharacteristicsinisolation.Inthisstudy,
itisclearthattheheat-inducedmodificationofHs3synthesis
between truly
involving proteases is a reliable method of distinguishing
some
cells from cell-s that are untransfor¡ned but express
transformed

transformedcharacteristics,adistinctionwhichmaynotbereliableif
in isolation'
only individual characteristics were considered
(3)Heat-inducedprotease(s)secretionseemstobeaconsistent
featureofgenuinelytransformedcellsnotwithstandingthevarietyin
a conmon action of the
causative agents of transformation. This suggests
variousoncogenicagents.Theimportanceoftheheat-inducedprotease(s)
in transformed ce1ls is not known'

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX

Note: The experiments described in this Appendix were
done after the final draft of the thesis was
already prepared. At that time, I felt it necessary
to make further attenpts to characterise the
putative heat-induced proteolytic system.

In further attempts to identify the putative heat-induced
protease(s), and possible substrates for the protease(s), the growth
medium as

well as cell extracts of heat-treated 0n Ser-DMBA ce11s

were

analysed by polyacrylamide ge1 electrophoresis and autoradiographic

techniques. Based on the observation that a high 1eve1 of protease

activity was present in the

medium

of heat-treated 0n

Ser-DMBA ce11s

(taUle 5), it is reasonable to expect d.egradation of serum proteins
the cel1 cultures are exposed to hypertherrnic conditions ' The
growth of cel1s, 1abe1ling nethods, heat treatment' preparation of

when

serun and cell samples, and electrophoretic and autoradiographic
methods l^Iere as described

appropriate,'i f igures

in "Methods" and in the legends to the

.

Fig. A-la is a coomassie blue-stained gel electrophoretic pattern
of proteins in the Erowth mediun of on ser-DMBA cultures treated at
370C or 430C. The first lane (fi8. A-la) shows proteins normally
present in serum r¡ithout exposure to cel1s. A large protein band (lflf
about 55r000 to 60,000) is easily identified,

plus other minor

bands

in higher and lower moÌecular weight ran8es. No noticeable degradation
of seru¡n proteins occurred r.¡hen the ce1ls were incubated al 37oC
(compare lanes 1 and.2, fig. A-1a). However, when the cells were

incubated for 2h or 4h at 43oC, (lanes 3 and 4 respectively, fig' A-la)r

significant breakdown of serum proteins occurred, especially in the
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Fig. A-la

Coomassie

blue-stained polyacrylanide gel

electrophoretic patterns of proteins ln the growth

of 0n Ser-DMBA cultures kept for 4h at 37oC
(37+37; lanes 2 and 6), or 2h at 43oC followed by

nedium

2h

at

37oC

(43+37; lanes 3 and 7), or 4h at

43oC

(434a3; lanes 4 and 8) in glutanine-deficient
medium. Lane

1 (S) rePresents proteins

in the growth medium containing

contained

1O7' serurn

without

to cel1s. Molecular weight markers
(lane 5) consisting of a mixture of proteins r¡ith

prior

exposure

known molecular weight are

run; the figures

represent the nolecular weights (x 103 daltons) of

the proteins. The cells were cultured and treated
at the appropriate temperatules as described in

of the

the "Methods". At the

end

period, the

lecovered' nixed in a 1:1

mediurn was

experi¡nental

'F-

ratio with detergent solution (urea/SDSlmercaPtoethanol) and an aliquot applied directly onto the
gel slab. Procedures for gel slab preparation'
electrophoresisr and post-electrophoresis treatnent
are described in "Methods"'
P1 = protease

inhibitors

(+) neans protease inhibitors
end

added

to

samples at

of experimental period, after cells

were

separated from the rnedium.

(-)

rneans no Protease

A

inhibitors

added'

nixture of protease inhibitors (ILCK'

PMSF and benza¡nidine) was added'

TAI'ÍE'
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najolproteinband(55,000to60,0O0daltons).Thedisappearanceofthat
protein¡and(s)isaccompaniedbyaconcornittantappearanceoflower
rnolecularweightproteinbandsintheheat-treatedcells,suggesting
degradation
weight proteins may represent
that the lower molecular
productsofthernajorproteinspeciesinthegrowthmedium.Basedonthe
intensityofproteinbands,itisevidentthat'Eleaterdegradationof
at 43oC for '4h
when the cel1s were incubated
occurred
proteins
serum
3' fîg' e-ta)' The evidence' therefore'
lane
to
4
lane
(compare
2h
than for
heat-'
may be substrates for the
that authentic serum proteins
shows

inducedprotease(s).Anotherinterestingfeatureisthatsignificantly
rnoredegradationofserumproteinsoccurredwhenproteaseinhibitors
welenotaddedtothegrowthrnediumascomparedtosamplesl{ithadded
proteaseinhibitors;thiswasthecasewhentheinhibitorswereadded
prior to (fig' A-lb) thermal stress'
or
(fie'A-1a)
after
either

These

resultsindicatethestronglikelihoodthatmorethanoneproteinase
activityispresentinthemedium.Oneactivityprobablydegradesmajor
protein(s)tosmalleroligopeptides.Thesecondproteaseactivitymay
is induced
a generalised peptidase that
be less specific; this may be
during the course of heat treatment '

Fig.A-2isanautoradiogramof35S-mettrionine-labelledproteins
inthegrowthmediumof0nSer-DMBAculturestreatedforvarioustime
periodsat3ToCand43oC.Theoretically,proteinsinthernedium
should represent proteins
identified ly 355-methionine incorporation
secretedbythecellsintothemedium..Therealemoreproteinbandsin
themediumofheat-treatedcellsthaninrnediumofcellskeptonlyat
37oC;theseprobablyreplesentdegradationproductsofthenajorhigh
MWband,l¡hichtend'todecreaseinlabellingintensityathighternperature
as }¡as
MW protein bands' Again'
lower
of
appearance
with a concomitant
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blue-stained polyacrylanide gel
Fie. A-lb Coorrassie
growth
electrophoretic patterns of proteins in the
for 4h at 37oC
mediu¡n of On Ser-DMBA cultures kept
(37137; lanes 2 and
Zh

at

3), or

2h

at

37oç (43137i lanes 4 and

(43143; lanes 6 and
¡nediun. Lane

1-

43oC followed by

5), or 4h at

43oC

7) in glutamine deficient

represents proteins in growth

mediun containing LOL serum r¡ithout

prior

to cells. llolecular weight markers (Iane 8)
given
consisted of a nixture of proteins with MW

exposure

(x

103

daltons). Procedures for cel1 culture'

preparation, electrophoresis,

and'

sarnple

post-electrophoresis

and in
treatment are described in the legend to fig' A-la
"Methods"

Pt = plotease inhibitors
(+) neans PI addedg;lglg temperature treatment

(-)

r¡eans no

PI

A mixture

of protease inhibitors

and benzanidine
ì,'1-:Ìa:.1;:Ìi'll.ì.,;;..:r'-ì.ì

:

i::,:j!:liìiìr:.:ilr:;-!.:.ii_!r;

t¡,ä::lilìlì:¡,1:
::.]':ir:.j;:lr,Ì:liì::-l:lì:i

added

)

was added'

(TLCK' TAI'ÍE'

?MSF
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Eie. A-2

Autoradiogram of 3sS-methionine-labelled proteins in the

incubation mediurn of On Ser-Dl'fBA cells kept for 4t¡ at
(37+37), or for 2h at

or for 4h at

¿r30C

43OC (43Ð43).

glutamine-deficient

medium

370C

fottorued. by 2h at 37OC (43+37),

All- experiments r.rere done in
plus lOZ DFBS. The growth of

cells, labelling procedure, temperature treat¡nents,
electrophoresis and autoradiography have all been
descril¡ed in rllethods' and in the legend to fig. A-la.
The medium lras mixed in a 1:1 ratio with detergent buffer

(urea/SDS/nercaptoethanol-) before the samples were applied

onto the gel slab.

PI

means pxotease

(+)

inhibitors.

means PI added

prior to t.mperature treatment

(-) neans no PI was added to samples.
A mixture of protease inhibitors
and benza¡nidine

)

hand

represent identifiable

bands

right

hand side

PMSF

was added.

left

Arrows on the

(TLCK, TAME,

side of the fig.
in lane 1. Numbers on the

of the fig. are MI{ markers, as described

in the legend to fig. A-la.

z7z
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-43
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+-

+-
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4$¡37
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described, there was mole protein clegradation when plotease inhibitors
fig' A-2)'
were not added (compare adjacent lanes in each pair of lanes,

It fo11ows, therefore, that Secreted cel1ular proteins may also be
targets for the heat-induced protease(s). It appears that the proteins
secreted abundantly by ce1ls are id.entical to the major se¡um proteins
(conpare figs. A-la and A-Lb to fie. A-2). The possibility

remains,

however, that the radioactive bands seen in the autoradiogram are serun

proteins that got contaminated with the radioactive 1abel, especially
r+hen the bands on the autoradio8ram compare very closely !üith the
Coomassie

blue-stained bands (compare figs. A-la and A-lb to fig' A-2)'

The question of whether non-secreted cellular proteins are also

targets of the heat-induced protease(s) was investigated. Fig. A-3
Coomassie blue-stained proteins from cell extracts of 0n Ser and

shows

0n Ser-DMBA cultures treated at 37oC and 42oC in the presence or absence

of L-glutamine in the growth medium. In general, the protein patterns
of 0n Ser and 0n Ser-DMBA cells und.er the various conditions of treatment
were similar. HoweveT, pïoteíns from 0n ser cel1s appeared to have

a

higher intensity of staining than proteins from on ser-DMBA cel1s,

especially proteins of

I"lW

of approximately 35,000, 45r000, and 55'000

d.altons (conpare lanes 2-5 lo lanes 7-l-0, fig. A-3). The intensely

stained protein(s) of about 55r000 daltons in 0n Ser ce11s may actually
be absent in 0n Ser-DMBA cells (fis.
absence

A-3). It is interesting that the

or red.uced quantity of this 55r000 dalton protein in the

0n Ser-DMBA ce11s may correlate with the presence of the 3sS-methionine1abe1led secreted protein of a similar
The electrophoregran (fig.

Ml^l

(compare fig'

A-2 to fig' A-3)'

A-3) shows no apparent differences in

protein patterns or intensity of staining that could be attributed to
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Fig. A-3

Coomassie

blue-stained potyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

of cellular proteins recovered after treatment of 0n Ser
and 0n Ser-DMBA

incubated

in

cells at

medium

370C and 420C

for 4h. Cells

with or without glutamine. Cell

were

sarnple

preparation and electrophoresis procedures aÎe described

in 'lfethod,s' and in the legend to fig. A-Ia'
Gl_n = glutamlne
(-) means tlutamine absent in the incubation
(+)

means glutarnine Present
MI.l

in the incubation ¡nedium'

markers (lanes 1 and

in the legend to fig. A-la.

,

medium

6) were run as described
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heat or nutritional

differences. Hence non-secreted cellular proteins

protease(s). Alternatively,
nay not be substrates for the heat-induced
the heat-induced protease(s) may not exist in an active form in ce1ls'
In summary, the results presentecl here suggest that proteins

(figs
contained in the growth medium, possibly authentic serun proteins
A-la and A-lb) as well as proteins secretecl by cel1s (fig. A-2), may
be the main substrates of the heat-induced protease(s). The evidence
that non-secreted cel1u1ar proteins are not degraded to
significant extent in a heat-related manner (fig A-3) '

shows

any

'
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